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Abstract
This thesis explores L2 classroom teacher-fronted activities organised in Initiation-ResponseEvaluation (IRE) sequences, during beginner and intermediate lessons of Italian at the University
level. More specifically, the study analyses the ways in which teachers address a variety of
pedagogical contingencies while simultaneously progressing the interaction. It is argued that the
tripartite sequential structure provides the teachers with pre-evaluative moments - here defined
as pre-Evaluation opportunity spaces - emerging between the student’s responsive move (R) and
the teacher’s third positioned evaluation (E).
The research draws upon 30 hours of video- and audio-recorded interactions from two
University Italian L2 classrooms. The study is informed by multimodal Conversation Analysis
and socio-interactional approaches to language learning. Classroom interaction is, thus, regarded
as one institutional type of social interaction and - as such - is viewed as jointly achieved by
participants, sequentially organised, and relentlessly negotiated on a moment-by-moment basis.
The findings show that the teachers regularly exploit specific IRE sequential affordances, such as
the inter-move space between the student’s responsive move and the teacher’s evaluation. In
particular, the fine-grained analysis of the teachers’ multimodal conduct uncovers how such
opportunity space arising between Response and Evaluation may be employed in order to invite
peer-correction practices, manage shifting classroom participation frameworks, distribute agency
in the L2 classroom, and orient to the omnirelevant property of sequential progressivity while
attending to concurrent institutional pressures. Furthermore, the analysis unearths how such
intra-move space might be organised through the mobilisation of different semiotic material,
such as head nods, pointing gestures, gaze, and body orientation.
The findings confirm the adaptive quality of the IRE sequence organisation as one fundamental
infrastructure that embodies the reflexive relationship between pedagogy and interaction.
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1   Introduction
1.1   Premises of the study
The main aim of this study is to augment our understanding of second language (L2) classroom
interactional practices. More specifically, this thesis explores L2 classroom teacher-fronted
activities organised in Initiation-Response-Evaluation (IRE) sequences during beginner and
intermediate lessons of Italian at the University level. The analysis focuses on the sequential and
embodied organisation of L2 classroom instruction, with a particular focus on a pre-Evaluation
opportunity space emerging between the student’s response (R) and the teacher’s third position
evaluation (E).
The reason behind this thesis is - shall I say - intellectual disappointment in the mainstream
theoretical frameworks and methodologies for studying second language acquisition (henceforth,
SLA) and classroom interaction. During my undergraduate and Master’s degree I was trained
mostly in cognitive linguistic branches, including mainstream SLA. When I decided to
concentrate my Masters’ thesis on Italian L2 teacher talk and L2 classroom discourse I adopted a
more socially oriented approach, including Discourse Analysis (Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975), and
drew on some of the methodological recommendations of Conversation Analysis (CA). This
included video- and audio-recordings of naturally occurring interactions, and an adapted version
of the Jeffersonian transcription conventions.
When I started my PhD, however, I narrowed down the focus of my research to teachers’ oral
negative feedback (Lyster & Ranta, 1997), and SLA theories revolving around the concepts of
input-intake-uptake such as the Interaction Hypothesis (Long, 1996). However, while I was
collecting my data for the present study, I very soon came to realise how inadequate etic (i.e.
researcher relevant), coding, and taxonomic approaches were if I wanted to gain a deeper
understanding of what was actually going on in the classrooms I was observing, rather than what I
thought it was going on. Specifically, applying exogenous and unmotivated categories to the data
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would not allow me to account for the more subtle - and yet consequential - details of the
sequential context, temporal unfolding, and the intricacies of the reflexive relationship between
pedagogical focus and pedagogy (Seedhouse, 2004c).
Thus, my research interests rapidly shifted from the product to the process of L2 learning; from
oral feedback and students’ uptake, to repair practices (Schegloff, Jefferson, & Sacks, 1977). In
other words, I turned from SLA theories that see L2 learning as an individual, private, and
substantially cognitive process, to CA-inspired approaches which instead consider learning as a
socially situated, distributed, and interactional achievement (Markee, 2000; Seedhouse, 2004c).
One simple observation was, for me, revelatory as a researcher. While I was collecting instances
of teachers’ oral corrective feedback in Initiation-Response-Evaluation exchanges, I started to
notice a recurrent practice, namely the deployment by the teacher of the question siete d’accordo?
(‘do youPL agree?). This was happening in a beginner class, and I - as a native speaker of Italian could not quite discern the different actions that this simple question was achieving. Observing
beginner learners of Italian responding adequately to that question, for instance by implementing
some reparative work on a classmate contribution rather than responding with a sì or no (yes or
no), was fascinating and left me rather puzzled.
This led me to attempt to uncover the multisemiotic resources mobilised by the students and the
teachers alike to make sense of their actions during instructed moments. I became interested in
how instructional activities are relentlessly co-constructed, even in institutional contexts, such as
the teacher-led classrooms I was observing. As Mondada and Doehler (2004, p. 504) noted:
“[f]ormulating, understanding, and accomplishing tasks is an omnipresent problem for members
in the classroom - for pupils and teachers alike.”
After these preliminary observations I became interested chiefly in (i) investigating the
relationships between the systematic procedures for organising talk-in-interaction (Drew &
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Heritage, 1992; Schegloff, 1987b), e.g. IRE, and the pedagogical practices that are implemented
through such procedures. Moreover, I set out to explore (ii) the interactional resources that allow
students and teachers to coordinate their actions in ways that are mutually understandable, even
in contexts where the access to L2 knowledge is so unequally distributed amongst participants
(Heritage, 2012a).
After these preliminary considerations, I decided to turn to Conversation Analysis (CA) and
conversation analytic research on language acquisition (CA-SLA) and classroom interaction. I did
this in order to gain access to the methods (Garfinkel, 1967) that the students and the teachers
used to reciprocally display their understanding through their visible conduct.
This study, thus, subscribes to the theoretical principles and methodological recommendations
of CA (see Chapter 3). Firstly, and most importantly, I collected only naturally-occurring
classroom interactions. Secondly, language and language use are seen as primary resources for
social actions, and are, in turn, organised in practices such as taking a turn at talk. Thirdly, the
analyses presented in this thesis attempt to develop an emic perspective, i.e. participant-relevant,
on the interactions observed. The chief goal of any CA analysis is to uncover the endogenous
logic that underlies participants’ social actions. Finally, I take interaction, including L2 classroom
interaction, as locally managed, co-constructed, multimodal, temporally and sequentially
unfolding.
It should be reminded that CA is an empirical, data-driven, and inductive approach to social
interaction (see Chapter 3). Thus, however I set out my research looking primarily for repair
practices hosted in IRE sequences, upon the observation of the pre-Evaluation space and the
way it was organised, my initial research questions have been deeply re-shaped by the data
observation.
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1.2   Research questions
This study addresses the following research questions (RQ):
RQ1: How is the pre-Evaluation opportunity space organised?
RQ2: What is the pedagogical import of the pre-Evaluation practice?
RQ3: How do the students understand the pre-Evaluation practice?
Given the approach adopted in this work, the three RQs are inextricably linked. Talk in
interaction, is always sequentially organised (I); that is, interactants relentlessly mobilise different
semiotic resources to organise the actions which - in turn - are sequentially organised. Adopting a
strong praxeological stance on social interaction (Mondada, 2011), language - and other semiotic
material - implement practices and activities (ii) that need to be organised to (iii) preserve,
maintain, or restore mutual understanding or intersubjectivity (Heritage, 1984b).

1.3   Thesis structure
This thesis is articulated in 6 chapters, including this first chapter. The second chapter outlines
the review of the relevant literature for the present study. In particular, in order to contextualise
the present study, the first section discusses some non-CA studies on classroom interaction; the
second section deals with the SLA theories and approaches that concentrate on interaction as a
promoter of language learning, including interactionist, socio-cultural, and socio-interactional
approaches to SLA. The last section is devoted to CA studies on classroom interaction. I
continue to review the relevant literature in my analysis chapters.
Chapter 3 discusses the methodology and the theoretical framework that inform this study. This
chapter outlines the methods, the ethical arrangements, and presents the context of the research.
In particular it describes the research sites and the overview of the participants. Finally, it clarifies
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the analytic procedures followed in this study, such as identifying the candidate practices and
building a collection of phenomena.
Chapter 4 and 5 are the analytic chapters of the thesis. Chapter 4 presents the analysis of the
beginner class data set. The analysis focuses mainly on the description of a teacher interrogative,
namely siete d’accordo in relation the sequential organisation of the pre-Evaluation opportunity
space. Chapter 5 presents the analysis of units of teachers’ embodied conduct mobilised to
organise the pre-Evaluation opportunity space in the intermediate course.
Finally, Chapter 6 summarises the main findings of the thesis, and describes contributions of the
study to CA, CA-SLA, and L2 teacher education. Lastly it describes the limitations of the study
and offers recommendations for future research.
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2   Literature review
2.1   Introduction
This thesis is concerned with interactional practices occurring during teacher-fronted moments
of L2 classroom. More specifically, this study explores the collaborative achievement of teachinglearning processes in the classroom as interactional objects and sees the classroom as “[…] the
primordial site of formal education” (Koole, 2013, p. 1). Moreover, this study considers
“classroom interaction […] important because interaction is the sine qua non of classroom
pedagogy” Alwright (1984, p. 159), cited in (Jenks & Seedhouse, 2015, pp. 1-2).
The aim of this chapter is to provide an overview of the relevant literature for the present study.
By providing the context for this project, this chapter also attempts to highlight some gaps in the
literature that the present work intends to address. For example, while a growing body of
research exists for English as a Foreign and Second Language Classroom (EFL/ESL) (e.g.,
Brouwer, 2013; Hall & Pekarek Doehler, 2011; Lee & Hellermann, 2014; Wagner, 2004; Waring,
2013), or other languages such as French (e.g., Mondada & Doehler, 2004; Pekarek Doehler,
2010), German (Kasper, 2004) and Japanese (Mori, 2004), socio-interactional research on Italian
L2 classroom is still particularly scarce, with the exception of a few important studies (Margutti,
2004, 2006, 2010; Margutti & Drew, 2014; Markee & Kunitz, 2013).
The structure of this chapter reflects the different fields of research that have inspired this work.
On the one hand, it deals with the interactionist and socio-interactional approaches to Second
Language Acquisition (henceforth SLA), and on the other, with classroom interaction research.
The first section concentrates on those SLA approaches that see interaction as a promoter for L2
acquisition, while the second part deals with the body of classroom interaction research.
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2.2   SLA: From Input processing models to Social Interaction
2.2.1   Interactionist SLA
Over the past forty years, a number of researchers in the field of SLA have stressed the
importance of interaction as a crucial aspect of L2 learning. In particular, since the formulation
of the ‘Discourse Hypothesis’ by Hatch (1978), interactions between teachers and students have
been considered a crucial factor in the promotion of SLA. Furthermore, the Cognitive
Interactionist Tradition (Markee, 2015)- also known as Input-Interaction-Output approach
(Atkinson, 2011; Block, 2003), or Input-Interaction Hypothesis (Gass, 2004) - has concentrated
mainly on the role of input, output, and noticing as key factors in L2 acquisition.
In his Comprehensible Input Hypothesis, Krashen (1977, 1981, 1982, 1985) claimed the
importance of providing the learner with a comprehensible input in order to enable language
learning. Comprehensible Input consists of the language addressed to the L2 learner which
presents linguistic structures that go slightly beyond learner’s current proficiency level, or “i + 1’’.
The comprehensibility of the input would suffice to explain second language acquisition which according to Krashen - would take place subconsciously. Along with the provision of a
comprehensible input, a low affective filter (i.e. low levels of anxiety) is also seen as a necessary
condition to enable the SLA process. Although Krashen’s hypothesis drew the attention of
psycholinguistic SLA researchers to the discussion of input and the elaboration of the learner, its
orientation remained an overtly cognitivist approach (Atkinson, 2011), in which the learning
process is conceived as proceeding deterministically in a linear and predictable fashion, while also
relying on the existence of a language acquisition device, similarly to Chomsky’s LAD (1965).
By concentrating on how the input can actually be understood - and used - by the learner, Gass’
Comprehended Input Hypothesis (1988) challenged and extended Krashen’s model, shifting its
focus from the input source to the learner. In particular, Gass added five dimensions, namely
apperceived input, comprehended input, intake, integration, and output to her model in order to integrate
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internal affective psycholinguistic variables and sociolinguistic notions - such as the cultural,
interactional and social context - and identifying interaction as the sine qua non condition for L2
learning to take place. One of the key concepts emerging in Gass’ model is the role played by the
learner’s attention as a pre-condition for the input to be noticed, or apperceived.
The role of noticing and attentional orientation to L2 as a precondition for learning to occur,
was then explored by Schmidt in his Noticing Hypothesis (1990, 2001). Challenging Krashen’s
Hypothesis and its underlying innativism, Schmidt contended that “[…] attention is necessary in
order to understand virtually every aspect of second language acquisition” (Schmidt, 2001, p. 1).
Schmidt held that the input alone does not turn into intake, unless it is noticed. Krashen’s
Hypothesis has also been disputed by Swain (1985, 1995), in her Comprehensible Output
Hypothesis. According to Swain, although the comprehensibility of the input was a necessary
prerequisite for L2 acquisition, it was not sufficient. More specifically, Swain maintained that not
only did the input need to be modified and interactionally negotiated, but also that learners
should be provided with opportunities to produce output. By producing output, specifically a
pushed output, that is, the output subtype occurring mainly in the classroom interaction (Swain,
1985, p. 249), the learners become aware of the discrepancy between their interlanguage - that is
“[…] the structured system which the learner constructs at any given stage in his development”
(Ellis, 1985, p. 47) - and the target language.
In a more interactionist perspective, challenging Krashen’s Comprehensible Input Hypothesis,
Long pointed out that input could be rendered comprehensible, and thus promote L2
acquisition, only through conversational adjustments and interactional modifications. In his early
version of the Interaction Hypothesis (1981), Long claimed that the interactional work occurring
within communicative breakdown episodes between Native Speaker (NS) and Non-Native
Speakers (NNSs) produced input modifications which rendered it comprehensible through the
negotiation of meaning. In his reformulated Interaction Hypothesis (1996), Long advocated the
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provision of negative evidence - oral corrective feedback - as a central factor in fostering L2
acquisition. Moving from the original importance of the negotiation of meaning, he argued that
negotiation of form, namely the incidental and temporary focus on form occurring within focus
on meaning instructions, could attract learners’ attention to linguistic form. The interactional
adjustments produced within negotiation of form episodes would thus trigger learners’
hypotheses-testing activity and promote output production.
Although Krashen’s Hypothesis had the undeniable merit of having attracted SLA scholarly
debate to the external factors influencing language learning, such as input and interaction, the
interactionist approaches presented in this field adopt a distinctive psycholinguistic perspective
(Gass, 2004, p. 597). Even though activated by the social scene, in this “weak version of
interactionist approach” (Mondada & Doehler, 2004, p. 502), or cognitive-interactionist
approaches (Ortega, 2012), social interaction plays an ancillary role. Overall, language acquisition
is here conceived as an internal, substantially psychological and individual process, that operates
according to an information-processing model (Long & Doughty, 2008).
The next section will introduce some of the ‘alternative approaches’ (Atkinson, 2011) to SLA
that informed this thesis. These approaches decidedly departed from the prevailing cognitive and
cognitive-interactionist frameworks (Ortega, 2012), and - although from a different perspective share the idea that language learning is fundamentally a social phenomenon, rather than a
cognitive one.

2.3   The ‘Social Turn’ in SLA
Since the mid-1990s, there has been a growing interest in the socio-interactional dimension of
language learning that has led to a ‘social turn’ (Block, 2003) in the contemporary SLA debate.
This section will present, in particular Neo-Vygotskyian, Complexity and Dynamic System
Theories, and CA-SLA approaches.
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2.3.1   Sociocultural approach and SLA
Drawing upon Vygotsky’s work in developmental psychology (1978), Sociocultural Theory
(SCT) attempts to explain SLA as a mediation process between the psychological and social
aspects, thus a socio-cognitive process. A SCT central theoretical tenet is that no psychological
development, including language learning, can take place without interactions with other people
or with cultural artefacts. According to the idea of mediation, a learner can accomplish a task,
otherwise impossible to fulfil, through the mediation provided by a peer. The relevance of a
mediator to enable the learner’s language knowledge scaffolding underlies the key concept in
SCT, namely the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) (Vygotsky, 1978, p. 86). It is precisely in this
negotiated mediation between the learner and the others that resides the socio-cognitive nature
of the learning process (Donato, 1994; Dunn & Lantolf; Lantolf, 2000; Van Lier, 2004).
Applying SCT principles to SLA (Lantolf, 2011), a number of researchers have sought to
document L2 learning (e.g., Lantolf & Pavlenko, 1995; Lantolf & Thorne, 2006).
For example, focusing on ZPD, Aljaafreh and Lantolf (1994) observed ‘microgenetic’ changes in L2
competence, specifically of a set of target grammatical features, of three ESL learners over a
period of nine weeks. The authors found that the role of mediation between the tutor and the
learners through the provision of error correction played a key role for the learning of new
linguistic structure. In particular, according to the authors, the provision of correction (both
implicit and explicit) promoted L2 learning only when sensitive to the ZPD of the novice, as it is
co-constructed dialogically – i.e., mediated – in interaction with the language expert. Another
important study conducted in L2 educational contexts that showed how the provision of
negative feedback/correction sustains L2 learning, is the one by Ohta (2001). In her
observational study of four learners of Japanese L2 the author tracked the effects of peer
interactive practices. Similarly, Coughlan and Duff (1994) showed the collaborative, socially
situated, and co-constructed nature of L2 learning through the interactions between four EFL
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and one ESL learners. Importantly for later research in CA-SLA, the study showed that tasks are
not pre-established but emergent and negotiated objects in interaction, and that L2 language is a
resource that L2 learners use to address interactional tasks at hand.
SCT theories of learning have influenced CA-SLA researchers (e.g. Mondada & Doehler, 2004;
Pekarek Doehler, 2002). Importantly, in line with CA-SLA research, SCT informed approaches
to SLA by considering learning as inescapably situated and jointly achieved by participants
through interaction (Hall, 1993; Lantolf & Pavlenko, 1995); that is, as a substantially “[…]
collaborative endeavour necessarily involving other individuals” (Aljaafreh & Lantolf, 1994, p.
480). Moreover, cognitive processes - including SLA - are understood as socially situated,
witnessable, and displayed in interaction, as discussed below.
2.3.2   Complexity and dynamic systems theories
Another socio-interactional approach to SLA, complementary to CA-SLA, is Complexity Theory
(Ellis & Larsen-Freeman, 2009; Larsen-Freeman, 1997; Larsen-Freeman & Cameron, 2008).
Arguing against the reductionist view of mainstream/cognitivist SLA approaches, Complexity
Theory conceives of language as a complex system, specifically a “[…] dynamic set of patterns
emerging from use” (Larsen-Freeman, 2011, p. 52), determined by nonlinear interactions
between its components. Language is also crucially seen as emerging, from the nonlinear
interactions between its different components (Larsen-Freeman & Cameron, 2008, p. 200). Like
SCT and CA-SLA, Complexity Theory

demonstrates the development of a holistic and

ecological take of language and SLA (Seedhouse, 2010, p. 5), including SCT-ecological
approaches to SLA (e.g., Van Lier, 2004). Specifically, Complexity Theory shares the assumption
of the socially-situated nature of L2 language learning, and sees cognitive development as socially
driven, usage based, and emergent (Ellis & Larsen-Freeman, 2006). Language learning can take
place in social interactions through co-adaptations and soft-assembly (Thelen & Smith, 1996) of
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language resources, that is, from the variable and dynamic interactions between the linguistic
components.
Importantly for this thesis, Seedhouse (2015) demonstrated how Complexity Theory can be
fruitfully employed within a conversation analytic framework to understand L2 classroom
interaction as a complex and adaptive system.
2.3.3   Conversation Analytic Approach to SLA
Conversation analytic approach to SLA - henceforth CA-SLA (Kasper & Wagner, 2011) - draws
on CA principles1 and analytical policy (Kasper, 2006, p. 84, italics in the original, cf. Chapter 3) to
illuminate how L2 is used and learnt in interaction. As a social-interactional (Pekarek Doehler,
2013), or socio-interactionist (Mondada & Doehler, 2004) approach to SLA, CA-SLA is
primarily concerned with how L2 use and learning emerge from the temporal, local and
sequential organisation of actions. Detailed transcriptions of talk and non-vocal conduct of
naturally-occurring interactions are produced, in order to develop an emic analysis of L2
interactions.
Rather than a purely cognitive innate mental capacity, CA sees language as a socio-interactional
phenomenon. More specifically, language is considered to be the chief resource for action in
interaction (Pekarek Doehler, 2013, p. 142). According to Ochs, Schegloff, and Thompson
(1996), the relationships between grammar and interaction can be summarised as follows: “(1)
grammar organizes social interaction; (2) social interaction organizes grammar; (3) grammar is a
mode of interaction” (1996, p. 33). Within this eminently praxeological understanding of
language (Gardner & Wagner, 2004; Mondada & Doehler, 2004), grammar is understood to be
the fundamental resource through which interactants sequentially and temporally co-ordinate
their actions to achieve and sustain mutual understanding (Pekarek Doehler, 2010).
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Along with other socio-interactional approaches to SLA, CA-SLA shares the view that language
learning is “[…] socially constituted in and through interaction” (Kasper, 2006, p. 83). A
fundamental related tenet of CA - thus for CA-SLA - is that cognition, similarly to language, is
socially distributed (Goodwin, 2000; Schegloff, 1991a). CA understands cognitive processes as
socially constituted, and emergent through socially situated practices employed for the local
achievement of intersubjectivity (Heritage, 1984), as participants relentlessly make their
understanding visible to each other through their conduct in interaction (cf. Chapter 3). Hence,
in virtue of its public and shared nature, cognition processes become visible and available for
inspection to both the participants and the analyst alike. By extending this social embeddedness
of cognitive processes to language learning, CA-SLA researchers argue that learning is public, i.e.
observable, emergent, and locally accomplished (Firth & Wagner, 1997, 2007; Markee, 2000;
Pekarek Doehler, 2013; Seedhouse, 2004c). As a result, CA-SLA views L2 learning as contingent
on the use interactants make of language in interaction. L2 use is regularly embodied in
sequentially organised interactional practices that primarily enable participation.
A turning point that contributed to the “social turn” in the SLA debate that contributed to the
establishment of CA-SLA as a field of inquiry was the call for a reconceptualization of
cognitivist-oriented mainstream SLA by Firth and Wagner (1997). In their seminal article the
authors argued for “[…] (a) a significantly enhanced awareness of the contextual and
interactional dimensions of the language use, (b) an increased emic (i.e., participant-relevant)
sensitivity towards fundamental concepts, and (c) the broadening of the traditional SLA
database” (Firth & Wagner, 1997, p. 758).
Firth and Wagner’s critique included the work of researchers working within the Interaction
Hypothesis framework (Gass, Pica, & Mackey, 1998; Gass & Varonis, 1985a, 1985b, 1994; Long,
1996). The authors objected to the use of etic - i.e. researcher-relevant - categories, such as those
of native speaker (NS) and non-native speaker (NNS), arguing that in interaction, multiple social
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identities are available and negotiable to interactants, and that multiple identities can be inhabited
simultaneously. Moreover, Firth and Wagner strongly opposed the traditional notion of NNS as
a deficient speaker emerging from L2 interaction viewed as ancillary to the substantially
cognitively, internal, and mechanistic view of L2 learning. Furthermore, the authors restated the
necessity of a reconceptualisation of SLA in order to overcome the split between cognitive and
social approaches towards a holistic, bio-social discipline, able to account for the socially
distributed nature of cognition, including language learning. This was conceived as the means for
- and the result of - social interaction where learners are viewed as resourceful agents able to
mobilise different interactional resources in meaning-making processes, therefore to jointly
achieve and sustain mutual understanding, even with a limited L2 linguistic material available.
Although the paper by Firth and Wagner was positively received by researchers working within
sociocultural and conversation-analytic frameworks (e.g., Hall, 1997; Liddicoat, 1997), scholars in
cognitive-oriented SLA remained skeptical about the very possibility of adopting a conversationanalytic stance to demonstrate language acquisition (Kasper, 1997), arguing that language learning
is an essentially cognitive, i.e. private and internal, process concerning new linguistic knowledge
acquisition (Long, 1997). For example, Poulisse (1997) contended the primacy of
psycholinguistic approaches in SLA over socio-interactional orientations, arguing that the
ultimate scope of SLA is the demonstration of language learning, rather than the exploration of
its use (Gass, 1998).
CA-SLA research has explored L2 use and learning both in educational (Markee, 2000;
Seedhouse, 2004c) and everyday contexts (e.g., Gardner, 2004). A number of researchers have
attempted to demonstrate L2 learning by documenting the emergence and change of linguistic
patterns in L2 interactions (e.g., Kasper, 2004; Koshik & Seo, 2012; Markee, 2004; Markee &
Kunitz, 2013; Mondada & Doehler, 2004; Mori, 2004; Seo, 2011; Seo & Koshik, 2010), ideally
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extending the SCT-L2 ‘microgenetic’ line of research in SLA (Pekarek Doehler & Lauzon,
2015).
According to CA-SLA, one of the potential loci where L2 learning can be observed is the
orientation that L2 speakers may show in interaction (Gardner, 2008). This is consequential for
the development of interactional practices, and - ultimately - for L2 learning. For instance, Mori
(2004) demonstrated how L2 learners can exploit side sequences to demonstrate different
orientations to learning opportunities which they co-construct by addressing - alternatively - the
assigned task and their lack of lexical knowledge. In a similar vein, (Mori & Markee, 2009b)
demonstrated how - during pair activities - learners of Japanese oriented to, and mutually
displayed, different cognitive states and linguistic expertise through talk and embodied conduct.
Kasper (2009) also demonstrated the public nature of cognition, revealed through the
deployment of reparative practices (Schegloff et al., 1977) in an ordinary conversation between a
native English speaker and an L2 speaker.
Because CA-SLA considers L2 speakers as variably competent agents in interaction rather than
deficient communicators (Kasper, 2006), and L2 interactions as ‘normal’ (Gardner & Wagner,
2004), the conjoint achievement of interactional practices, such as taking a turn-at-talk,
exchanging greetings, opening and closing a conversation, correcting talk, accepting or refusing
an invitation, are seen by CA-SLA as the visible embodiment of interactional competence.
Interactional competence has been defined as the accomplishment of “[…]meaningful social
actions, to respond to co-participants’ previous actions and to make recognizable for others what
our actions are and how these relate to their own actions.” (Hall & Pekarek Doehler, 2011, p. 1).
Learning how to organise social practices in conversation is learning interactional competence,
that is, learning the methods (Garfinkel, 1967) interactants rely on to organise systematic
practices in conversation, such as turn-taking, repair, turn design, and sequence organisation.
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Furthermore, interactional competence of L2 learners has been documented to improve over
time. (Lee & Hellermann, 2014; Pekarek Doehler et al., 2017).

2.4   Summary of the section
This section has sketched the different approaches that have sought to investigate the
relationships between interaction and L2 learning. Firstly it has discussed the interactionist
approaches to SLA, secondly it has briefly outlined three ‘alternative approaches’ (Atkinson,
2011) to SLA. The section has then proceeded to discuss how CA principles can be applied to
investigate L2 use and learning from an interactional perspective. The next section will now turn
to classroom interaction research.

2.5   Classroom interaction research
In the section above, interaction has been presented as an essential promoter of language
learning. L2 classroom interaction research attempts to describe the structures through which
interaction is carried out in institutional contexts.
2.5.1   Early studies
Classroom research started with studies that concentrated on the description of the organisation
of traditional, teacher-students exchanges (e.g., Barnes & Torbe, 1969; Bellack, Kliebard, Hyman,
& Smith, 1966). These investigations, informed by quantitative methods of behavioural
psychology, developed real-time observation schemes for the coding of teachers’ and students’
behaviour.
A seminal study is the one by Bellack et al. (1966). The authors carried out an experimental study
in social studies classrooms across seven high-schools in New York area. The study analysed
teacher-pupils interactions, verbal behaviour patterns occurring inside the classroom, and
learning outcomes related to teacher behaviours, and was the first to systematise some
fundamental features in teacher-centred classroom interaction. In particular, the authors
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identified four distinct pedagogical moves recurring in teacher-students interactions: Structuring,
Soliciting, Responding, and Reacting and were thus able to develop a first descriptive model of
classroom interaction. The most interesting finding was that “a typical pattern [of classroom
interaction] started with the teacher [T] asking a question (T/SOL), which a pupil [T] answered
(P/RES), followed by the teacher’s reaction to or rating of the pupil’s response (T/REA)” (1966,
p. 55). These early considerations, supported by quantitative data, underscored that – at least
within traditional instructional settings – the teacher had total control over the classroom
discourse.
A teacher’s overall control over classroom discourse was confirmed in a similar study by Barnes
and Torbe (1969) who found that in the mathematics and science classrooms they observed,
teachers exercised total control. This, in turn, did not promote students’ active participation to
the classroom discourse. With regard to questioning patterns, this study also highlighted the
preference for non-factual questions in teacher discourse. This central feature was also
underscored by later L1 classroom interaction research (Mehan, 1979). Similarly, a study by
Flanders (1970) described the specificities of teachers’ behaviour in order to identify their
training needs. Flanders analysed for more than ten years various elementary classrooms in the
United States, and refined a complex matrix system for real-time observation of teacher-student
interactions, which he named Interaction Analysis. Flanders also found an overall predominance
of teacher talk time (70% of the total time). Although dealing primarily with teacher professional
training, Flanders’ Interaction Analysis has been fruitfully employed by later L2 classroom
research (cf. 2.2).
All these initial findings proved to be central in later investigations in classroom interaction,
especially with the advent of the discourse analytic model developed by Sinclair and Coulthard
(1975) (cf. §2.2). Furthermore, the system-based and coding tradition continued to be employed
in the investigation of L2 classroom interaction research. In particular, a line of research that
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ideally continued the coding tradition developed over the 1970s and the 1980s (e.g. Moskovitz’s
Foreign Language Interaction (FLINT) (1970, 1971), which adapted and expanded Flander’s
Interaction Analysis (1970); the Target Language Observation Scheme (TALOS) (Ullman &
Geva, 1983); the Communicative Orientation for Language Teaching (COLT) (Fröhlich, Spada,
& Allen, 1985); the Classroom Observation Tally Sheet (Nunan, 1989); and Fanselow’s Foci for
Observing Communication Used in Settings (FOCUS, 1977). Although the discussion of single
studies is beyond the scope of this literature review,2 it is worth noting that all the abovementioned observation schemes, even though from different perspectives and addressing diverse
research questions, provided quantitative streams of L2 classroom research with highlyformalised taxonomies for the real-time coding of interaction. Furthermore, what code schemes
have in common is their rationale in that they consider classroom interactions to be made of
(and build upon) single units/moves that are deployed singularly one-at-a-time on different and
analytically discernible levels (Seedhouse, 2004c)
In spite of the importance of such studies, the limitations of coding scheme traditions and
taxonomies led to the development of more discourse-based approaches, as discussed below.
Once the recurrent discursive and interactional patterns in the L1 classroom were identified, the
interaction occurring in L2 classroom also started to be investigated from a variety of
perspectives and approaches. Classroom context is multifaceted and dynamic and this is all the
more true in the L2 classroom, where a myriad of additional factors can influence the
interactions within it.
2.5.2   Discourse Analysis
A turning point in classroom interaction research was represented by the work of the University
of Birmingham discourse research group (Sinclair, 1972; Sinclair & Brazil, 1982; Sinclair &
                                                                                                                          
2 Chaudron (1988), Nunan (1992), and Mackey and Gass (2005) provide comprehensive reviews of the
various classroom observation schemes
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Coulthard, 1975). Building on sociolinguistics and systemic functional linguistics (Halliday, 1985),
these scholars investigated classroom interaction highlighting a variety of fundamental, recurrent
discourse features occurring within the classroom context.
In their seminal work, Coulthard and Sinclair (1975) explored the spoken discourse in primary
school classrooms, elaborating a system of analysis that shed light on some salient linguistic
structures of teacher-student interaction. Drawing primarily upon the classroom descriptive
system of Bellack et al. (1966), the two British linguists developed a hierarchical system of
analysis which enabled for the first time the observation and the coding of classroom interaction
through a discourse and linguistic patterns rank scale. Drawing upon Halliday’s rank model
(1961) and speech-act theory (Austin, 1962; Searle, 1969), the system of the analysis of classroom
discourse was categorised in five ranks, from the smallest to the largest unit: Act, Move, Exchange,
Transaction, and Lesson.
The most relevant findings of the study is the identification of Teacher Elicit Exchange, made up of
three different moves: Initiation-Response-Feedback/Follow-up (IRF) (Sinclair & Brazil, 1982; Sinclair
& Coulthard, 1975), or Initiation-Response-Evaluation (IRE) (Mehan, 1979). Initiation is typically
represented by an elicitation act uttered by the teacher in order to elicit learner’s knowledge
about a topic, while the Response move represents the student’s answer to the teacher’s request.
The third move, namely Feedback or Follow-up consists of teacher’s either positive or negative
evaluation of students’ response.
Sinclair and Coulthard’s (1975) descriptive apparatus is particularly important as it allowed, for
the first time, the analysis of classroom interaction based on its linguistic constituents. Later
studies which adopted this approach enabled a more accurate analysis of single classroom
discourse features (Burton, 1981; Coulthard & Brazil, 1981; Dijk, 1985; Stubbs, 1981, 1983).
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However, while presenting a notable degree of internal coherence and analytical consistency, the
overtly top-down and deterministic perspective adopted by Sinclair & Coulthard put the system
at risk of reductionism. Firstly, the underpinning deductive and quantitative approach prevents
the analyst from accounting for relevant

local context-related and classroom interaction

specificities occurring at various levels of discourse (such as, for instance, negotiation episodes,
indexicality of the classroom language, participants’ orientation, proxemics and non-verbal
communication).
Moreover, as a consequence of the choice of the type of classroom context analysed, another
limitation of their apparatus is its focus solely on teacher talk. As the authors argue in their
Introduction, “[…] we chose classroom situations in which the teacher was at the front of the class
‘teaching’, and therefore likely to be exerting the maximum amount of control over the structure
of the discourse. […]” (Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975, p. 6). These premises render the original
model version replicable only within traditional teacher-centred classroom contexts and hardly
applicable to less traditional classroom settings, at least in its original version.
The most important study in L2 classroom which aimed to continue the early Discourse Analysis
tradition, was the one by Boulima (1999). Drawing upon Sinclair and Coulthard’s descriptive
apparatus (1975), the author analysed 15 English as a Foreign Language (henceforth EFL)
classrooms in Moroccan secondary schools in order to describe negotiated interaction episodes.
Through the analysis of her corpus of video-recordings, Boulima argued the inadequacy of the
basic Sinclair and Coulthard’s IRF model for describing the basic exchange structure of the L2
classroom interaction. Furthermore, the author developed the Foreign Language Interaction
Analysis System (FLIAS), adapting and expanding the original descriptive system (Sinclair &
Coulthard, 1975). In order to analytically describe the typical L2 classroom negotiated
interaction, Boulima also expanded the acts category identified by Sinclair and Coulthard.
Boulima proposed some additional L2 classroom-specific acts, namely repair, repair-initiation,
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comprehension check, and confirmation check, clarification request. These acts are typically realised by the
teacher in order to correct learners’ -or prompt learners to correct- erroneous productions, and
to check the actual comprehension of what has been said. A sixth additional act is challenge, a
typical student’s act realised when contesting an immediately preceding teacher’s move.
The studies presented above have uncovered and described some fundamental features of
classroom interaction, such as the IRF/E exchange. However, as Seedhouse (2004c) contends,
both coding scheme and DA traditions assume that in interaction, participants implement one
speech act at a time, so that one sentence or move implements one speech act. Another major
limitation of this work is that contextual features of the talk (either linguistic in nature or
nonverbal) and the most immediate environment are ignored and dismissed from the analysis,
and the inescapable sequential nature of actual interaction is neglected, also overimposing
researchers’ categories onto the data so that an emic approach cannot be develop.

2.6   Sequential approach to classroom interaction
2.6.1   Introduction
A more qualitative line of research, informed by Conversation Analysis, focused on
organisational aspects of L2 classroom interaction and analysed it as one kind of institutional
interaction (Drew & Heritage, 1992; Gardner, 2012). As Drew and Heritage (1992, p. 22) put it:
1.   Institutional interaction involves an orientation by at least one of the participants to some core goals,
task or identity (or set of them) conventionally associated with the institution in question. In short,
institutional talk is normally informed by goal orientations of a relatively restricted conventional form.
2.   Institutional interaction may often involve special and particular constraints on what one or both of the
participants will treat as allowable contributions to the business at hand.
3.   Institutional talk may be associated with inferential frameworks and procedures that are particular to
specific institutional context.

Seminal studies in the conversation analytic investigation of classroom discourse, highlighted the
modification of basic everyday conversational practices, such as the turn-taking system (McHoul,
1978), repair practices (Kasper, 1985; Macbeth, 2004; McHoul, 1990), and sequence organisation
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(Mehan, 1979). Since it is beyond the scope of this work to discuss the complex organisation of
conversational practices, the following sections will present only the salient features that undergo
institutional modifications in classroom talk.
2.6.2   Turn taking in classroom interaction
In their seminal paper (Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson, 1974) describe the practices used by
interactants to partake to talk-in-interaction. The turn taking system refers to the set of methods
used in conversation to organise participation, including methods to build turns (constructional
component), and a set of rules to allocate turns at talk (allocational component). Turns are built
incrementally through Turn-Constructional Units (TCUs), typically sentences, clauses, phrases,
or single lexical items. Normally, once a speaker commences to produce one TCU, the turn
taking system in operation allows s/he to hold the conversational floor and produce the turn-attalk. However, interactants relentlessly rely on syntactic, prosodic, and pragmatic resources to
project Points of Possible Completion (PPC) of the turn at talk. Generally, when TCUs come to
a PPC, a transition-relevant place is established.
McHoul (1978) analysed some comprehensive school lessons in Liverpool (UK) and high school
classes in Canberra. Drawing upon Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson’s (1974) notion of turn-taking
system in ordinary conversation,, the author underscored significant violations of the basic rules
in the management of turns at talk in the classroom context. Through the analysis of audio- and
video-recordings, McHoul pointed out that classroom turn-taking system presented relevant
modifications of the everyday conversational procedures. In particular, while non-formal
conversations display a local-allocation of turns (Sacks et al., 1974), the classroom context
showed an overall tendency of the teachers for the pre-allocation of turns. That is, the teacher is
in most cases the sole interactant who have the right to decide who will talk next by directly
selecting the speaker. Indeed, this turn pre-allocation practice is a recurrent feature of a variety
institutional and asymmetric interactions (Drew & Heritage, 1992).
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Moreover, whereas everyday conversation is usually made of relatively short turns produced by
one speaker at a time, teachers usually realised longer and more complex turns at talk.
Furthermore, while the length of a turn is almost unpredictable in everyday conversations, the
classroom talk presented specific length due to institutional constraints such as class duration
and teacher’s agenda. This type of turn-management system displayed the substantial asymmetry
in the distribution of the conversational right to speak and conversational power. Although
content classroom differs to some extent from L2 instructional settings, these interactional
features seem to be invariant across content and language classes. McHoul also produced a very
detailed presentation of the modifications to the basic turn-taking system (McHoul, 1978, p.
188).
Since McHoul’s seminal research, numerous studies have adopted a CA perspective to
investigate resources used to negotiate participation in the classrooms. Some recent publications
(Markee, 2000; Seedhouse, 2004c) account for different contexts of classroom, in a fluid and
flexible organisation, which stands in a reflexive relationship with the specific pedagogical focus
of the interaction. Moreover, a number of studies included the detailed analysis of multimodal
conduct in the management of the turn-taking-system in interactions between students and
teachers. Such studies are reviewed in Chapter 5, within the context of the analysis.
In his study, Mehan (1979) analysed nine lessons at a San Diego elementary school. The aim of
the study was to outline the overall social and hierarchical architecture of L1 content classes.
Drawing upon Ethnography and Conversation Analysis the author highlighted the typical
Initiation-Reply-Evaluation exchange which he claimed to be the core behavioural pattern and
the basic unit of teacher-students classroom interaction. This central finding confirmed, although
from a different perspective, the tripartite IRF pattern found in L1 classrooms by Sinclair and
Coulthard (1975).
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Similarly to McHoul’s study (1978), Mehan analytically described the turn-allocation procedures
of the classrooms analysed, identifying individual nomination, invitation to bid, and invitation to reply as
typical pre-allocation procedures used by the teacher. Although insisting on an ordered
hierarchical organisation of typical classroom interaction -made up of interactional sequences, topically
related sets, and phases- unlike Sinclair and Coulthard (1975), Mehan identified a more active role
played by students in structuring the overall interactional architecture of the lessons. The study
concluded that classroom lessons can be described “[…] sequentially and hierarchically
organized events assembled by the structuring work of teachers interacting with students”
(Mehan, 1979, p. 172).
Qualitative L2 classroom interaction research confirmed the basic interactional features
highlighted by earlier L1 classroom investigations. Regardless of the specific orientation of the
L2 classroom - more communicative or more traditional - L2 classroom interaction displays a
number of typical asymmetric interaction features. Following Linell’s (1990) categorisation of
different types of asymmetries in interaction, the L2 classroom can be defined as a locus of
asymmetric interaction. The teacher plays a central role by exercising a quantitative dominance by
occupying more time at talk and a semantic dominance, achieved through the control and the
management of topics. The teacher also usually displays an interactional dominance as s/he produces
relevant interactional moves such as Questions/Initiations which set a conditional relevance for
what will follow (such as Students’ responses). The teacher also usually manages the turn-taking
system by allocating the right to speak. Finally, by realizing strategically relevant moves, the
teacher shows a strategic dominance.
As also outlined by L1 classroom interaction research, the above-mentioned asymmetries
confirm that the L2 classroom institutional constraints do not usually allow an equal distribution
of conversational rights among the participants.
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A major feature that emerged in CA studies conducted in the classroom is the accomplishment
of repair. Given its relevance in this study the section below is devoted to this organisation.
More detailed aspects of repair will be presented in the analytic sections of this thesis.
2.6.3   Repair
Interactants regularly encounter different types of trouble in interaction. Repair describes to the
set of procedures through which attend to trouble in “speaking, hearing, and understanding the
talk” (Schegloff et al., 1977). Repair procedures are articulated with reference to the repairable
or trouble source, who initiates and who accomplishes the repair. This yields, in conversation, to
a four-fold classification, namely self-initiated self-repair, self-initiated other-repair, otherinitiated other-repair, and other-initiated self-repair. Additionally, repair is organised with
reference to the location of the trouble-source, i.e. same-turn repair, next-turn repair, and fourthposition (see,Schegloff, 1992c for a discussion).
A study by McHoul (1990) was one of the first that analysed how teachers corrected students’
talk through repair from a Conversation Analysis perspective. By comparing the repair categories
elaborated for everyday conversation by Schegloff et al. (1977) and using the same transcription
of his previous study (McHoul, 1978), the author found that in the classroom context, othercorrection repair strategy frequency rate was much higher than in everyday conversation.
Furthermore, within IRF/IRE sequences, the most frequent repair of students’ utterances was
teacher-initiated self-correction. In other words, when a student failed to provide the correct
answer to teacher’s elicitation, the teacher usually initiated the correction withholding its
completion and letting the student complete. The repair sequences could also be expanded
recursively when the student didn’t achieve effective repair at first, generating a number of
expansions of the original sequence.
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In his study on repair, Kasper (1985) analysed an English science lesson in a Danish high-school.
The lesson was divided in two phases: language-centred and content-centred.

During the

language-centred phase, the author confirmed the same corrective pattern pointed out by L1
classroom research (McHoul, 1990), with a high rate of teacher-initiated learners’ self-correction.
On the other hand, the content-centred phase of the lesson was characterised by self-initiated
self-repair strategies for both learners’ and teachers’ utterances. This different corrective
behaviour usually allows the teacher to lessen the disruptive effect on the communication flow.
As outlined by Seedhouse (2004c) also for other L2 classroom interactional features, repair may
vary as specific pedagogical foci and goals change during the lesson.
A growing number of CA inspired studies have concentrated on multimodal repair practices in
L2 classroom, however an exhaustive review is beyond the scope of this chapter. Before
proceeding to the discussion of the sequential organisation of classroom interaction, the next
section will deal with an important terminological debate on repair.
2.6.3.1   Repair or Correction? A terminological question
The seminal paper by Schegloff et al. (1977) initiated a terminological debate on repair and
correction, particularly within CA-inspired L2 classroom interaction research. The debate is still
ongoing, and is of paramount relevance for the present study.
Drawing upon the distinction between definition of repair and correction by Schegloff et al. (1977),
early CA-informed classroom research (e.g., Kasper, 1985; van Lier, 1988) described correction as a
subtype of repair, more specifically one that implies the replacement of an incorrect part of a
turn, and that is usually accomplished by a next speaker (Jefferson, 1987).
However, according to some CA scholars working in classroom interaction research, the reliance
of early CA classroom studies on the original description of conversational repair mechanism has
engendered a theoretical and terminological confusion in the field. In particular, Macbeth (2004)
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and Hall (2007) attempted to address the question by proposing that repair and correction occurring
in classroom interaction are substantially different in nature.
In his pivotal article, Macbeth (2004) offers a different analysis and interpretation of McHoul’s
findings (1990), before proceeding to illustrate how repair may represent a distinct organisation
from the one of correction in classroom talk-in-interaction. While Macbeth agrees on the early CA
interpretation of correction as one kind of conversational repair, he observes that correction in the
classroom is primarily concerned with the task of instructed teaching. More specifically, the
author argues that:
“(…) the organisation of repair and the work of producing IRE sequences – including the orientation to
assessments in third position – are concurrent rather than same organizations, and further that the work of
repair is in no sense restricted to the work of assessment and/ or correction.” (p. 719)

Moreover, since repair is the organisational infrastructure that ensures the achievement and
maintenance of mutual understanding in interaction (Schegloff, 1992), Macbeth claims that it is
also an essential mechanism for instructed activities, including correction, a contingent and
normative practice of classroom interaction (p. 723; cf. also Macbeth, 2011). Importantly,
Macbeth claims that while repair pertains to a larger domain of possible actions in interaction, it is
also “(…) implicated in the very organizational possibilities of correction, as the production of
what a correct or correctable utterance, reply or response, could be.” (p. 730). The author then
concludes that repair and correction may be distinct and yet co-operating organisations in L2
classroom interaction.
Similarly, Hall (2007) argues that interactionist and discursive approaches to SLA have
erroneously conflated the terms repair and correction, contending that most of the CA-inspired
studies on repair have - in fact - focused on instructional correction rather than repair per se.
Specifically, Hall maintains that this equation of terms has generated a persistent conceptual
confusion in classroom interaction research, and advocates the need to distinguish between
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instructional correction and repair. In particular, although agreeing on the contextual sensitivity of the
repair mechanism described by other conversation analysts such as Seedhouse (2004) and
Koshik (2002), Hall holds that repair practices should only be concerned with problems of (mis)understanding and (mis-)hearing, rather than linguistic matters of correctness. In his conclusion,
however, the author acknowledges the interactional intricacies of the L2 classroom, and
concedes that:
“(…) it can be difficult to distinguish between the official activities of understanding and correcting that
are central to learning and the problems of repair that arise in the course of learning. [Especially] in
language classrooms, where language is simultaneously the tool of instruction and the object of pedagogical
attention”

However, such distinction between repair and correction has been firmly rebutted by other CA
scholars. Notably, in his response to Hall’s article, Seedhouse (2007) refutes Hall’s criticism and,
drawing on his previous discussion of repair in the L2 classroom (Seedhouse 2004), he contends
that the distinction proposed between repair and correction contravenes the analytical goal of CA,
namely the uncovering of endogenous practices as they emerge and are employed by interactants
(cf. Ch.3). Since CA attempts to unearth and describe universal mechanisms of social interaction
that are applied in context-sensitive ways by interactants, Seedhouse claims that “(…) the entire
mechanism of repair becomes adapted to the institutional goal of language learning and to the
particular pedagogical focus employed.” (p. 531). Drawing on previous CA literature (Hutchby
and Wooffitt, 1998; Heritage, 1992) Seedhouse concludes that repair is – in fact – a broader
organisation for dealing with a range of different types of problems in interactions, including
correcting linguistic errors, and that the prevalence of correction in classroom interaction
represents one of the many institutional adaptations of the universal mechanism of repair.
While acknowledging the co-operative nature of repair-correction relationships (Macbeth, 2004),
the present study complies with the ethnomethodological stances of CA (Seedhouse, 2007) by
subscribing to the idea that classroom interaction is a complex, context-sensitive, and adaptive
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system where universal organisations of human interaction stand in a reflexive relationship with
specific pedagogic goals of pedagogical interaction (Seedhouse, 2010; 2015). Therefore, both
terms will be employed in this thesis. Specifically, repair is used to refer to the broader
mechanism available to interactants to deal with a wide range of troubles in interactions, while
correction will be employed to describe one type of repair, that is, when an item in a turn-at-talk is
replaced by another speaker. By avoiding a priori coding, the use of both terms has enabled me
to locate and describe repair practices - including correction - and repairable items as
participant’s, rather than analyst’s constructs.
The last section of this chapter is devoted to the most typical sequence organisation in the
classroom, namely IRE. Given the relevance for this study, a more detailed account of its
modification and affordances will be provided in the two analytic chapters.
2.6.4   The IRE
Sequence organisation is at the heart of social interaction, as sequences are ‘vehicle’ for social
actions (Schegloff, 2007).
As mentioned above, Initiation-Response-Evaluation (IRE) (Mehan, 1979) is regarded as the
most pervasive sequence organisation in teacher-fronted classroom interaction. Ordinarily,
teachers initiate the exchange (I) through a question, while the students produce some
responsive action (R) in the subsequent turn. The third turn is usually devoted to the teacher’s
evaluation of the students’ contribution, or to conduct or invite repair (E). Since the early
classroom discourse studies, scholars have agreed upon the ubiquitous nature of the three-part
exchange – also known as Initiation-Response-Feedback (IRF) (Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975),
Question-Answer-Comment (QAC) (McHoul, 1978), or recitation script (Lemke, 1985).
Over the past forty years, scholarly debate on classroom discourse has revolved around the
centrality of the triadic organisation of classroom interaction (e.g. Candela, 1999; Cazden &
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Beck, 2003; Coulthard & Brazil, 1992; Gardner, 2012; Lee, 2007, 2008; Macbeth, 2004; Markee,
2000; McHoul, 1978, 1990; Mehan, 1979; Sinclair & Brazil, 1982; Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975;
Wells, 1993). However, while the IRE pattern is well documented across the literature, there has
been little agreement to date on whether such an interactional pattern effectively promotes
students’ participation and learning opportunities. A number of scholars have criticised the IRE
arguing that such triadic pattern reflects the imbalanced power distribution between the teacher
and the students (Lemke, 1985; Mercer, 1995). Moreover, it has been maintained that the IRE
model may limit the opportunities for the learners to actively partake in interaction (Lier, 2001;
Nystrand, 1997). Another common critique is that the sole triadic organisation of classroom talk
does not suffice to account for the entirety of possible L2 classroom interaction contexts
(Seedhouse, 1997, 2004c, 2005b, 2015; Seedhouse & Walsh, 2010).
However, studies inspired mainly by sociocultural theories on learning (Vygotsky, 1978) and CA
have focused on the three-part exchange to investigate the sequential relevancies of the IRE
sequence organisation in terms of learning opportunities. In particular, a number of CA scholars
investigating classroom interaction, insisted on the flexible, local, and adaptive nature of the
three-part sequences (e.g.,Seedhouse, 2004, 2015; Markee, 2000; Lemke, 1990). More specifically,
a growing deal of CA-informed research has focused on the teacher’s third-turn (E), or Sequence
Closing Third (Schegloff, 2007). The interactional resources mobilised by the teachers and the
students during IRE exchanges have been explored in detail by conversation analysts. For
instance, Hellermann (2003) focused on the interactive role of prosody in teachers’ third-turn
repetitions of students responses. The author demonstrated that, although omnipresent in
classroom interaction, the IRE exchange is one adaptive and adjustable sequence organisation,
and not a mere recitative script as proposed by previous research on classroom interaction. In
another study, Hellermann (2005) showed also how interactional practices are systematically
employed to achieve cohesion in classroom talk-in-interaction. In particular, the study proved
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that the students and the teachers resort to specific syntactic and prosodic practices as local
constitutive resources for constructing three-part sequences in classroom.
One central argument about IRE as an interactionally occasioned practice in the classroom is
that talk-in-interaction and pedagogical foci stand in a continuous, complex, and reflexive
relationship (Margutti, 2004; Richards & Seedhouse, 2005; Seedhouse, 1996, 1997, 2004c, 2015).
For example, Lee (2007) concentrated on the pedagogical contingencies that are addressed in the
third-turn within IRE exchanges. Moving out from the traditional category-based approaches,
which have informed most of the early classroom discourse (e.g., Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975)
and SLA literature (e.g., Ammar & Spada, 2006; Li, 2010; Lyster, 2004; Lyster & Ranta, 1997;
Lyster & Saito, 2010), the author demonstrated how the third-turn is the primary locus where
local contingencies are dealt with in an unpredictable fashion. Most notably, the third-turn
appears to be primarily occasioned by the most proximal environment, that is, the students’
response (R), and – as such – is irreducible to rigid functional labels such as recast, prompt,
metalinguistic feedback.
2.6.5   Summary of the chapter
Section 2.1 has provided a brief overview of studies on classroom interaction, from the early
studies of the taxonomic tradition to discourse oriented approaches. Finally this section has
introduced CA based studies in classroom interaction and discuss some of the features that will
be analysed in Chapter 4 and 5.
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3   Methodology and Theoretical Framework
3.1   Introduction
The present study adopts Conversation Analysis (henceforth CA) as a method of inquiry in
uncovering the multimodal and sequential organisation of talk-in-interaction in the Italian L2
classroom. More specifically, this thesis will investigate a particular sequential organisation,
namely IRE (cf. Ch. 2, §0), in order to describe the endogenous practices to which the
participants orient themselves, and the interactional resources mobilised during teacher-fronted
phases of the lessons observed.
The present chapter will give an overview of the methodology adopted, the instruments used for
the collection of data, and the analytical procedures employed in the study.
The first section (§§1-3.4) will address the theoretical and methodological framework on which
this study draws. It will summarise the basic tenets of CA as a method for exploring the situated
practices deployed by interactants in naturally-occurring conversation. More specifically, the
research design entailed in the CA approach will be discussed in light of issues of validity and
reliability in CA-informed research. Finally, this section will present the Research Questions that
the present study seeks to address.
The second section (§§3.5-3.6) will be concerned with the methods adopted and the procedures
followed during the process of data collection undertaken for this research. Furthermore, it will
discuss the ethical considerations that have been addressed, and the steps that have been taken in
order to obtain approval from the Ethics Committee of the University of Sydney.
The third section (§§3.7-3.8) will focus on the fieldwork that has been carried out in order to
collect the data for this study. It will present the data-collection site along with the participant
recruitment process.
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Finally, the fourth section (§3.9) will deal with the analytical procedures adopted in this study.
The analytical procedures encompass various analytical practices such as the identification and
isolation of the phenomenon under investigation, the construction and management of the
collections of phenomena, and the theory and practice of the transcription of talk-in-interaction.

3.2   Conversation Analysis
CA originated in the work of American sociologist Harvey Sacks and his collaborators,
Emmanuel Schegloff and Gail Jefferson (Sacks, 1992; Sacks et al., 1974; Schegloff, 1968, 1972).
As described by its pioneers, CA has developed into “[…] a naturalistic observational discipline
that c[an] deal with details of social action(s) rigorously, empirically, and formally” (Schegloff &
Sacks, 1973, p. 69).
Although in its early phase CA engaged primarily with traditional sociological questions, such as
the question of social order, it has nevertheless become central in sociolinguistic, pragmatic and
applied linguistic debates. Along with Ethnography of Communication (Gumperz & Hymes,
1972), Pragmatics (Levinson, 1983), and Discourse Analysis (Brown & Yule, 1983; Sinclair &
Coulthard, 1975), CA considers everyday language to be a highly ordered phenomenon worthy
of being formally analysed in its own right. Moreover, unlike Chomskyan, structuralist and
cognitive approaches to the study of language, CA resists the urge to dismiss spoken language as
a chaotic and unstructured manifestation of language. Rather, CA sustains that spoken language
is fundamentally orderly and methodically produced, and thus an available domain for formal,
abstract and systematic analytical attention.
Moreover, in addition to the field of linguistics, CA and its applications have also influenced a
vast number of areas in applied social research, primarily social psychology, sociology,
communication studies, education, anthropology and ethnography.
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3.2.1   Basic conversation analytical principles
CA is a deeply empirical, analytically-inductive, data-driven approach to interaction. Within the
conversation analytical framework, interaction is considered to be the primordial site of human
sociality and the primary locus of social organisation (Sacks, 1992; Schegloff, 1987a). Most
notably, three basic assumptions underpin the conversation analytical approach to social
interaction.
The first assumption is that there is “[…] order at all points” (Sacks, 1984, p. 22; 1992). CA
views talk as a deeply ordered, organised and methodical feature of human social life (Seedhouse,
2013). Given that order in interaction is assumed (Psathas, 1995a, p. 45), it is the task of the
conversation analyst to formally describe the practices through which such order is partyadministered (Sacks et al., 1974) and systematically (re-)produced in interaction.
The second principle lies in the constant orientation of participants to the local context when
partaking in interaction. Drawing on ethnomethodology (Garfinkel, 1967), CA aims to
analytically describe the sense-making procedures that interactants, considered to be rational
social actors, rely on in order to understand each other’s actions. More specifically, CA seeks to
explore the organised practices of members that are deployed to maintain or restore
intersubjectivity, that is, mutual understanding (Heritage, 1984b). Furthermore, because interactants
relentlessly make sense of their own actions, they also publicly display their orientation to the
local context, engendered by and through interaction. This view is also encompassed by CA’s
orientation towards the development of an emic perspective on interaction (cf. §3.4). As opposed
to etic approaches in the social sciences, CA shows a strong bias against any pre-theorisation
about human communication, in favour instead of uncovering members’ situated orientations to
local and occasioned order in interaction. The orientation of participants is systematically and
procedurally displayed through universal conversational practices such as turn-taking, repair,
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paired actions, preference organisation and overall sequence organisation, and can be appreciated
in the minute details of interactions.
Given the two abovementioned principles, a third principle must naturally follow, and that is that
the orderly nature of interaction is considered to lie in the details of the talk so that “[…] no
order of detail can be dismissed, a priori, as disorderly, accidental or irrelevant” (Heritage, 1984b,
p. 241). This principle underpins CA’s profound empirical orientation, its rigorous system of
transcription (cf. §3.3), and its insistence on naturally-occurring talk and its co-occurring
embodied conduct as the only available data for analytical enquiry (Have, 2003; Hutchby &
Wooffitt, 1998).
Lastly, by adopting a profoundly praxeological attitude towards language (Mondada, 2011), CA
proposes that actions are mostly implemented and performed through talk-in-interaction (Drew &
Heritage, 1992; Schegloff, 1987b). Social actions are thus conceived as linguistically-formatted
concrete achievements, led by a practical logic and produced in an orderly fashion by an in situ
party-administered organisation. Conversation analysts therefore seek to describe the structures
of social actions “[…] in formal, that is, structural, organizational, logical, atopically contentless,
consistent, and abstract, terms” (Psathas, 1995a, p. 3).
Within qualitative approaches in the social sciences, CA endorses a distinctive research design
that reflects its theoretical tenets. The following section will sketch the fundamental features of
the conversation analytical research design that contributes to the configuration of CA as a
unique research methodology (Have, 1990).

3.3   Research design
Among the numerous qualitative lines of research in the social sciences, CA offers a distinctive
research design that typically entails four main research stages or phases (Have, 2003; Hutchby &
Wooffitt, 2008; Seedhouse, 2013):
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i.  

Collection of naturally-occurring social interactions;

ii.  

Repeated views of audio- and video-recordings;

iii.  

Analysis of selected practices;

iv.  

Report of findings.

In order to uncover the social practices endogenously organised through talk-in-interaction, CA
insists on the necessity of working exclusively with naturally-occurring interactions (i) (Atkinson
& Heritage, 1984; Goffman, 1983; Heritage, 1984b; Sacks, 1984, 1992). Indeed, CA’s emic
perspective on social interactions also encompasses a strong scepticism about the possibility of
supporting analytical claims when working with idealised, recollected, experimental or quasiexperimental data.
CA’s cautious attitude towards recollection-based methodologies lies in the assumption that the
most subtle details of interactions, which are nonetheless often the most meaningful, would be
impossible to retrieve. Moreover, the very naturalism of interaction that CA seeks to preserve
and analyse would be inevitably lost if the interaction were elicited, provoked or manipulated by
the researcher.
As Mondada (2013b) and Have (2003) also summarise, CA’s analytical approach to data
collection contrasts with most widely-used research methods in the social sciences. More
specifically, CA diverges from introspection, which is commonly adopted in theoretical and
cognitive linguistics (eg. Chomsky, 1965). CA also strongly distances itself from the ethnographic
tradition based on field notes and participant observation.

Whereas anthropologists and

ethnographers typically ground their research findings in post-hoc recollections that are inevitably
“[…] subject to memory limitations, situated selectivity and locally occasioned interpretation and
intuition […]” (Mondada, 2013b, p. 33), video-recordings enable the capture of verbal and
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embodied features of interactions that are often barely discernible at first glance, and impossible
to recollect through post-hoc reconstructions (Sacks, 1992).
Another feature that is interwoven with the first phase of CA’s research design is the specific
procedures through which naturally-occurring data are regularly gathered. Although CA shares
with ethnographic approaches and ethnomethodology the aim of investigating the emic logic
underlying social interactions (Seedhouse, 2004c, 2013), the conversation analytical approach
seeks to minimise the presence of the researcher in the data collection process. While
ethnographic methods recommend a thorough participant observation design in order to gain a
thick description of the context (Geertz, 1973), CA argues that the presence of the researcher must
be made as unobtrusive as possible in order to avoid any interference with the interaction
observed, as well as to preserve the event’s natural attitude (Schutz, 1972). Rather, in order to
retain the naturalness of the social activities observed, CA opts for the mechanical acquisition of
data – that is, through audio- and video-recordings – in order to avoid any voluntary or
involuntary manipulation of the interactions.
As in other observational approaches in the social sciences, however, one of the main limitations
of the conversation analytical approach is the well-known observer’s paradox (Labov, 1972). Any
observation of a given interaction may arguably be directly influenced by the very fact that an
observation of said event is being carried out. Thus even the most unobtrusive data collection
procedure (such as that of video- and audio-recording) may disrupt the natural setting in which
the observation takes place, and may therefore have an impact on the ongoing activities.
Nevertheless, a number of conversational analysts have responded to this critique by pointing
out that moments in which participants orient to recording devices become analytical and
observable events that are thus explorable and amenable to formal analysis (see, inter alios, Have,
2003; Hutchby & Wooffitt, 1998; Markee, 2000; Sidnell, 2010; Sidnell & Stivers, 2012).
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The third section will specifically engage with a discussion of the procedures that I implemented
in order to minimise my presence in the classroom during data collection, and to cope with the
observer’s paradox during my non-participant observation of the classrooms in question.
Furthermore, CA’s insistence on naturally-occurring data departs from interviewing techniques,
which represent another type of post-hoc analysis derived from participants’ reconstructions.
Although interviews can provide the researcher with the emic perspective that he or she seeks to
develop, participants’ responses are usually heavily limited by the format of the questions and by
other limitations such as time constraints and researchers’ hidden agendas.
Most importantly, CA’s policy of gathering naturally-occurring data contrasts with experimental
and quasi-experimental research designs. Laboratory-based designs in fact aim to deductively test
pre-formulated hypotheses derived from exogenous (that is, the analyst’s) theorisations.
Moreover, experimental and quasi-experimental designs employ a strong etic perspective by
using the analyst’s taxonomies and categorisation systems while also controlling participants’
behaviour.
Another substantial advantage of working with video- and audio-recordings is that they can be
endlessly played and analysed (ii). Although inevitably selective, partial and limited, CA’s detailed
transcriptions enable the preservation of the sequential and temporal relationships of the talk
(Hepburn & Bolden, 2013; cf. §1.4). Moreover, when made available, video-recordings not only
allow the analysts and the entire research community to check the analytical claims against the
data used in the analysis, but also represent a durable resource on which one may draw for
further analyses with new analytical interests (Pomerantz & Fehr, 1997).
Once the data has been gathered, the practice selection (iii) represents a crucial phase in
conversation analytical research design. As Heritage (2011), Hutchby and Wooffitt (2008), and
Sidnell (2010) also specify, prior to undertaking any analytical investigation of an interactional
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phenomenon, the analyst must carefully identify a candidate practice after repeated views of the
recordings. Once the candidate practice has been located within a single turn-at-talk, the analyst
should then localise the distinctive practice in its sequential context. Finally, after having
identified the sequential environment, the analyst should proceed with a detailed transcription of
the phenomenon that he or she intends to investigate.
Another unique feature of conversation analytical research design is its unique way of reporting
findings (iv) and making them accessible (Have, 2003). It is standard practice for conversational
analysts to regularly attend data sessions. It is during such data sessions that analytical claims can
be tested against the data and made available for further public scrutiny. Furthermore, CA
practitioners always include transcripts in their publications. According to Psathas (1995a), “[t]his
inclusion of the original data in the written or presented report is an important methodological
constraint that is not met by most other forms of research on interaction” (p. 47).
Lastly it should be noted that CA, like other inductive qualitative approaches, engenders research
hypotheses rather than assuming them prior to the analytical inquiry. Hence, in CA-informed
research, such the present study, it is common practice to refine, elaborate and even alter the
research questions as the data analysis develops (Have, 2003). This practice exists in line with
CA’s strong bias against pre-formulated categories and analysts’ pre-theorisations (Have, 2003;
Psathas, 1995a; Richards, Seedhouse, & Palgrave, 2007; Seedhouse, 2004a).
Because of its strong emic position, CA methodology is primarily concerned with issues of
reliability and validity in social scientific research. These issues of validity and reliability will be
discussed in detail in the following section.
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3.4   Reliability and validity in CA research methodology
Like other research designs, CA’s research design is primarily concerned with the reliability and
validity of its research findings (Peräkylä, 2004, 2011; Richards, Ross, & Seedhouse, 2012;
Seedhouse, 2004c).
Reliability in CA research depends on, and is guaranteed by, the quality of the audio- and videorecordings that constitute the primary data on which the analysis draws. The quality of
recordings must thus concur with the quality of the detailed transcriptions in order to ensure the
reliability of the conversation analytical research (Seedhouse, 1997). A particularly relevant
feature that contributes to the robust reliability of CA research is the public availability of the
data analysed. Unlike other qualitative designs, such as ethnographic research design,
conversation analysts include their detailed transcriptions in their analysis, making them available
for public discussion within the research community and for further inspection by other analysts.
The availability of the data therefore contributes substantially to strengthening the reliability of
the analytical claims made by CA researchers about their data.
In addition to reliability, CA is also concerned with another fundamental feature of research:
validity. While reliability in CA is primarily concerned with the quality of the audio- and videorecordings that form the basis of the analysis, the issue of validity concerns the empirical
grounding of the analyst’s claims about the data (Peräkylä, 2011). Seedhouse (2005b) gives a
comprehensive overview of the different types of validities supported by CA methodology,
which are fourfold: internal validity, external validity, ecological validity, and construct validity.
The concept of internal validity deals with the “soundness, integrity and credibility of findings”
(Seedhouse, 2005, p. 255), and therefore this issue is pivotal to CA research and deeply entailed
in CA’s emic perspective. Conversation analysts seek to access that which participants orient to,
and that which they treat as relevant, in interaction. Drawing upon ethnomethodology
(Garfinkel, 1967), the phenomenological approach to the social sciences (Schutz, 1972), and
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Goffmanian sociology (Goffman, 1983), CA maintains that interactants visibly, continuously, and
reflexively show their orientation towards their social actions, which are predominantly
accomplished through talk-in-interaction. Conversation analysts are thus primarily concerned
with the description of members’ interpretations of social interactions by reference to the
participants’ own sense-making procedures; that is, their documentary method of interpretation
(Garfinkel, 1967; Heritage, 1984b; Seedhouse, 2004c). Access to participants’ orientations and
perspectives is routinely sought, and regularly achieved, through the naturalistic data collection
procedures and detailed transcription of the recordings.
A central notion in CA that is strictly related to internal validity and the emic logic that such
approach attempts to uncover is its unique view of context. CA holds that interactions are doubly
contextual (Drew & Heritage, p. 18); that is, CA scholars distinguish between the context in
which an interaction takes place (that is, the macro-context) and the micro-context in which a
turn-at-talk is produced (that is, its sequential environment) (Schegloff, 1987b, 1991b). With regard
to the macro-context, that is, the institutional framework in which the interaction takes place,
CA strongly rejects the bucket theory of context, which views interactions as being informed by preestablished frameworks (Heritage & Greatbatch, 1991). Rather, CA argues that context is
dynamic, complex, renewable and negotiable through social interaction (Seedhouse, 1997, 2004c,
2015).
Conversation analysts incorporate contextual factors in their analysis only when such features are
made relevant by participants in their talk-in-interaction, on a moment-by-moment basis
(Peräkylä, 2011). The analyst should thus avoid drawing on traditional demographic and socioeconomic contextual variables a priori in his or her analysis. Also, while CA does share with
ethnography an interest in developing an emic account of interactions, the approaches differ in
that conversation analysts tend to “[…] make no appeal to ethnographic accounts of members’
cultures or biographies to make an argument unless there is internal evidence in the
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conversational data to provide a warrant for the introduction of such data” (Markee, 2000, p.
27).
Because of CA’s special attitude towards the macro-context, traditional sociological variables
such as social status, power, gender and educational background should not be imported a priori
into the analysis, but should only be invoked when they are visibly made relevant and oriented to
by participants in an interaction; that is, whenever contextual variables become overtly procedurally
consequential to the unfolding interaction (Schegloff, 1991b). Through detailed transcriptions, the
analyst should then establish the import of such variables as they are actually negotiated and
attended to by participants in interaction. In other words, the analyst should demonstrate the
procedural relevance of the context(s) when invoked in his or her analytical account of interactional
practices (Arminen, 2005; Schegloff, 1991b).
More specifically, the actual relevance of the context (such as a specific institutional identity), and
the participants’ explicit references to said context, must be granted by and grounded in the
details of the interaction by the analyst through turn design, sequence organisation and the overall
structural organisation (Drew & Heritage, 1992). Following the deeply inductive orientation of CA
research, context thus cannot be defined in advance, nor can it be indiscriminately applied to the
data analysis.
Furthermore, when approaching interactions occurring in institutional settings such as the
classroom and adopting a conversation analytical stance (e.g. Gardner, 2004, 2008, 2012;
Gardner & Wagner, 2004; Macbeth, 2004; Markee, 2000; McHoul, 1978, 1990, 2008; McHoul &
Rapley, 2001; Mehan, 1979; Richards & Seedhouse, 2005; Seedhouse, 2004c, 2015), CA
practitioners hold that the institutional character of interactions cannot merely be derived from
the setting in which the interactions take place. Indeed, “[…] the institutionality of an interaction
is not determined by its setting. Rather, interaction is institutional insofar as participants’
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institutional and professional identities are somehow made relevant to the work activities in
which they are engaged” (Drew & Heritage, 1992, pp. 3-4).
More recent ‘applied’ lines of CA research into institutional interactions, however, prescribe that
the researcher have at least a general understanding of the setting in which the interactions
observed have taken place (Drew & Heritage, 1992; Markee, 2000). For instance, it has been
ascertained that classroom interactions routinely display some prototypical interactional
practices, including IRE exchanges (Mehan, 1979; Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975), a special turntaking system (McHoul, 1978), particular repair organisations (Macbeth, 2004; Seedhouse,
2004c), and a specific overall sequential organisation according to the different phases of the
lessons (Seedhouse, 2004c). In light of this, as will be discussed in detail in §3.7 and §3.8, I
adopted a number of procedures in order to gain an adequate understanding of the macrocontextual variables at play in the classrooms observed (that is, the pedagogical setting, the
participants, and the artefacts used) before commencing the data collection for this study.
In order to develop an emic perspective on interaction, CA turns primarily to micro-contextual
features; that is, the sequential environment of speakers’ contributions and the local environment of
turns-at-talk. CA takes turns to be the basic units of interaction, and defines them as being both
context-shaped and context-renewing (Seedhouse, 2005b). As Seedhouse summarises,
[c]ontributions are context-shaped in that they cannot be adequately understood except by reference to the
sequential environment in which they occur and in which the participants design them to occur.
Contributions are context-renewing in that they create a sequential environment or template in which a
next contribution will occur. (ibid., p. 262)

CA thus enables the researcher to deal with both macro-contextual variables and microcontextual features – that is, the local, renewable, negotiable, locally-administered sequential
environments of the turns-at-talk – at the same time (Schegloff, 1987b).
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The second form of validity, external validity, is concerned with the extent to which findings can
be generalised beyond the specific research context in which a given study takes place
(Seedhouse, 2005, p. 256). Since CA insists on single occurrences, or collated corpora of
occurrences, of a given interactional phenomenon occurring in a particular context, it is often
claimed that the description of such a phenomenon and the related findings are inextricably
bound to the particular research context, and therefore not applicable to different conditions
(that is, not generalizable). This has often been criticised as one of the main weaknesses of the
CA approach. CA’s endeavour, however, is to uncover universal practices, such as turn taking
practices, repair, and preference and sequence organisation, within single episodes. Indeed, since its
foundation, CA has sought to unearth and describe ‘the machinery’ that underlies social interaction
(Sacks, 1992). CA’s main contribution to social interaction research is represented by the
description of context-free practices employed in context-sensitive ways. As (Seedhouse, 2005b)
argues, CA seeks to describe
[…] the machinery that generates interaction as being both context-free and operating in context-sensitive
ways […] By tracing how the context-free resources are employed and manifested locally in a contextsensitive manner, we are able to uncover the underlying machinery. (ibid., p. 262)

In this study, I will explore the universal practice of sequence organisation deployed in one type
of institutional interaction, namely the L2 classroom. Sequence organisation in instructed
contexts inevitably shows special arrangements and dissimilarities with reference to everyday
interactions (e.g. Macbeth, 2004; Mehan, 1979; Seedhouse, 2004c). It is the universality of
conversational practices (e.g., Stivers et al., 2009), however, that enables my study to analytically
account for the specificities of L2 classroom interactions. Early CA attempted to describe the
general organisations of conversational practices in everyday, mundane conversation. Therefore,
other types of interactions, such as institutional interactions, can be analysed and described with
reference to that standard. In other words, ‘pure’ CA research (Have, 2003), that is, early studies
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on everyday interactions, represents the benchmark against which practices in specialised
contexts are described by ‘applied’ CA.
Thus since its foundation CA has dealt with issues of generalizability (Have, 2003). As
summarised by Sacks (1984),
[t]he idea is to take singular sequences of conversation and tear them apart in such a way as to find rules,
techniques, procedures, methods, maxims […] that can be used to generate the orderly features we find in
the conversations we examine. The point is, then, to come back to the singular things we observe in a
singular sequence, with some rules that handle those singular features, and also, necessarily, handle lots of
other events. (1984, p. 413)

CA aims to discover general rules and properties in particular instances. While quantitative
streams of research in the social sciences are generally preoccupied with the production of
empirical generalisation (Have, 2003, p. 135), CA offers a special notion of the generalisation of
findings. CA is, in fact, engaged with the “theoretical grasp of interactions’ underlying ‘rules’ and
‘principles’, or [….] ‘the procedural infrastructure of interaction’” (Schegloff, 1992c, p. 1338, as quoted
in Have (2003)). Conversation analysts therefore aim to account for the orderly organisation of
interactions by uncovering the underlying rules that underpin them, and by using “[…] multiple
instances to ground analytic observations regarding the organization of interaction” (Have, 2003,
p. 134).
As Have (2003) summarises,
CA tries to explicate the endogenous logic of interaction, or […] CA’s sequential analysis focuses on a priori
structures, rather than on contingent ones. The purpose of ‘generalization’, therefore, is to see whether and
how some a priori rule or principle is oriented to by participants in various instances of natural interaction.
(ibid.2003, p. 136).

Another main strength of the CA approach lies in its ecological validity. Ecological validity concerns
whether the research findings are applicable to people’s everyday lives (Seedhouse, 2005, p. 256).
While experimental and quasi-experimental research designs are usually flawed in terms of
ecological validity, CA focuses only on naturally-occurring phenomena. The phenomena
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analysed are therefore not triggered or elicited in any way. By virtue of its very object of enquiry
– that is, authentic instances of naturally-occurring talk – the CA approach demonstrates a
robust ecological validity. The ultimate goal of CA is not, however, to gain empirical
generalizability, but instead to gain a unique adequacy (Garfinkel & Sacks, 1970).
Construct validity is usually taken into consideration especially in quantitatively-oriented
approaches. Construct validity relates to the degree of adequacy of the analyst’s taxonomies and
categories in regard to the data analysed. Due to its deeply emic perspective, however, CA
analysts do not adopt any pre-formulated constructs. The conversation analyst’s aim is to
uncover, understand, and describe in abstract and generalizable terms the participants’ methods
– that is, constructs – that are made relevant and are available in the analyst’s investigation.
Closely related to the emic perspective that CA adopts in analysing interactions are its unique
epistemology and ontology. Drawing upon ethnomethodology (Garfinkel, 1967) and the Schutzian
tradition of phenomenological sociology (Schutz, 1972), CA’s epistemology is concerned with
the methods that people use to produce, maintain, manage, and restore mutual understanding
(that is, intersubjectivity). It is thus the main goal of the CA analyst to understand and describe
the way in which the interactants reflexively make sense of, interpret, monitor, and repair their
own social conduct through the documentary method of interpretation (Garfinkel, 1967;
Heritage, 1984b).
With regard to the ontology of CA’s research design, in line with constructionism and the
ethnomethodological paradigm, CA holds that “social phenomena and their meanings are
constantly being accomplished by social actors” (Bryman, 2001, p.18 cited in Seedhouse, 2005, p.
258), rather than predictable by-products of given factors and variables.
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3.5   Methods
3.5.1   Instruments
A Samsung SMX-C10 digital camcorder, an Olympus Digital Voice Recorder VN-732PC, and an
iPad 2 were used to record the interactions observed during data collection.
While the video camera was positioned on a tripod at the back of the classrooms or in one of the
two back corners, the digital voice recorder and iPad were placed either on the teacher’s desk, or
on a desk at the centre of the classroom, as shown in fig. 1 and 2 below:3

  

Figure 1 U-shaped desk arrangement and relative recording device positions Figure 2 Usual desk arrangement during pair work activities and relative
recording device positions

The iPad and the voice-recorder were employed to ensure an audio backup of the data.
Moreover, while the video camera was recording the broader ongoing classroom interaction, the
voice-recording devices also allowed me to focus on dyadic interactions between students,
capturing peer-to-peer interactions during pair work.
Throughout the whole duration of the data collection, I was sitting next to the video camera. In
order to minimise the disruptiveness of my presence and that of the video camera, however, I
was present in the classes before the beginning of the data collection. The reason for such
                                                                                                                          
3

  

Circles in the figures indicate where the recording devices were placed inside the classrooms.
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practice was twofold. On the one hand, I was able to become acquainted with the participants –
that is, the students and the teachers – and gain their trust, and on the other hand, I was able to
assess the technical feasibility of the project by considering the classroom size, the setting, and
the way in which the classes were conducted. Indeed, the brief pre-observation period not only
proved to be highly strategic, but also facilitated the entire data-gathering procedure.
Throughout the data collection period, I also took fieldwork notes and drew on them as a
memory aid in the later stages of the study. This practice allowed me to recollect various features
of the interactions that had been observed and recorded. The field notes concerned a vast range
of contextual details, from the physical setting of the classrooms, to the specific activity with
which the participants were engaging at that particular moment, to descriptions of the phase of
the lesson observed, to the materials used for the specific pedagogical goal.
Throughout the data collection period, I also gathered the teaching materials used in the
classrooms, such as textbooks, workbooks, materials created ad hoc by the teachers, and class
exam-preparation tests.
Lastly, anonymous questionnaires were administered to both students and teachers at the start of
the data collection period. The questionnaires were designed to gather essential demographic
information about the participants, such as their linguistic backgrounds, their use of Italian
language outside the classroom, and their previous second language learning and teaching
experience. The purpose of these anonymous questionnaires was to gain a better understanding
of the participants and of the macro-context in which the interactions analysed were taking place.

3.6   Ethical considerations and participant recruitment
Before the commencement of the study, I identified and informally contacted Italian language
lecturers within the Department of Italian Studies at the University of Sydney in the second
semester of 2014, in order to discuss the research project and establish its feasibility. Various
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group meetings and one-on-one meetings with these teachers followed prior to the start of
Semester 1 in 2015.
Once ethical approval was obtained, I then proceeded to formally contact the Italian instructors
who were willing to participate in the study via email. The email included a one-page lay
summary of the project, as well as the Participant Information Statement and the Participant
Consent Form. With the lecturers having given their consent, they preliminarily informed and
instructed their students about the research project. I then personally presented the project to
the students to ensure that all participants were accurately informed about the aim of the study
and the data collection procedures, and had the opportunity to voice their questions and
concerns and have these addressed. Furthermore, I ensured that potential participants would not
feel coerced into being observed by guaranteeing to all potential participants that I would remain
available throughout the data collection period for conducting further discussions, answering any
questions and giving any additional information that they might wish to have. The completely
voluntary nature of the study was also emphasised, and participants were informed of their right
to withdraw at any time without their relationship with the researchers or with the university
being affected.
As is also specified in the Participant Information Statement, however, given the fact that lessons
were audio- and video-recorded, it would have been impossible to entirely omit a participant
who wished to withdraw at any point during the data collection process. Nonetheless, data
concerning participants who may have decided to withdraw would not have been used, and nor
would the information that they provided be included in the study.

3.7   Fieldwork
3.7.1   Research site
The fieldwork for this study took place at the University of Sydney during the first semester of
the 2015 academic year for a period of 10 weeks.
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More specifically, the data collection was carried out in two different units of study of Italian L2
administered by the Department of Italian Studies in the School of Languages and Cultures.
Three different courses were considered suitable for the data collection: two intermediate classes
(two classes of ITLN2611) and one beginner class (ITLN1611). Different levels of language
proficiency were deliberately selected in order to investigate different teaching-learning contexts,
as well as to explore possible dissimilarities in the practices examined across the different settings
and across the different levels of Italian L2 proficiency.
While ITLN1611 was held twice per week in two-hour blocks for a total of four hours per week,
ITLN2611 consisted of two weekly encounters comprised of one two-hour class and one onehour class.
3.7.2   ITLN1611
ITLN1611 is a Unit of Study (UoS) designed for absolute beginners with no previous knowledge
of Italian. This UoS deals with the basic grammatical structures of Italian and aims to provide
learners with the essential communication skills for everyday situations, such as greeting
someone, introducing oneself, ordering food, talking about leisure activities, and following and
giving directions.
Although the overall teaching approach of the UoS was strongly communication-oriented,
specific moments of each class were explicitly devoted to teacher-fronted grammar explanations
and were aimed at the development of learners’ metalinguistic awareness, as is also highlighted in
the UoS  description on the departmental webpage: “All four language skills are developed, with a
particular focus on grammatical accuracy”.4

                                                                                                                          

Retrieved from the Department of Italian Studies University of Sydney webpage:
http://sydney.edu.au/arts/italian/undergrad/units_of_study.shtml?u=ITLN_1611_2015_1
4
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The New Italian Espresso textbook and workbook (Bultrini & Graziani, 2014) were adopted for
the ITLN1611 UoS. By taking into account “[…] provisions of both the Common European
Framework of Reference and the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages […]”
(ibid., Introduction), the textbook aims to develop a focus on inductive grammar and a broad
communicative competence, while at the same time integrating autonomous and instructed
learning. In addition to the textbook and workbook prescribed by the syllabus, ad hoc material
developed by the teachers, such as exercises, videos, and multimedia files, were employed
throughout the course.
3.7.3   ITLN2611
The intermediate course aims to consolidate the basics of Italian grammar, while also introducing
more advanced grammatical structures. Furthermore, the ITLN2611 UoS has a particular focus
on contemporary Italian culture and lifestyle and also takes into consideration several crosscultural matters.5 While this UoS draws mainly on the Nuovo Espresso 2 textbook and workbook
(Balì & Rizzo, 2014), additional teaching materials were available to the teachers throughout the
course. Moreover, traditional teaching resources were often supplemented by short videos,
online exercises and various multimedia files.

3.8   Overview of the participants
A total of n=53 students took part in this study. n=22 were beginner students attending
ITLN1611, while n=31 were enrolled in the two intermediate classes observed. The number of
students fluctuated during the first period of data collection, however, due to the usual dropout
rate during the first weeks of the semester. n=20 students were male, amounting to 31.75% of
the total student participants, while n=43 were female, accounting for 68.25% of the total.

                                                                                                                          

Retrieved from the Department of Italian Studies, University of Sydney webpage:
http://sydney.edu.au/arts/italian/undergrad/units_of_study.shtml?u=ITLN_2611_2015_1
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n=3 teachers were recruited for the project. n=2 were teaching the ITLN2611 course, while n=1
was teaching the ITLN1611 course. All of the teachers were female.
In order to introduce the two different and specific interactional contexts, the breakdowns for
each class observed can be found in the subsequent analytical chapters.

3.9   Analytical procedures
3.9.1   Identifying and isolating the candidate practice
In compliance with conversation analytical research design (cf.§3.3), I started the initial data
analysis by repeatedly viewing the entire data set upon completion of the fieldwork.
The first step in approaching the dataset consisted of a preliminary exploration of candidate
practices that were potentially worthy of analytical attention. Following CA recommendations, the
preliminary viewing of the video- and audio- recordings was predominantly conducted through
unmotivated looking (Psathas, 1995a). As Sacks (1984, p. 27) posited:
When we start out with a piece of data, the question of what we are going to end up with, what kind
of findings it will give, should not be a consideration. We sit down with a piece of data, make a bunch
of observations, and see where they will go […] I mean not merely that if we pick any data we will
find something, but that if we pick any data, without bringing any problems to it, we will find
something. And how interesting what we may come up with will be is something we cannot in the
first instance say. (cited in Hutchby & Wooffitt, 2008, p. 89)

Since my original interest lay in investigating the effectiveness of the corrective work deployed by
the teacher in form-and-accuracy phases of L2 lessons (Seedhouse, 2004c), I progressively
focused on a particular sequential environment, namely the formulaic IRE exchange. After
observing the recordings several times, I became increasingly aware that specific practices were
being systematically deployed and attended to by participants within the IRE sequential
environment. Drawing upon the literature on L2 classroom interactions (e.g. Markee, 2000, 2015;
Seedhouse, 2004c), I focused more specifically on the teacher’s third turn, which is
overwhelmingly devoted to the teacher’s assessment of students’ responses (Mehan, 1979;
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Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975), and the intra-move space arising between the students’ responses
and the teacher’s assessment. The teacher’s third turn, or Sequence-Closing Third (SCT)
(Schegloff, 2007), is not only devoted to the assessment of students’ responses, but also a crucial
locus for restoring mutual understanding through repair practices. I initially selected repair
instances, and more specifically Teacher-Initiated Other Repair, a subtype of other-initiated
other repair (OIOR) (Lee, 2007; Schegloff, 1992c; Schegloff et al.; Seedhouse, 2004c).
Subsequently, however, I identified specific practices that were being implemented before the
reparative work was actually undertaken; that is, pre-Evaluative practices.
Once pre-Evaluative practices were identified as a suitable candidate practice for this study, I
started to elaborate an initial less-detailed transcription of IRE exchanges in the data set in which
the teacher attended to some pre-Evaluative work. During this second stage of the data analysis,
I also used the field notes that I had gathered during the data collection process in order to gain
a better understanding of the broader interactional context and its reflexive relationship with the
sequential context that had initially been transcribed.
Thirdly, following Hutchby and Wooffitt (2008), I started to investigate the selected candidate
practice more thoroughly. I subjected the pre-Evaluation practice to a thorough analytical
investigation in order to address two core analytical questions:
•   What interactional business is being mediated or accomplished through the use of a
sequential pattern?
•   How do participants demonstrate their active orientation to this business? (ibid. , p. 93)
The two questions are deeply intertwined and require a strongly inductive and empirical attitude
towards the data. In order to uncover the emic logic underlying the interactions analysed, I
needed to establish the participants’ orientation to the specific conversational device primarily by
looking at the way “an utterance [was] responded to in the next turn” (Hutchby & Wooffitt,
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2008, p. 104). Adopting the next-turn proof procedure method of investigation (Edwards), I
described the ways in which participants actively implemented their actions, and deployed and
treated pre-Evaluation practice. This procedure was essential as it allowed me to elaborate
analytical claims without imposing an etic perspective on the interactions. For instance, in order
to maintain an emic take on pre-Evaluation practice, I considered the fact that some interactional
work was actually carried out only when participants themselves oriented to it.
Lastly, I refined the transcriptions of instances of pre-Evaluation practices in order to more
precisely locate the practices in terms of their sequential context within the broader course of
actions. Furthermore, non-verbal interactional features, such as gaze, smiling, gestures, and body
posture and orientation, were added to the initial transcriptions at this stage, as shown in line 33
in the excerpt below (cf. also §3.10):
(1)   SDV_0562_21_04_15_1224 [cosa fare]
25

T

mm hm, va bene- numero quattro(2.0)chi la fa?
mm hm that’s right number four who is going to do this one?

26

giacomo

27

(5.0)

28

Gi

mm(1.5)a sono molto inde- so::=
mm uhm i am really unde- ded

29

T

=indeci:so.
undecided

30

Gi

°indeciso°(.)e non(.)°conoschio°(.)cosa fare?=
undecided and i am not able what to do?

31

T

32

Ss

[nno

33
34

T

[((shakes her head))
non so(.)cosa fare.
i don’t know what to do

→

=siete d’accordo?
do you agree?

3.9.2   Building and managing collections of phenomena
A common analytical procedure adopted by a number of CA scholars (e.g. Have, 2003; Heritage,
1984a; Hutchby & Wooffitt, 2008; Schegloff, 1968) is that of building collections of the
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phenomena one wishes to investigate. I set out to build collections of different linguistic or
embodied features of talk-in-interaction that arguably organised pre-Evaluative moments in IRE
exchanges. The primary aim of building a collection for this study was to discover possible
patterns and regularities in the occurrences of the candidate practice, with regard to its sequential
environment, the actions it implemented, and the linguistic formats through which preEvaluation was achieved (such as known information questions, polar interrogatives, hesitation
markers, minimal response tokens, assessments, and so forth). Following Have (2003), I carried
out a formal analysis of single occurrences that has proved crucial in achieving a general and
abstract description of the practice investigated. The main analytical objective was to investigate
in abstract terms single instances – that is, empirical evidence – of the practice I had decided to
explore. The ultimate aim of the data analysis was thus to develop a formal model of preEvaluation in IRE, capable of accounting for the whole dataset and possibly generalizable to
other interactional contexts. As Hutchby and Wooffitt (2008) also state, CA analytical practices
insist on
[…] building analytic accounts which are both particularized and generalized. In other words, conversation
analysts aim to be able to describe the specific features of individual cases, and at the same time bring those
specifics under the umbrella of a generalized account of some sequential pattern or interactional device. (p.
90)

Of course, building collections of interactional phenomena inevitably poses specific data
management issues (Have, 2003). In order to optimise file retrievability while maintaining a safe
degree of anonymity, I chose to code them singularly.
More specifically, I labelled the files with a code that was automatically given to them by the
recording devices, along with the identification number of the file, followed by the date of the
recording, and the timing of the recording excerpt. As also illustrated in Excerpt 1 above, the
general file label is shown as the following:
[FILECODE_ FILENUMBER_ DD_MM_YY_TIME], as in SDV_0562_21_04_15_1224.
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Each of the excerpts analysed was then also labelled with an additional tag in square brackets
relating to the content of the excerpt (e.g. SDV_2611_21_05_0806 [biologico]).
This specific labelling technique allowed me to keep a high degree of consistency across the
various collections, and enabled an easy retrieval process of the excerpts for further data analysis.
Lastly, I created a number of spreadsheets in Excel 2013 (Windows) and Excel 2011 (Mac) in
order to count the number of instances of the practice occurring throughout the entire dataset.

3.10   Transcribing talk-in-interaction
While it is acknowledged that transcriptions are inevitably “selective renderings of the primary
data which invariably involve a trade-off between readability and comprehensiveness”
(Seedhouse, 2005a, p. 166), detailed transcriptions of the video-recorded interactions, including
interlinear free English translations and – where relevant – interlinear gloss, were produced so as
to explore the sequential implementation of pre evaluative practices. In order to gain access to
the local logic underlying participants’ actions – that is. to develop an emic perspective on the
interactions – an adapted version of Jeffersonian transcription combined with Mondada’s
transcription system was adopted (Jefferson, 2004; Mondada, 2014a, cf. also the Appendix II).
The detailed transcription of verbal and embodied conduct enabled me to describe and analyse
the ways in which participants reflexively managed mutual understanding in situ. Moreover, the
details of both verbal and embodied conduct of co-participants revealed participants’ own
analysis and interpretation of the actions carried out and incrementally achieved through
interaction.
Interaction is inescapably multimodal (Goodwin, 2002; Mondada, 2016), and L2 classroom
interactions are no exception (Kääntä; Sert, 2015). In order to capture the temporal and
sequential relationship of talk and bodily conduct in interactions that has been analysed in the
present study, I draw on an adapted version of Mondada’s multimodal transcription (Mondada,
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2014a). As the analysis will show, I have relied on the vast bulk of research on body and talk in
social interaction in both institutional and everyday contexts (for an overview of relevant studies,
cf. Nevile, 2015).
Once the transcriptions were refined, I took a further step in the data analysis by annotating
some of the transcriptions with the linguistic annotator software ELAN (Mac_4.8.1), which
allowed me to run a more fine-grained analysis of single instances. Moreover, in the later stages
of the transcription process, I used the phonetic analysis software PRAAT (Mac_5.4.04), which
enabled me to capture prosodic details of the talk recorded (such as pitch intonation contour,
intensity, duration, etc.). An example of a single turn deployed by the teacher is provided in the
figure below:

  
Figure 3 Visible rising pitch contour of a teacher's question

Furthermore, in order to comply with ethical prescriptions, participants’ names were anonymised
and assigned a letter, such as the following: the teacher (T), a single student (S), multiple students
or the whole class (Ss). Letters were also used when the speaker of an utterance could not be
identified in the video- and audio- recordings due to technical constraints.
When participants were explicitly nominated in interaction, however, their original names were
removed and Italian pseudonyms were assigned, as shown in Excerpt 2 below:
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(2)  SDV_0492_31_03_15_0025 [lavoro]
1

T

e::: ilaria!
and ilaria!

2
3

(2.0)
Il

uhm::(.)e t-e tu che lavoro fai?
uhm and you what do you do?

4

(1.5)

5

T

6

Ss

(

7

T

=no!=cosa viene=giacomo.
no! what is due here Giacomo

8
9

Gi

10

T

11

→

siete d’accordo?
do you agree?
)=

tu che dici?
what do you think?
(
) (not)sure
£ok£, federico, >tu che dici?<
ok federico what do you think?
(0.8)

12

Fe

no. io la voro in una scuola di(.)lingue=
no i work in a language school

13

T

=ok?=

14
15

=no(.)io lav↑oro↓(.)in una(.)scuola(.)di lingue
no i work in a language school

16

mh?

17

(.)

18

dario.

3.11   Summary of the chapter
This chapter has introduced the theoretical and methodological frameworks that inform the
present research, along with the analytical procedures that have been employed in the data
analysis.
The first section has discussed the main theoretical principles and basic tenets of CA, before
introducing the specific research design adopted for this study. The first section has also
illustrated some central issues regarding the reliability and validity of CA.
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The second section has engaged with more practical methodological issues concerning the data
collection process, the ethical considerations that were addressed before the commencement of
the study, the participant recruitment process, and the instruments used.
The subsequent section has described the research site before presenting in detail the instructed
contexts in which the data collection was carried out.
Finally, the fourth section has provided the set of analytical practices that were employed in the
data analysis. In particular, the analytical process that I undertook has been illustrated, from the
identification of the candidate practice to the more fine-grained transcription process and the
related analytical considerations.
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4   The pre-Evaluation sequence
4.1   Introduction
This chapter presents the findings of the data analysis with regard to an alternative IRE sequence
organisation, occurring overwhelmingly during form-and-accuracy phases of the lessons
(Seedhouse, 2004c). The analysis primarily demonstrates that: (i) an alternative organisation of
the IRE triadic sequential environment is structurally available to participants; (ii) the teacher can
modify the tripartite sequential organisation via the mobilisation of linguistic and embodied
resources; and (iii) such alternative IRE sequence organisation is interactionally and pedagogically
consequential. In particular, the present chapter focuses on a specific device, namely a Yes/No
interrogative6 – henceforth Y/Ni (Raymond, 2003) – that is routinely housed in the turn
contiguous to the student response (R), that is, where the teacher’s evaluation (E) is sequentially
relevant within the IRE exchange.
More specifically, the analysis shows that the teacher’s Y/Ni Siete d’accordo?7(hereafter SDA) and
its variants (cf. Table 2) are systematically deployed in order to launch an expansion sequence
(Schegloff, 2007) of the IRE exchange. The turn-by-turn investigation uncovers the organisation
of such expansion, which is here referred to as a ‘pre-Evaluation’ (pre-E) sequence. The analysis
discusses the specific linguistic and embodied resources that are mobilised when orienting to
SDA as a device that expands the original tripartite sequence in IRE environments. Following
Schegloff’s account of sequence expansions (2007), it will be argued that participants can orient
towards SDA in order to address substantially different interactional and pedagogical
contingencies, while simultaneously attending to the progressivity of the sequence, that is, of the
activity at hand. Furthermore, the analysis will demonstrate that the specific position and
composition of SDA is of central importance for the students in ascribing the different actions
                                                                                                                          
6
7

Yes/No Interrogatives have also been referred to as Polar Questions in the linguistic literature (e.g., Quirk, 1991).
EN. Do you.2PL agree?
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implemented by said device. Lastly, the micro-analytical approach adopted herein will unearth
the sequential unfolding and the interactional management of SDA.
Complying with multimodal CA analytical procedures (cf. Ch. 3), this analysis will investigate
SDA through four main ‘analytical lenses’:
i.  

The formal linguistic format and the suprasegmental features through which SDA is delivered
(e.g. intonation contour, final pitch movement, tempo, etc.) and the relevant embodied
resources (e.g. gaze, head movements, pointing, body orientation, hand gestures, etc.)
accompanying the delivery and the sequential unfolding of SDA;

ii.  

The specific sequential environment in which the practice is routinely occasioned;

iii.  

The action(s) that SDA implements (e.g. evaluation withholding, understanding check,
etc.).

Although the excerpts are herein presented following an adapted version of the Jeffersonian
transcription conventions (Jefferson, 2004), relevant bodily conduct (e.g. body orientation, gaze,
gestures, etc.) sustaining the talk has been included in the transcripts. Embodied details of
interaction have been transcribed adopting specific conventions implemented for multimodal
transcription (Mondada, 2014a), as already illustrated in Chapter 3.
The present chapter is organised as follows: after a brief presentation of the organisation of the
pre-Evaluation sequence in §4.2, §4.3 will concisely discuss the relevance of teacher questioning
practices in classroom interaction. §4.4 will introduce the data set upon which the analysis for
this chapter draws, while §4.5 will concentrate on the analysis of the different uses of SDA in the
pre-E sequence. More specifically, this section will focus on two different sequential
organisations of the pre-E sequence: type A pre-E, and type B pre-E. §4.5.6 will discuss SDA
variants such as composite SDA, multi-turn SDA and alternative SDA formats. Finally, §§4.6-4.7
will discuss and summarise the findings of the present analytical section.
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4.2   The pre-Evaluation sequence in IRE
IRE is the most pervasive sequence organisation in classroom interaction (cf. Ch. 2) (e.g.
Gardner, 2012; Lee, 2007, 2008; Macbeth, 2004; Markee, 2000; McHoul, 1978, 1990; Mehan,
1979). More specifically, the triadic exchange appears to be a central and ubiquitous feature of L2
classroom talk (Seedhouse, 2004b). As the analysis will show, the relevance of IRE sequence
organisation in classroom talk provides the primary environment for SDA to be employed.
The tripartite organisation of IRE sequences can be modified by participants in order to address
a variety of issues, while attending to the progressivity of the talk. For instance, interactants may
need to deal with trouble in the preceding talk by momentarily halting the sequence in order to
implement repair, or to recruit the necessary resources (e.g., to check participants’
understanding) before closing the pending IRE sequence, and proceeding to a new sequence of
talk.
As will be illustrated in the following sections, one of the possible alternative organisations of the
IRE sequence is via its expansion (Schegloff, 2007). The following sections will explore the ways
in which SDA, by altering the sequential unfolding of IRE exchanges, becomes consequential to
the organisation of the participation framework, and to the contingent pedagogical goals of L2
classroom interactions.
While early ethnomethodological and discursive studies of classroom interaction (e.g., Mehan,
1979; Sinclair and Coulthard, 1975; Sinclair and Brazil, 1982) described the IRE sequences as
organised through two adjacency pairs - namely teacher question-student answer, and student
answer-teacher evaluation - CA scholars consider IRE to be composed of a basic adjacency pair
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– such as Question-Answer, or Initiation-Response – followed by a third-turn post-expansion,
also known as Sequence Closing Third (Schegloff, 2007) (henceforth SCT)8.
By taking a CA-oriented stance to classroom interaction, this thesis sees in the Question-Answer
adjacency pair, the basic sequential organisation of tripartite exchanges. Nonetheless, it is
acknowledged that, in terms of actions sequence, IRE exchanges consist of a three-part structure,
namely Initiation-Response-Evaluation. Moreover, whilst considering the Question-Answer
sequence as the basic arrangement for the IRE, CA literature has widely recognised that – given
the highly specialised nature of such an exchange – the third move (E) is expected and
normatively relevant (e.g., Lee, 2007; Waring, 2009; Margutti, 2004, 2006). As Schegloff (2007)
also notes: “[t]hird-position evaluation is an organic part of such sequences in a fashion quite
different from third-position assessment in most of other adjacency pair-based sequences” (p.
224). The Evaluation move, thus, is a component to which participants relentlessly orient to, not
an optional expansion of basic adjacency pairs (Margutti & Drew, 2014).
At least in form-and-accuracy contexts, the E move is in fact implicit even when absent, so that:
“[i]f the teacher moves on to the next adjacency pair after the learner production, then a positive evaluation
is understood, whereas if the teacher initiates a repair subsequent to the learner production, then a negative
evaluation is understood by all parties.” (Seedhouse, 2004, p. 108)

In interaction, however, any minimal adjacency pair – such as Question-Answer (Q-A) or
Initiation-Response (I-R) – can be further expanded through sequence expansions (Schegloff, 2007;
Stivers, 2012). Depending on where the sequence expansion is positioned in relation to the basic
adjacency pair, pre-expansions, insert-expansions, and post-expansions become available
sequence organisations for interactants. Moreover, given that sequences represent the primary
vehicles through which social actions are carried out in interactions, each expansion ostensibly
implements different actions in conversation. Most importantly, as Stivers (2012) also argues,
                                                                                                                          

It should be noted, however, that IRE is only used herein as a simplified model that facilitates the identification of
the practice in question. Moreover, the concept of a tripartite organisation of classroom talk remains problematic
within the scholarly debate to date (see Ch. 2).
8
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“[…] each form of expansion is significant for participants whether in terms of indicating stance,
managing affiliation or alignment, or dealing with issues of intersubjectivity” (p. 193).
Before proceeding to describe the actions implemented by SDA, its structural relationships and
the basic structure of the IRE exchange will be discussed below9.
In the data analysed, SDA routinely inhabits the third position, that is, the structurally-provided
place for the teacher to assess the student response or to initiate repair (Lee, 2007; McHoul,
1978; Mehan, 1979; Sert, 2015).
Although being hosted in the same sequential position within the IRE exchange, SDA launches
two different types of expansion sequences, namely post-expansion (type-A) and pre-expansion
sequences (type-B).
The excerpt below presents the typical environment where SDA is deployed by the teacher:
(3)  SDV492_31_03_15_0102 [insegnante]
18
19

T

I

dario.
(0.5)

20

Da

R

°sei(.)insegnante?°=
are you a teacher?

21

T

Pre-SDA

=sei insegnante?=
are you a teacher?

SDA

=siete d’accordo?
do you agree?

22

→

23

Ss

R2

°sì°=
yes

24

T

E

25

T

=sì.=
yes
=alessandra.

Adjacency Pair

PRE-E Sequence

E/SCT

The excerpt above exemplifies the pre-SCT expansion sequence typically launched by SDA (lines
22-23). In IRE environments, SDA systematically yields a post-expansion by making student
                                                                                                                          

It should be noted that the primary aim of the present thesis is to explore the actions that are implemented within
the pre-Evaluation opportunity space, rather than the structural relationships between SDA and the IRE, namely the
different types of expansion of the sequence.
9
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responsive action relevant in the immediate contiguous turn. Since this expansion of the IRE
sequence organisation primarily defers the teacher evaluation, or SCT, it will be referred to as a
pre-Evaluation sequence. When the teacher deploys SDA, the IRE sequence organisation is thus
arranged as follows:

T

Initiation

S

Response

T

(Pre-SDA)

T

SDA

S

Answer

T

Evaluation

t

  
Table 1 Pre-Evaluation sequence organisation

Before moving to the sequential analysis of the interactional treatment of SDA, the following
section will introduce the relevance of Y/Nis in IRE environments, as well as the use of Y/Nis
as display questions in L2 classroom interactions.

4.3   Y/N interrogatives in IRE environments
Questions are omnipresent and implement fundamental social actions in interactions (e.g., Curl
& Drew, 2008; Drew & Couper-Kuhlen, 2014; Rossano, 2010; Sacks, 1992; Schegloff, 1968,
2007; Schegloff & Sacks, 1973; Stivers & Rossano, 2010). Given that questions persistently entail
the distribution of entitlements, responsibilities and knowledge among interactants (e.g. Drew &
Couper-Kuhlen, 2014; Drew & Heritage, 1992; Heritage, 2012a; Heritage & Clayman, 2010),
questioning practices also embody the institutional character of the interaction by ‘talking social
institutions into being’ (e.g., Drew & Heritage, 1992; Heritage & Clayman, 2010). Furthermore, a
particular question format, such as Y/Ni, represents an important type of FPP in institutional
interactions, specifically for the heavy constraints that this type of interrogative mobilises on the
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production of the subsequent responsive action (Lee, 2008; Raymond, 2003; Stivers & Rossano,
2010). Like other types of adjacency pairs, Y/Ni-initiated Q-A sequences typically display an
organisational preference for the production of a conjoint sequentially-relevant responsive
action, so that not all potential SPPs stand in an equal relationship to each other (e.g. Heritage,
1984b; Pomerantz, 1984a; Schegloff & Sacks, 1973). More specifically, Y/Nis call for two kinds
of response: a type-conforming response, that is, a yes/no answer, and a non-conforming
response, that is, any kind of response that does not align with the specific grammatical and
action constraints projected by the Y/Ni FPP (Raymond, 2000, 2003). From a sequential point
of view, the specific positioning of such interrogatives becomes particularly relevant in classroom
interactions as it “[…] offers interpretive resources through which the parties come to see what
was made out of the prior turns and how they act on them accordingly” (Lee, 2008, p. 243).
Furthermore, Y/Nis are overwhelmingly understood to realise the institutional character of the
interaction according to the course of actions in which they intervene, that is, their sequential
positioning, and the restricted responsive actions that they mobilise, and that in turn make
Y/Nis themselves intelligible to the interactants.
A considerable portion of the teaching-learning process in formal instructed contexts, such as
the L2 classroom, is typically carried out via questioning activities (e.g., Lee, 2006; Lee, 2008;
Margutti, 2006). Teachers typically ask questions in order to make students publicly exhibit their
knowledge (McHoul, 1978; Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975), to control the participation framework
of the ongoing interaction (Margutti, 2006), and to organise and maintain the interactional order
of the classroom (Mehan, 1979). Given the large variety of interactional and pedagogical
functions of questioning practices, it is no surprise that the pedagogical priority of knowledge
building, along with the contingency of social order maintenance, become deeply interwoven
into a reflexive relationship with the overall classroom interactional organisation (Margutti, 2006;
Seedhouse, 2004c).
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Questions enable institutional goals to be achieved and specific actions and talk-in-interaction to
be realised in a variety of institutional settings, including the classroom (Lee, 2008). Specifically,
Y/Nis are routinely employed by teachers in the classroom, typically within IRE environments in
which interactions are overwhelmingly initiated by a teacher question. One of the most salient
features, revealing the institutional character of such sequential organisation and of the question
being asked, is that the teacher initiation is typically a known-information question (Lee, 2008), also
known as a display question (Lee, 2006; Long & Sato, 1983), test question (Searle, 1969), or question
with a known answer (Macbeth, 2000). Because the teacher already knows the answer to the
question through which s/he sets the IRE exchange in motion, a preference organisation
becomes readily available to participants in the teacher’s evaluative third turn. The specific
preference organisation underpinning the classroom triadic dialogue therefore primarily concerns
the teacher’s evaluation (E) of the student contribution (R). A positive evaluation represents the
preferred action being the correct answer sought by the teacher initiation; that is, the preferred
response to the known-information question (Macbeth, 2000; Markee, 2000; Seedhouse, 2004c).
Margutti (2006) also argues that in an instructed context, both questions and Y/Nis can be
understood as either eliciting new or known information, or initiating repair or correction of
students’ contributions (see also Macbeth, 2004; McHoul, 1990).
Finally, it should also be noted that Italian language does not provide morphosyntactic features
for the formatting of Y/Nis. Hence, participants need to rely mainly on the prosodic cues and
embodied resources that accompany the production of these types of questions, which “[…] are
normally realized through patterns of intonation and stress, while the syntactic structure of the
utterance remains unchanged from the corresponding declarative form” (Margutti, 2004, p. 94).
Moreover, in a study on the ways in which questions are designed and understood by
interactants in Italian, Rossano (2010) adds:
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“[…] there are at least three ways in which a questioner might design an utterance so that it is recognizable
as a polar question, rather than a simple declarative [in Italian]: specific intonation contours, epistemic
asymmetries such as in the case of (B-event statements) (Labov & Fanshel, 1977) and sentence final lexical
markers (e.g. no, eh, okay).” (p. 2764)

The following section will introduce the dataset upon which the analytical discussion of the
present chapter draws.

4.4   Data
The analysis for this chapter draws upon a collection of instances of SDA (n=34) from the
Introductory Italian class ITLN1611 (cf. Ch. 2).
The classroom where these video-recordings were made was composed of 22 beginner students
of Italian L2, aged between 18 and 25. Almost half of the students were of mixed-Australian
background, mainly Greek, Lebanese and Italian. At the time of recording, some students had
already been exposed to Italian regional varieties and dialects. Moreover, a number of students
used Italian occasionally at home with parents and/or siblings, and with friends. The teacher is
an Italian native speaker with more than five years of teaching experience.
The course was administered in two 2-hour-long weekly encounters for a total of 12 weeks (cf.
3.1.1). The length of each recording ranges from 10 minutes to approximately one hour. In this
section I draw specifically on a subset of 12 hours of interactions videorecorded during teacherfronted form-and-accuracy phases of the lessons, such as grammar revision and homework
correction activities.
The table below presents a preliminary functional and sequential distribution of SDA and its
variants in the dataset scrutinised for this chapter:
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Format
Siete d’accordo?

Type A
17

Do you.2PL agree?

Excerpt Type B Excerpt no.
no.
(5); (6);
(7); (8); (9)

Siete tutti d’accordo?

8

Total

(3); (10);
(11); (12);
(13)

3

Do you.2PL all agree?
Siamo d’accordo?

1

Do we agree?
Siamo tutti d’accordo?

1

(18)

Do we all agree?
Pre-SDA composite
Che dite, siete d’accordo?

(15)
2

What do you.2PL say, do you.2PL agree?
Post-SDA composite

(13)

Siete d’accordo, sì?

1

You.2PL agree, don’t you?
Multi-turn SDA

1

19

15

34

Table 2 Functional distribution of SDA

The following section will firstly present a number of typifying instances wherein SDA initiates a
type-A post-expansion, that is, when the teacher’s Y/Ni is understood to mobilise some sort of
repair of a student’s troublesome turn (R) within the IRE exchange.

4.5   Siete d’accordo? Launching the pre-Evaluation sequence via Y/Ni
4.5.1   Introduction
SDA appears to be systematically employed by the teacher to launch the pre-Evaluation
sequence in IRE environments. The turn-by-turn analysis enabled the identification of two
different functions related to the specific sequential positioning of SDA. The following sections
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will illustrate the ways in which the students come to treat SDA as the device that launches a
type-A post-expansion of the IRE exchange.
More precisely, type-A SDA represents a non-minimal post expansion (Schegloff, 2007) that
precedes the SCT – or E move – in IRE. Unlike minimal post-expansions such as, for instance,
response tokens, change-of state token (e.g., oh) (Heritage, 1984a), assessments, and rejections,
non-minimal post-expansion “(…) are different in that the turn following that second pair part is
itself a first pair part, and thereby projects at least one further turn – its responsive second pair
part and thereby its non-minimality” (Schegloff, 2007, p. 149).
The key feature of post-expansions is that they are positioned after a Second Pair Part (SPP) of a
basic adjacency pair. In non-minimal post-expansions, such as SDA, at least another adjacency
pair is launched by the expansion, and participants routinely orient towards a range of different
contingencies that need to be addressed before the sequence can be brought to its conclusion,
that is, before the SCT can be implemented.
The following analysis will also take into consideration the teacher’s relevant bodily conduct that
typically sustains the implementation of type-A SDA. In particular, the embodied resources such
as gaze, body orientation, head nods and pointing will be explored in cases where participants
visibly orient themselves towards them in order to understand the specific function of SDA
within IRE environments.
4.5.2   ‘Looking backwards’: type-A SDA
Non-minimal post-expansions can be employed by interactants in order to accomplish different
actions, such as disagreeing, challenging, or rejecting a SPP, topicalizing a turn or part of it, and notably - to perform other-initiated repair on a SPP Schegloff (2007),as illustrated in the excerpt
below (ibid., p.149):
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(4)  (7.37)

Connie and Dee, 9

1
2

Dee:
Con:

Fb
Sb

3
4
5
6

Dee:
Con:
Dee:
Dee:

Fpost
Spost
SCT
SCT

→
→
→
→

Well who’r you workin for.
.hhh Well I’m working through::the Amfrat Corporation.
(0.8)
The who?
=Amfah Corpora[tion. (.) ‘ts a holding company.
[Oh
Yeah

When SDA inhabits a similar position in the post-expansion sequence, it systematically projects
either a delegated repair (Kasper, 1985), that is, some reparative work implemented by a student
other than the trouble-source speaker, or a choral repair (Lerner, 1993, 1995; McHoul, 1990;
Mehan, 1979), namely, a repair provided by the whole class. In particular, Excerpts 5 and 6 will
show the ways in which students respond differently to SDA, and the ways in which repair is
accomplished following the two abovementioned repair trajectories.
The excerpt below is taken from a grammar revision phase of the lesson. The students are herein
correcting an exercise that explicitly targets the uses of c’è (‘there is’) and ci sono (‘there are’). The
exercise requires the students to complete an email with the verbs provided in brackets,
conjugated in the present tense:
(5)  SDV_0588_30_04_01_0703 [Roma]
1

S1

ciao katie come
stai
hi
NAME ADV-Q be-PRS.2SG
hi
katie how are you

2

*(1.5)
*
*gazes at the teacher*

3

T

*sì↑*=
*gazes at S1*

4

S1

=io
s::ono
1SG
be-PRS.1SG
i am in rome

5

6

roma
rome

per
fare
un
master in
archeloghia
to.PURP do-INF ART.INDF-M.SG master PREP archaeology=
to do a master in archaeology
T

=archeologgIa
archaeology

7
8

a
at

(1.5)
(I)

dario!
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dario!
9
10

(1.0)
D

(R)

uhm(.)i didn’t do it but(.)uh

11

conoschi
roma(.)uh(.)sono?(.)
una
città
know-PRS.2SG rome
be-PRS.3PL ART.INF-F.SG city
(do you) know rome uh they are a city

12

belisima(.)
con tanti
monumenti
e
beautiful-F.SG with many-M.PL monument.PL and
beautiful with many monuments and
tanta
*arte
*
much-F.SG art.SG
so much art
*gazes at T*

13

T

14

mm.
→

fig

siete
d’ accordo?#
be-PRS.2.PL of agreement.M.SG
do you agree?
#fig.1

Figure 4 Hold gesture + Freeze look
15

(1.0)

16

Ss

17

tH

18

Ss

19

T

°Δè°
be-PRS.3SG
is
Δshakes head--è=
be-PRS.3SG
is
(E)

=è!
Δmh?
be-PRS.3SG
is! mh?
-->Δ

20

(0.5)

21

è
una
città. va
bene
be-PRS.3SG a-ART.F.SG city
go-PRS.3SG well
is a city. alright
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Following the routine triadic sequence organisation, the IRE exchange is initiated by the teacher
nomination in line 8. Dario produces his response prefaced by a prepausal turn-initial delay
(uhm), followed by the anticipatory account I didn’t do it but uh (Schegloff, 2007), which casts his
response as a mere attempt and provides justification for a potential upcoming failure. Once
Dario’s response appears to be complete, as it is also embodied in the student directing his gaze
back to the teacher after finishing reading the sentence aloud, the teacher takes her turn at talk
back as a matter of classroom turn-taking routine (McHoul, 1978) in line 13. Although
sequentially relevant in this position, however, the teacher notably passes up the opportunity to
provide an evaluation or to initiate a repair sequence. Instead, Dario’s response is minimally
registered through the teacher’s weak response token produced with a falling final intonation
(mm.). Because of the particularly relevant sequential position, it should also be noted that
minimal receipts proffered by the teacher in IRE environments routinely implement delay or are
understood as harbingers of a dispreferred response, namely, a negative assessment (Lee, 2008).
The teacher then expands her turn by deploying SDA (line 14), which then launches the pre-E
sequence.
The students orient themselves towards the teacher’s SDA as a device that indexes some trouble
in the student’s prior talk. Although the polar-formatted question calls for a Y/N response, the
students chorally produce a type-non-conforming response, namely the correct form of the verb
‘to be’, conjugated in the present tense third person singular (è). This is a notable interactional
achievement since the students – by providing a choral correction (line 16) – implement a
preferred response in terms of action, as they visibly orient themselves towards the specific
sequential environment. The teacher’s Y/N interrogative, in fact, calls for some reparative work
needed on Dario’s response. Furthermore, the student cohort interprets the teacher’s SDA as a
device that not only delays the teacher’s assessment, but also actively involves other students in a
collaborative repair of Dario’s response.
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In line 18, the students chorally proceed to reissue the correct answer after the teacher’s
ambiguous embodied assessment, realised through a head shake (line 17). Although occurring
during the assessment of the students’ response to SDA, from which its ambiguity may derive,
the headshake is used by the teacher as an additional embodied resource on which the students
can rely in their interpretation of said device. In other words, the headshake may represent an
additional feature of type-A SDA, which visibly makes a preferred negative response relevant,
and invites repair on the original trouble-source turn.
Finally, the students pursue the teacher’s expected verbal assessment, which is delivered through
a partial repetition of the students’ original response, i.e. è. After producing a positive assessment,
the teacher expands her turn by partially repeating the original student answer, before ratifying
the students’ correction through the formulaic receipt token va bene (‘alright’) (Margutti & Drew,
2014).
A number of embodied resources are mobilised by the teacher when implementing type-A SDA.
In this excerpt the students publicly orient themselves towards hand gestures, body orientation
and gaze as pivotal resources that make SDA readily recognisable as a device deployed in order
to temporarily suspend the ongoing IRE. Specifically, the teacher herein deploys SDA while
simultaneously raising her hands to achieve a ‘hold gesture’ position (line 14). At the same time,
the teacher withdraws her gaze from Dario and adopts a ‘freeze look’ (Manrique & Enfield,
2015), while also orienting her body towards the rest of the students. The teacher maintains this
posture until the production of her SCT, that is, until she indicates that the trouble has been
remedied, and that the pending IRE exchange can finally be restored and brought to its
conclusion.
Excerpt 5 has presented an example of a post-second SDA that successfully accomplishes a
choral repair sequence. In addition to the sequence organisation, the excerpt has also
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demonstrated some of the features of the preference organisation underlying the participants’
treatment of SDA, such as body orientation, gaze and hand gestures.
The next excerpt, on the other hand, illustrates the alternative repair trajectory that can be
yielded by SDA, namely a delegated repair sequence. The students are herein correcting an
exercise from the workbook, which targets the use of the verbs essere (‘to be’) and stare (‘to stay’;
‘to be’) in Italian. More specifically, the exercise requires the students to fill in the gaps in an
email text with the conjugated forms of the verbs provided:
(6)  SDV_589_30_04_02_0454 [pensione]
1

T

alessia qui a sorrentoalessia here in sorrento

2

Al

stiamo?(.)
benissimo?
stay-PRS.1PL good-ADV.SUP.
we are doing great?

3

T

mm hm.=

4

=giacomo!

5

(6.3)

6

Gi

°uhm°(.)°stare°(.)in una(.)
uhm
stay-INF in a-ART.INDF.F.SG
uhm to stay in a

7

pens(i)onne(.)
molto(.)ca- riboarding house-F.SG very
really ni- ni-ice boarding house

8

°carina°(.)e
non troppo cara?°=
nice-F.SG and NEG too
expensive-F.SG
nice and not too expensive?

9

T

10
11

Ss

T

13
14

=*siete
d’ acco↓rdo?
be-PRS.2.PL of agreement.M.SG
do you agree?
*gazes at the class---18
(0.8)

tH
12

→

°mnΔ[o°
Δ
no
Δshakes headΔ
[no.perché cos’èno why what is it
(1.2)

S1

°siamo-°=
be-PRS.1PL
we are
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15

S2

=°siamo°=
be-PRS.1PL
we are

16

S3

=siamo=
be-PRS.1PL
we are

17

S3

=siamo?=
be-PRS.1PL
we are
((T cups hand behind her ear))

18

S4

=siamo.=
be-PRS.1PL
we are

19

T

=SIA**MO.
mh.
be-PRS.1PL mh
-->**gazes back at the textbook--->>
we are

20

(1.2)

21

in una pensione molto carina e >non troppo cara.<
in a nice and not too expensive boarding house

The teacher’s SDA launches a complex non-minimal post-expansion sequence in the pursuit of
student correction before producing her SCT. In line 4, the teacher initiates the IRE exchange by
nominating Giacomo who responds after a notably long silence (6.3 seconds). Giacomo’s
response is delivered at a lower volume and displays hesitation markers such as the turn-initial
delay, micro pauses and try-mark intonation. Once again, the teacher passes up the opportunity
either to assess Giacomo’s response or to initiate a repair. Instead, the teacher resorts to SDA in
line 9, which initiates the pre-Evaluation sequence. As in Excerpt 4, SDA is a FPP that makes a
Y/N answer relevant in the adjacent turn. This time, however, the students produce a typeconforming response in line 11 (mno). The teacher registers the choral response by repeating it,
and then produces a second FPP (line 12) through a non-interrogative suspensive intonation
contour format (Margutti, 2006), which typically initiates another IRE: perché cos’è-, in the pursuit
of the target form (Hellermann, 2003, 2005). The teacher’s question triggers multiple single
student responses (lines 14-18) until the IRE exchange is finally concluded by the teacher’s SCT
in line 19. The teacher then routinely expands her assessment through a full repetition of the
original trouble-source turn (line 21).
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Both excerpts demonstrate that the polar-formatted question device SDA successfully yields an
other-initiated repair trajectory. In so doing, SDA also opens up the conversational floor to the
rest of the class. This change in the management of the turn-taking system modifies the usually
dyadic participation framework of IRE exchanges in such teacher-fronted moments of the
lesson, and fosters the participation of the rest of the student cohort during the assessment
practice.
In the following excerpt, the students are correcting some homework exercises with the teacher
during the opening phase of the lesson. The exercise is concerned with the review of the use of
the Italian verbs sapere and conoscere. More specifically, the exercise requires the students to fill in
the gaps in the sentences provided, choosing between conoscere and sapere. Both the verbs sapere
and conoscere are translated by the English verb ‘to know’, but their use is bound by different
syntactic and semantic constraints. The exercise also requires the verb to be conjugated
accordingly, that is, in its indicative present tense form:
(7)  SDV_0562_21_04_15_1224 [cosa fare]
13

T

=conosco:
lo
spagnolo eh? non conosco
know-PRS.1SG the-ART.DEF.M.SG spanish-M.SG mh? NEG know-PRS.1SG
i know spanish mh? i don’t know

14

lo
spagnolo
the-ART.M.SG spanish-M.SG
spanish

15

e::hm numero tre?
uhm number three?

16

(3.0)

17
18
19

mh.
(1.0)
>SCUSATE
SI
excuse-IMPER.2PL one-IMP.PRON
sorry we say i can’t speak

20

lo
the-ART.DEF.M.SG
spanish

21

°>non conosco
lo
NEG know-PRES.1SG the-ART.DEF.M.SG
i can’t speak

DICE<
say-PRS.3SG

NON SO
NEG know-PRES.1SG

spagnolo
spanish-M.SG
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22

spagnolo°<
non so
se (si
spanish-M.SG NEG know-PRS.1SG if one-IMP.PRON
spanish i don’t know whether yes

23

mmm questa è un po’ un po’ strana
mmm this one is a little weird

24

(.)

25
26

ok leave it. i will-we’ll do it later.
ilaria.

eh)
mh

27

Il

i genitori di marta conoscono claudi(o).=
marta’s parents know claudio

28

T

mm hm, va bene- numero quattro(2.0)chi la fa?
mm hm that’s right number four who is going to do this one?

29

giacomo

30

(5.0)

31

Gi

mm(1.5)a sono molto inde- so::=
mm uhm
i am really unde- ded

32

T

=indeci:so.
undecided

33

Gi

°indeciso°(.) e
non(.) °conoschio°(.)
undecided-M.SG and not.NEG know-PRS.1SG
undecided and i am not able what to do?

34

T

35

Ss
tH

Δnno
Δ
Δshakes headΔ

36

T

non
so(.)
cosa fare.
not.NEG know.PRS.1SG what do-INF
i don’t know what to do

→

cosa fare?=
what do-INF

=siete d’accordo?
do you agree?

After being nominated by the teacher in line 29, Giacomo starts to read the sentence and
produces a first error, promptly corrected via the teacher’s correction (=indeci:so.). Giacomo
then proceeds to read the sentence aloud and produces a second error, using conoscere
(°conoschio°) instead of sapere, which represents the specific grammatical focus of the exercise.
This time, however, the teacher chooses not to directly address the error, and instead
implements a latched third-positioned SDA (line 34). SDA receives a prompt choral response by
some of the students (nno), which in turn enables the teacher to restore the pending IRE and to
bring the sequence to its closure via SCT. Although inviting correction, as will also be
demonstrated in the following excerpts, students notably respond to SDA herein through a
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minimal type-fitted response, i.e. no (Raymond, 2003). The students thus do not provide
correction, nor align to the course of action typically projected by SDA in this environment. At
this point, the teacher must produce her assessment by taking her turn back, implementing an
embedded correction through the partial repetition of the original trouble-source turn (line 36)
(Jefferson, 1987). As in the excerpts presented above, the teacher’s bodily conduct emerges as a
key interactional resource for the recognition of the actions implemented by SDA. In particular,
before implementing her SCT, the teacher here bodily projects a negative response as the
preferred action to SDA via a head shake (line 36).
At least two central features of SDA emerge from Excerpt 7 above, both in terms of sequence
organisation and participation framework. Firstly, SDA defers the teacher’s SCT via a nonminimal post- expansion, delaying the IRE closure (line 36). Secondly, by momentarily halting
the progressivity of the sequence, SDA also opens up the floor to the rest of the class.
Specifically, SDA invites the student cohort to take a stance on the assessment of another
student’s response, a stance that is herein provided chorally, although through a minimal
response design.
In Excerpt 8 the students are correcting an exercise from the workbook that aims to reinforce
the communicative goal of giving directions. More specifically, the exercise requires the student
to use the imperative forms of verbs conjugated in the second person singular, and prepositions
of place. The students are nominated by the teachers in a round-robin fashion (Mortensen &
Hazel, 2011), and need to read a map provided by the exercise in order to give directions to get
to university:
(8)  SDV_0653_19_05_0740 [in front of what]
1

T

caterina.

2

Ca

ehm::(1.8)°if that was th(at)(

3

T

=ehehe=

)°=
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4

Ca

=£(

5

)£(

)out

(1.5)

6

T

che dite?(1.0)
al
secondo incorcio?
waht-Q say-PRS.2PL
to+the-ART.DEF.M.SG second intersection
what do you say? at the second intersection?

7

Ss

°gira
ancora
a destra°=
turn-PRS.IMPER.2SG again-ADV to right
turn right again

8

T

giri
ancora
a destra↑
turn-PRS.IMPER.2SG again-ADV to right
turn right again

9

Ss

°in via
calepina°=
in street-F.SG STREET NAME
into via calepina

10

T

=in via
calepi:na
in street-F.SG STREET NAME
into via calepina

11

T

poi? carla?
then? carla?

12

(1.5)

13

C

uhm(2.0)°a una(.)
(g)-grande
to a-ART.INDEF.F.SG
big
uhm of a b-big church?

14

T

15

Ss

°mn[(o)°
no

16

T

[no. cos’
è↓
no what-Q be-PRS.3SG
no what is it

17

Ss

l’università
è
lì
di fronte↑
the-ART.DEF.M.SG be-PRS.3SG there-LOC. of front
the university is just there in front

18

T

in front of what.

19

Ss

a una grande chiesa.=
of a big church

20

T

va bene::
alright

→

chiesa?°
church-F.SG

siete
d’ accordo?
be-PRS.2PL of agreement-M.SG
do you agree?

As in the other excerpts, the teacher initiates the IRE exchange as a matter of routine through
nomination (line 11). After a notably long pause of 1.5 seconds, Carla responds, displaying
disfluency markers (Richards et al., 2007) and prefacing her turn with the hesitation marker uhm
followed by a 2-second pause and eventually uttering her response, a una grande chiesa, in a soft
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voice. Carla’s response is only partially correct and does not include what is “in front of a big
church”, namely l’università. Once again, the teacher passes up the opportunity to assess Carla’s
response that is structurally provided by the third slot of the IRE exchange, implementing SDA
instead. The teacher’s Y/Ni yields a choral-type conforming response in the subsequent turn, i.e.
mno. At this point, the teacher visibly orients herself towards SDA as a type-A component of the
post-expansion. In other words, the teacher positively assesses the students’ response through
repetition, before pursuing the target form originally elicited through cos’è, in slight overlap and
with a falling intonation. In line 6 the students respond chorally again and utter the sentence in
question, although only partially. In the pursuit of the target form, the teacher tries this time to
elicit the correct answer, this time resorting to English. The teacher’s repair-initiator yields a
choral repair on Carla’s original trouble-source turn (line 17), which provides her with the
possibility of finally closing the IRE exchange through the particle va bene. As in the other
excerpts examined thus far, the teacher’s assessment signals that the IRE sequence is complete,
and marks a transition point for a new IRE exchange, or a different sequence to be launched.
Excerpt 8 has shown the ways in which the teacher and students can orient themselves towards
type-A SDA as a device that indicates some trouble in the preceding talk, and the ways in which
this type of SDA can successfully yield choral repair and promote classroom participation in IRE
sequences. It should also be noted that through her pursuit of response (Jefferson, 1981;
Pomerantz, 1984b; Stivers & Rossano, 2010) in lines 16 and 18, the backwards-looking property
of type-A SDA is revealed.
The excerpts analysed so far have illustrated the ways in which participants can orient themselves
towards a specific set of defining features of type-A SDA. In fact, Y/Nis typically call for a polar
response, and usually show a preference towards one of the two, that is, a Yes or a No.
However, after receiving a type-conforming action response, the teacher makes the preference of
type-A SDA relevant in terms of action, that is, correction or repair. Interactants therefore
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habitually orient themselves towards this type of SDA as an eliciting device that signals that a
correction or some sort of reparative work is needed before the IRE exchange can be considered
complete.
Excerpt 9 provides further evidence of the interactional management of SDA as a device
deployed to initiate an non-minimal post-expansion that invites remedial work by students within
IRE environments. The students herein are engaging with an exercise that aims to consolidate
the vocabulary for making a hotel reservation. In addition to specific vocabulary, the exercise
targets the use of Italian modal verbs: volere (‘to want’), potere (‘to be allowed’), and dovere (‘to have
to’).
(9)  21_05_0671_0618 [prenotazione]
1

T

>numero
quattro<(.)voi?
number-M.SG four
you-2PL
number four you?

2

S1

voi::
dove:telasciare:(.)la
stanza(.)
you-2PL need-PRS.2PL leave-INF
the-ART.DEF.F.SG room-F.SG
you need to leave the room

3

entro: liby-ADV thby th-

4

le
dieci?
the-ART.DEF.F.SG ten?
ten

5

T

va
bene=dovete
lasciare
go-PRS.2PL well need-PRS.2PL leave-INF
alright you need to leave the room by ten

6

la
stanza
entro le
dieci=
the-ART.DEF.F.SG room-F.SG by-ADV the-ART.DEF.F.PL ten
the room by ten

7

again dovete is followed by the infinitive=you have to
again need-PRS.2PL
again you need is followed by the infinitive you have to
leave the room by ten=entro=by↓
leave the room by ten by

9

T

10

(I)

clara!**
(5.0)

tG

(0.5)

*gazes at clara---
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ClG

*gazes at teacher*

11

Cl

i[l::
the-ART.DEF.M.SG
the

12

T

[*>numero
cinque<*=
number-M.SG five
number five

13

Cl

(R)

14

15
16

-->*
((clears throat))(1.0)il
signore::
uhm::(0.8)
the-ART.DEF.M.SG gentleman-M.SG uhm
the gentleman
deve
fa:re↑=
need-PRS.3SG do-INF
uhm needs to send

T
Cl

=↓mh mm↑
uhm:: i:lu↑n?
the-ART.DEF.M.SG a-ART.INDEF.M.SG
uhm th- a a fax?

un
a-ART.INDEF.M.SG

fax?
fax

(1.2)
17

T

→

siete
d’ accordo?
be-PRS.2PL of agreement-M.SG
do you agree?
(2.5)

18

Ss

19

T

20
21

(
(E)

) (no)=
no

=no=
che dite
il
signore?
no-NEG what say-PRS.2PL the-ART.DEF.M.SG gentleman-M.SG
no what do you say? the gentleman?
(2.8)

S1
tG
fig

(deve)
°fare°
la
(pr)#*enotazione.*=
need-PRS.3SG do-INF the-ART.DEF.F.SG booking-F.SG
needs to make the booking
*gazes at S1*
#fig.2

Clara  

Figure 5
22

T

  

deve
fare
lA↑
<*#pre#
need-PRS.3SG do-INF the-ART.DEF.F.SG
booking-F.SG
needs to make the boo
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*gazes back to the Ss-------------*
((orients body to the Ss))
fig

#fig.6

  

Figure 6
23
fig

#nota#
notki#fig.7

  

Figure 7
24
fig

#zione::↓*>=
-ng
#fig.8

Figure 8
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As in the other excerpts examined thus far, the teacher initiates the IRE through nomination
(line 9). Clara utters her responsive turn after a 1-second pause, and displays hesitation markers
such as elongated final sounds in signore:: and uhm:: (line 13) followed by another 0.8-second
pause before proceeding and choosing the verb dependent on the modal deve, i.e. fare (line 14). In
the subsequent line, the teacher encourages Clara to complete the sentence with the remaining
information, that is, the direct object of the verb fare. In doing so, the teacher also audibly orients
herself towards the progressivity of the IRE by signalling that some piece of information is still
lacking in Clara’s hesitant responsive turn. As will also be discussed later in the Chapter, tempo
and prosodic features provide central resources for students in recognising what type of action(s)
SDA implements in the sequence. Thus the teacher sustains the ongoing production of Clara’s
response through the latched fall-rising intonation =↓mh mm↑ (Gardner, 2001, p. 210). Then, in
the subsequent turn, Clara’s proceeds to produce her turn, once again indicating a certain degree
of hesitation through the turn-initial delay uhm::, and a same-turn self-repair i:l-u↑n, while her trymarking intonation contour frames her response as a candidate answer for confirmation
(Schegloff et al., 1977). After a 1.2-second gap, which foreshadows a dispreferred response, the
teacher implements SDA (line 17). After another 2.5-second gap the students chorally respond
to SDA with the type-conforming response no, which is followed by the teacher’s latched
repetition in line 19. In the same turn, in pursuit of the correct form requested by the exercise,
the teacher resorts to a designedly incomplete utterance (DIU) device, il signore? (Koshik, 2002;
Margutti, 2010). This time the DIU recruits a second student who implements correction on
Clara’s original trouble-source turn and receives an implicit positive assessment by the teacher
with a full repetition (Margutti & Drew, 2014) in line 22. With regard to SDA in relation to the
participation framework, the teacher’s gaze and body orientation is of particular interest. Starting
as a purely dyadic exchange, the IRE becomes an open floor for other students to intervene and
provide correction, primarily via an initial response to SDA. This is embodied also in the
teacher’s SCT, her positive assessment, her self-orientation towards other students when almost
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syllabifying S1’s response (lines 22, 23, 24), and the orientation of her body towards the three
sections of the classroom in front of her (fig. 6, 7, 8).
4.5.3  

Summary of the section

This section has explored the main features of type-A SDA. In particular, the sequential analysis
has demonstrated that this type of SDA is a multifunctional pedagogical tool employed by the
teacher in the IRE environment, used overwhelmingly in form-and-accuracy contexts (e.g.
homework correction, grammar revision). A central feature of type-A SDA is that it indicates
some trouble in the preceding talk by deferring the teacher’s SCT. A close examination of the
dataset has proved that the teacher appears to systematically deploy this type of SDA when,
upon initiation of the IRE exchange, the student’s response is in need of correction. Thus by
employing type-A SDA, the teacher temporarily halts the ongoing sequence through a nonminimal pre-SCT post-expansion sequence. I have termed this type of post-expansion of the
IRE a ‘pre-Evaluation’ sequence as one of its most salient features is its emergence between the
student response and the teacher’s E turn.
As it will also be discussed in further detail in §4.6 and §4.7, type-A SDA provides students with
a repair opportunity space in IRE environments. In other words, by passing up the opportunity
to initiate or implement repair on the student responsive action, the teacher opens up the floor
to other students to provide correction of a peer contribution. The excerpts examined so far
have also demonstrated that type-A SDA systematically projects three main courses of action, as
shown below:
TR

Y/Nr
TP

SR

SDA

t

Figure 9 Type-A SDA projected trajectories
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As illustrated in Excerpts 6 and 9, type-A SDA can be responded to with a type-conforming
response (Y/Nr) by the students. Given that this type of SDA routinely indicates that some
remedial work needs to be implemented in the immediately preceding turn (R) (showing
therefore a preference for repair), a polar response stands as a dispreferred move in terms of
action. This is also indicated by the teacher’s subsequent repair (TR), which treats the Y/Nr as
inadequate in light of the preferred course of action projected by type-A SDA.
Alternatively, a second possible trajectory - illustrated in Excerpt 5 - is the production of a nontype-conforming response by the student, that is, a repair on the trouble-source turn. This
trajectory also represents the basic structure of the pre-SCT post-expansion, while the students’
repair becomes the relevant SP.
Lastly, type-A SDA may initiate a third trajectory, in fact the most frequent trajectory across the
dataset. As shown in Excerpt 2, type-A SDA can be responded to with a Y/Nr, which is
followed by a teacher question, in pursuit of the target form (TP), as in Excerpts 8 and 9. The
teacher’s pursuit of response (Jefferson, 1981; Pomerantz, 1984b; Stivers & Rossano, 2010)
indicates that the polar response is insufficient, and launches another non-minimal post
expansion (Schegloff, 2007). The series of post-expansion sequences can continue until repair on
the original trouble-source is accomplished, leading to a sequence organisation similar to an
expanded other-correction withhold sequence (McHoul, 1990, p. 364). TP also maximises the
‘response pressure’ (Stivers & Rossano, 2010) through means of prosody (e.g. marked final rising
pitch contour, suspensive intonation) and bodily conduct (e.g. sustained teacher’s gaze
throughout the pre-E sequence, hands in ‘hold position’, freeze look).
What the above-mentioned trajectories confirm is that SDA embodies a preference for repair.
More specifically, in two of the three possible trajectories found in the data, SDA successfully
accomplishes teacher-initiated peer-repair, indicating a form-and-accuracy context-specific repair
trajectory (Seedhouse, 2004c, p. 148).
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The analysis of the excerpts has thus far illustrated a number of emerging interactional cues upon
which students appear to rely in order to recognise the actions implemented by type-A SDA. A
detailed discussion of the features of the pre-E sequence initiated by type-A SDA will be
presented in §4.6. Furthermore, the affordances provided by type-A SDA will be explored and
then compared to the other features of SDA found in the dataset; that is, type-B SDA.
The pre-E sequence organisation offers some obvious advantages in terms of classroom
participation and management during focus-on-form phases of the lesson. Moreover, by creating
a repair space opportunity, the pre-E sequence launched by type-A SDA also distributes the
assessment responsibilities to the class. Therefore, SDA invites the student to actively address
the procedural contingencies of evaluation and teaching in instructed contexts (Lee, 2007).
Lastly, an important advantage provided by said practice is the fostering of metalinguistic
reflection and awareness in beginners’ grammar revision and homework correction activities (cf.
§5.7).
The following section is devoted to the analysis and discussion of type-B SDA. This type of
SDA will be explored as a device deployed to deal with preliminary contingencies, that is,
checking students’ understanding, before the IRE can be restored and brought to a conclusion.
4.5.4   ‘Looking forwards’: type-B SDA
Further close examination of the dataset enables the identification of an alternative type of SDA,
namely, type-B SDA. Unlike type-A SDA, type-B SDA shows a strong forward orientation within
the IRE sequence. Interestingly, although placed after the basic I-R adjacency pair, type-B SDA
resembles a pre-second insert expansion of a basic adjacency pairs.
According to Stivers (2012), pre-second insert expansions are
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[…] preliminary to, and often conditional to, a response […] pre-second insert expansions are forward
looking – they are in the service of producing a second-pair part […] and are primarily concerned with the
sort of response the speaker will give in their subsequent turn. (pp. 195-196)

Pre-second expansions recur particularly often in institutional talk-in-interaction, specifically for
their type-specificity. As Schegloff notes,
[…] [pre-second insert expansions] are preliminary to some particular type of second pair part which has
been made relevant by the type of first pair part to which it is responding. […] pre-second inserts look
forward, ostensibly to establish the resources necessary to implement the second pair part which is
pending. (Schegloff, 2007, p. 106)

However, it should be noted that both types of SDA precede the teacher’s SCT/E, i.e. are placed
after the basic I-R adjacency pair in IRE. Type-B SDA represents, thus, a FPP of a pre-sequence
(Schegloff, 1992a). More precisely, type-B SDA appears to launch a type-specific pre-sequence
(Schegloff, 2007), namely a pre-expansion of the teacher’s E move. Moreover, in virtue of the
particular tripartite sequential arrangement of the IRE sequence, type-B SDA comes to operate
as a FPP of a pre-expansion of the SCT, rather than of a basic adjacency pair.
Hence, within the IRE sequential environment, the pre-E sequence initiated by type-B SDA
comes to address some preliminary issues upon which the implementation of SCT is contingent.
In the dataset analysed, type-B SDA is found to attend mainly to matters of understanding. In
other words, the teacher systematically resorts to this kind of SDA as an understanding check device
(Heritage, 1984b; Koole, 2010; Seedhouse, 2004c; Sert, 2013), before closing the pending IRE
exchange. An example of type-B SDA is provided in the excerpt below:
(10)  

SDV_0646_12_05_15_0112 [che ora è]

28

T

numero
ci:nque:: andrea che ora
è?
number-M.SG five
NAME
what hour-F.SG be-PRS.3SG
number five andrea what is the time?

29

A

e::: l’
uno(1.0) e::: (3.0) A.
and the-ART.DEF.M.SG one-M.SG
and
LETTER
and one and A
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30

T

31

A.
→

>siete
d’ accordo?<
be-PRS.2PL of agreement.M.SG
do you agree?

32

Ss

sì
yes

33

T

mh.

The students are correcting a homework exercise on telling the time in Italian. The exercise
requires the students to match some numbered sketched clocks with one of the sentences
provided (e.g. sono le tre – it is three o’ clock). Each sentence is also indicated by a letter (A, B,
etc). In line 31, the teacher’s type-B SDA is prefaced by an ambiguous verbatim response
(Margutti & Drew, 2014). The teacher then proceeds by deploying a rushed-through SDA, which
receives a positive choral response from the students. Only in line 33 does the teacher
implement her weak assessment token (Gardner, 1997, 2001; Margutti & Drew, 2014), mh, which
as a SCT also signals the transition point for the next IRE.
Consider now the following excerpt from the same spate of talk analysed in Excerpt 9. The
following interaction happened only a few seconds before:
(11)  
1

SDV_0646_12_05_15_0025 [scuola di lingue]
T

e::: ilaria!
and ilaria

2
3

(2.0)
Il

uhm::(.)e t-e tu che lavoro fai?
uhm what do you do?

4

(1.5)

5

T

6

Ss

(

7

T

=no!=cosa viene=giacomo.
no what’s there giacomo

8
9

→

siete d’accordo?
do you agree?
)=

tu che dici?
what do you say?
Gi

(

) (not)sure
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10

T

11

£ok£, federico, >tu che dici?<
ok federico what do you say?
(0.8)

12

Fe

no. io la voro in una scuola di(.)lingue=
no i work in a language school

13

T

=ok?=

14

=no(.)io lavoro(.)in una(.)scuola(.)di
no i work in a language

15

lingue.
school

16

mh?

Excerpt 11 shows one of the possible deployments, and subsequent treatments, of type-A SDA.
The comparison of excerpts 10 and 11 thus renews the main analytical question that the present
chapter is attempting to address: how do students come to understand the different interactional jobs that
SDA achieves in launching the pre-Evaluation sequence?
In what follows, the analysis will take into account type-B SDA turn design, the bodily conduct
that possibly accompanies its deployment, and the presence of additional interactional features,
in order to unearth the ways in which students come to exploit SDA’s affordances in IRE
environments.
In the following excerpt, the students are correcting some exercises on the use of verbs in the
indicative present tense. In particular, the exercise requires students to fill in the gaps in an email
text, with the conjugated forms of the verbs provided:
(12)  

SDV_0588_30_04_15_2010 [da bere]

16

T

fig

poi andiamo avanti=chi va avanti=*#filippo vai avanti tu=
then let’s move on who keeps on reading filippo you read
*gazes at Filippo---(24)
#fig.10
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Figure 10
17

filippo!(.)continua tu.
filippo you continue

18

(6.0)

19

Fi

20

T

21

Fi

  

insieme(.)uh (.)visi-(.)visittiamo musi[ei e cci
together uh we visit museums and w-w[muse:i=
museums
=musei e(.)uhm cise facciamo(.)fotografia e: quando siamo uh
museums and uhm we take photographs and when we are uh

22

stanche andiamo in un bar(.)e prendiamo(.)uh:: qualcosa da
tired we go to a bar and get uh something to

23

da bi- da bere=
di- to drink

24

T

=da be**#re=
to drink
-->**gazes at the class---

fig

fig#11

Figure 11
25

→

  

=>siete d’accordo?<
do you agree?

26

Ss

°sì°
yes

27

T

v*abbene.
alright
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-->*

After Filippo completes his turn (23) the teacher issues a latched third-position partial verbatim
repetition, followed by another latched turn that houses a rushed-through SDA. The teacher’s
type-B SDA is subsequently responded to with the students’ positive answer (°sì°), which allows
the teacher to bring the IRE to a conclusion via the explicit positive assessment token in line 27
(Margutti & Drew, 2014).
A number of central interactional resources emerge in Excerpt 12 that allow students to
recognise SDA as a type-B component. Firstly, as in all other instances in the dataset, the teacher
latches the type-B SDA to her previous turn. Moreover, the teacher speeds up her delivery of
SDA (see also Excerpt 10). Lastly, the teacher’s gaze behaviour appears to exert an additional
response pressure (Rossano, 2010) on the rest of the class. By directing her gaze to the student
cohort, the teacher once again opens up the floor for other students to join the IRE exchange,
thus creating an opportunity for the students either to actively participate in the IRE, or to
indicate some trouble, such as a problem in understanding prior talk. Moreover, while
completing her turn in line 24, the teacher directs her gaze from the book to the class. The gaze
accompanies the type-B SDA and is reoriented towards the book only after the students’
response has been issued in line 26.
As shown in the excerpt above, latching and rushing-through are emergent features
accompanying the interactional deployment of SDA. For instance, the lack of a silence or a gap
before its implementation may hint at a preferred response to the student’s R, that is, a positive
evaluation (Seedhouse, 2004c). Such features visibly orient themselves to the progressivity of the
sequence, albeit temporarily stalling the IRE sequence and deferring the teacher’s SCT.
Almost one-third of type-B SDAs are produced in series, which may also suggest a strong
orientation towards sequence progressivity. The excerpt below is a case in point. It illustrates a
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series of six type-B and one type-A SDAs during the same homework correction activity
presented in the analysis of Excerpt 10:
(13)  

SDV_0646_14_05_15_0023 [ora]

1

T

ok che ora è come si dice?
ok what is the time how do you say it

2

S1

sono le due e meza?=
it’s half past two?

3

T

→

4

=siete d’accordo?
do you agree?
(.)

5

Ss

°s:ì°
yes

6

T

numero tre, frank=che ora è?
number three frank what time is it?

7

(0.5)

8

F

uhm(.)sono le tre meno:: uhm(.)venti?
uhm it’s twenty to uhm three?

9

T

mhmh-

10

F

gi?=
g?

11

T

12

Ss

=°no°=

13

T

=no(.)e qual è?
no what is it?

14

Ss

effe=
f

15

T

effe, mh↑
f mh

16

T

sono le tre meno venti, <effe>.=giovanni!
it’s twenty to three f Giovanni

17

Ss

(

→

=gi? siete d’accordo?=
g? do you agree?

)

((laughters))
18

T

19

shhhh! (.)
giovanni, numero quattro, che ora è?
Giovanni, number four, what’s the time?

20
21

G

22

T

(2.8)
uhm:: (4.5) s:i? °c’è°?
uhm yes there is?
ci, >che ore sono<, come si dice?
c, what is the time, how do we say it?
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23

S2

sono?
it’s?

24

G

sono le due e (u)n quarto=
it’s quarter past two

25

T

26

Ss

sì
yes

27

T

ssssì:::.
yes

→

28

=siete d’accordo?
do you agree?

numero cinque:: andrea che ora è?
number five andrea what’s the time?

29

A

e::: l’uno- (2.0) e::: (3.0) A.
and it’s one and A

30
31

T

32

Ss

sì
yes

33

T

mh.

→

34

A.
>siete d’accordo?<
do you agree?

orologio sei, dario?
clock number six, dario?

35

D

hum

36

T

che ora è.=
what’s the time

37

D

sono le due?
it’s two o’clock?

38

T

hum B?=

39

=lettera b=
letter b

40
41

→
D

=siete d’accordo?
do you agree?
yeh.

42

((D and T laugh))

43

T

→

44

Ss

=sì
yes

45

T

orologgio sette:::=alessia che ora è.
clock number seven alessia what’s the time

46

A

eh b(.)uhm (2.0) sano le due e cinque=
eh b uhm it’s five past two

47

T

→

>siete d’accordo, sì?<=
you agree, yes?

=siete d’accordo?
do you agree?
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48

Ss

sì
yes

49

T

sì?=
yes?

Five out of the six type-B SDAs are latched to the students’ responses (lines 3, 11, 25, 40, 47).
Two type-B SDAs are produced through rushing-through. Once again, the teacher herein resorts
to type-B SDA as a checking understanding device before closing the sequence via minimal
receipt tokens such as mh (line 33), via particles such as sì, or via implicit confirmation of the
preferred response by the students through a direct transition to the next sequence (Margutti &
Drew, 2014).
4.5.5   Summary of the section
This section has presented the analysis of a number of excerpts in which another type of SDA,
namely type-B SDA, is deployed by the teacher in order to launch an expansion of the IRE
exchange.
Like type-A SDA, type-B SDA also temporarily halts the sequential progressivity of IRE. Thus,
the two functional variants of SDA most notably defer the teacher’s imminent SCT, whilst
opening up the conversational floor to the rest of the class.
By virtue of its forward-looking nature, however, the type of SDA presented in this section
attends to different interactional contingencies in IRE environments. In particular, the analysis
has shown the ways in which the teacher and students visibly orient themselves towards this type
of SDA as a device designed to deal with preliminary contingencies before closing the exchange.
More specifically, the teacher seems to resort to type-B SDA to check students’ (mis)understanding. Moreover, as in type-A SDA, type-B SDA creates an opportunity space for the
students to signal troubles in understanding or to ask clarifying questions. Hence, in making a
contiguous responsive slot relevant, the teacher employs type-B SDA to modify the original
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dyadic participation framework initiated by the IRE, inviting students to actively participate in
the exchange before the E-move is produced. However, it should be noted that the specific
question format – namely a Y/Ni – and the specific features of type-B SDA imposes heavy
constraints on the students’ response; that is, the response must consist of a single lexical item
(Raymond, 2003). Given the polar question format of SDA, students can only claim
understanding (Sacks, 1992; Schegloff, 1992a) by providing the preferred positive response,
without having an opportunity to demonstrate actual understanding of the previous talk.
Turn-design and delivery features play a key role in the students’ recognition of SDA. In the
dataset analysed, students always respond to type-B SDA with a type-conforming response,
namely a positive polar response. Students thus appear to align themselves to the preferred
course of action that type-B SDA sets in motion. In other words, type-B SDA displays a specific
preference organisation that invites a positive response as the preferred ensuing action. The
present analytical section has demonstrated that such preference organisation is achieved and
displayed through the mobilisation of different interactional resources, such as turn-design (e.g.,
prosody, tempo, composition) and bodily conduct (e.g., gaze, hand gestures, body orientation).
Specific organisation features of both type-A and type-B SDA will be further explored in §4.6.
In summary, type-B SDA overtly aims to recruit the preliminary resources needed in order to
close the exchange via the initiation of the pre-E sequence. However, unlike type-A SDA, this
functional variant of SDA ostensibly ‘looks forwards’ and exercises additional pressure on the
progressivity of the sequence.
In order to analytically account for the entire dataset, the following section will explore SDA
variants. In particular, it will be concerned with composite and alternative SDA formats.
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4.5.6   SDA variants
The dataset shows that the residual instances of SDA depart slightly from the typical format.
Such SDA variations take the form of composite SDAs, translated SDAs, and alternative
grammatical format SDAs. Although scarce, such variations deal with local contingencies of IRE
that the present analysis must account for in order to be complete. While participants’
orientation towards SDA variants is unproblematic, the sequential analysis reveals specific
constraints and additional response pressures that these variations of SDA can exert.
4.5.6.1   Composite SDA
Composite SDAs are deployed in multi-unit turns (Selting, 2000), as shown in Table 3 below:

Type of composite
[token] + [SDA] (pre-SDA)

Type-A

Type-B

2

[SDA] + [token] (post-SDA)

1
Table 3 Composite SDA

4.5.6.2   Pre-SDA composite
One format of pre-SDA composite is [verbatim repetition] + [SDA], as shown in the excerpt
below. As in Excerpt (10), the students are correcting a workbook exercise on telling the time.
The exercise requires the students to match some sketched clocks with one of the sentences
provided (e.g. sono le tre meno venti – it is three o’ clock). Each sentence is also indicated by a letter
(A, B, C, etc.).
(14)  

SDV_0646_14_05_15_0023 [ora]

6

T

7
8

numero
tre, frank=che
ora
è?
number-M.SG three NAME what-Q hour-F.SG be-PRS.3SG
number three frank what time is it?
(0.5)

F

uhm(.)sono le
tre
meno:: uhm(.)venti?
uhm
be-PRS.3PL three minus uhm
twenty
uhm it’s twenty to uhm three?
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9

T

mhmh-

10

F

gi?=
g-LETTER
g?

11

T

12

Ss

=°no°=

13

T

=no(.)e qual è?
no what is it?

14

Ss

effe=
f

15

T

effe, mh↑
f mh

16

T

sono le tre meno venti, <effe>.=giovanni!
it’s twenty to three f giovanni

→

=gi? siete
d’ accordo?=
gi be-PRS.2PL of agreement-M.SG
g? do you agree?

This type of composite SDA is prefaced by the repetition of the minimal response token, namely
the letter identifying the answer, i.e. gi?. The preferred negative choral response, along with the
teacher’s pursuit question that starts the second post-expansion (line 13), reveal an alignment
with the type-A SDA. However, the composite format primarily poses the following analytical
question: why does the teacher choose to produce a verbatim repetition of the student response before implementing
SDA?
Moreover, the pre-SDA composite is herein latched to the student response, as the student
would expect in type-B SDA environments. The crucial interactional resource for student
recognition of such a composite SDA appears to be the interrogative intonation of the teacher’s
repetition (gi?). While recent Italian research in the classroom has shown that partial or verbatim
repetitions are usually understood to implement positive assessment (Margutti & Drew, 2014),
the final rising pitch contour of the repetition token transparently contrasts with the affiliative
intonation contour of the teacher’s third-position repetitions (Hellermann, 2003).
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Another possible pre-SDA format is [open question] + [SDA]. Excerpt 15 illustrates the
deployment of such a pre-SDA composite. In the excerpt, students and teacher are engaged with
the correction of a grammar exercise already discussed in Excerpt 7:
(15)  

SDV_0562_21_05_1128 [sapere]

39

T

cinque!
five

40

Da

oh uhm(.)conositi dov’è(.)una buona pizeria?=
oh uhm do you know where there is a good pizzeria?

41

T

42

Ss

[sai
you know

43

S2

s[apete
know-PRS.2PL
youPL know

44

S3

[sa =
s/he knows

45

T

=sapete↓(.)you plural=
you know you plural

→

=che
dite
siete
WHAT-Q say-PRS.2PL be-PRS.2PL
what do you say do you agree?

d’ accordo?
of agreement-M.SG

The pre-SDA composite deployed by the teacher in line 41 is prefaced by the content question
format che dite (‘what do you say’) (Rossano, 2010). This type-A SDA successfully yields a series
of repairs, both choral (line 42) and delegated (lines 43-44). Once again, pre-SDA is produced on
time after Daniele’s response. The timeliness of SDA would typically indicate that the student
response is correct. The specific turn design, however, seems to increase response and
participation pressures, thus orienting itself towards the need for a responsive action in the
subsequent slot. The first token – that is, the open question che dite – is respecified by the heavier
constraints that the polarity format of SDA exerts on the response.
To sum up, pre-SDA composites appear to emphasise the backward-looking property of type-A
SDA. Moreover, additional pressure on the students’ response is brought into play by the
composite format, promoting students’ participation in the IRE.
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4.5.6.3   Post-SDA composite
The excerpt below illustrates the only occurrence of a post-SDA composite; that is, [SDA] + [PRT]:

(16)  

SDV_0646_14_05_0124 [sono le due]

33

T

*orologio sei*
*daniele
*
clock number six daniele
*gazes at daniele**gazes back at her book

34

(0.2)

35
36

D
T

u[h
[che ora è.=
what time is it

37

D

sono le due?
it’s two o’clock?

38
39

hum s:: B?=
T

40

41

=lettera b=
letter b
→

D

=siete
d’ accordo?=
be-PRS.2PL of agreement-M.SG
do you agree?
=yeh.

42

(0.8)

43

T

ts mhh.[AH AH AH

]i.hh

44

D

45

T

46

Ss

=sì
yes

47

T

orologgio sette:::=alessia che ora è.
clock number seven alessia what’s the time

[(no) eh eh eh]
→

>siete
d’ accordo,
be-PRS.2PL of agreement-M.SG
do you agree, yes?

sì?<=
yes

The first SDA (line 40) is responded to by Dario himself who had been nominated by the
teacher in line 36. In virtue of one of the social actions implemented by SDA, that is, opening up
the floor to the rest of the class, Dario’s response is publicly treated as inapposite through his
and the teacher’s laughter. In line 45, the composite SDA siete d’accordo, sì, launches an insert
sequence. Once again, the specific turn design aids the participants in the recognition of the
specific actions implemented by type-B SDA. Furthermore, the affirmative particle following
SDA exerts additional constraints on the responsive action sought in this trouble-free
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environment, that is, the minimal affirmative response sì. The second composite token thus
operates very much like a tag question in English and indicates a strong preference for
confirmation (Pomerantz, 1984a, 1984b). Furthermore, a “sense of obviousness” (Margutti,
2006, p. 319) is also conveyed by the fact that the composite SDA is part of a series of type-B
SDAs during the exercise correction. Lastly, the rushed-through delivery of the composite SDA
appears to orient itself not only towards sequence progressivity, but also towards practical
pedagogical and classroom management contingencies.
4.5.6.4   Translated SDA
The teacher appears to employ English when dealing with particularly troublesome talk. This
practice also extends to the deployment of SDA, as shown in the excerpt below where the
students are correcting an exercise with the teacher. The students are required to complete the
question of the exercise – which focuses on the use of ‘there is/are’ in Italian (c’è/ci sono) – and
then to choose from a list of possible answers to the question.
(17)  

SDV_0474_26_03_1016 [stazione termini]

41

T

>leggiamo la domanda-<
let’s read the question

42

Il

°a roma c’è°=
in rome there is

43

T

=a roma c’è(.)a roma c’è ok?=quindi un singolare
in rome there is in rome there is ok? so a singular

44

sì?
yes?

45

cosa c’è a roma?
what is in rome?

46

(4.0)

47

T

48

→

49
50

LA ST↑AZIO↓NE TERMINI.=
termini train station
=siete d’accordo?
do you agree?
(0.8)

T

sì=no?
yes no?
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51
52

→
→

do you agree=
=<siete d’accordo->=
△nods-------------△
do you agree

53

S1

=sì=
yes

54

T

=sì=va bene
yes alright

55

veronica, quattro
veronica, number four

The teacher’s type-B SDA (line 48) does not elicit any response from the students, and is
followed by a 0.8-second silence instead. In pursuit of a response, the teacher makes the two
possible answers explicitly available to the student in the subsequent turn. In doing so, the
teacher is visibly orienting herself towards the polar format of the question. It should be
remembered that the features of type-B SDA (cf. §4.5.5) invite a type-conforming affirmative
response as the preferred course of action. Thus, the teacher uses the verbatim English
translation of SDA, namely ‘do you agree’, before latching a second SDA in the contiguous turn.
In line 53 SDA is eventually chorally responded to with the preferred sì. In line 54, the teacher
eventually implements her SCT through the repetition token of the student response, followed
by the positive assessment particle va bene. In this excerpt, then, a number of interactional cues
are proffered to the students for the recognition of SDA and the subsequent elicitation of a
response. Firstly, the teacher makes the two alternative type-conforming responses available,
then resorts to English language, and lastly reissues SDA. Secondly, turn-design is once again a
critical resource for the students here. The first type-B SDA (line 48) is produced on time after
the student response in line 47. Moreover, the translated English version of SDA is followed by
a latched siete d’accordo, this time produced at a markedly slow pace (line 52). Lastly, the
preference for an affirmative response is also visibly embodied by the teacher’s repeated nods,
which accompany the deployment of SDA.
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4.5.6.5   Other variants
On three occasions, SDA is produced through the insertion of the pronoun tutti (‘all’), e.g. siete
tutti d’accordo? (‘do you all agree?’). Alternative formats are siamo d’accordo? (‘do we agree?’), which
displays a shift in the subject of the question from the second person plural to the first person
plural, and siamo tutti d’accordo?, which, in addition to the person change, includes the indefinite
pronoun.
Although siamo tutti d’accordo implements an understanding check before closing the exchange, it
does not initiate a type-B pre-E sequence. It does, however, appear to further foster class
participation before IRE closure. An interesting case in point is the deployment of an SDA
variant, as illustrated in the following excerpt. The students are correcting an exercise focusing
on the basic vocabulary and grammar for giving directions. The exercise provides the students
with a small street map of a city with a number of building names (e.g. the train station, the
school, the library, etc.). The students need to give directions to another person in order to reach
their destination:
(18)  

SDV_0653_19_05_1107 [makes sense for everyone]

01

T

02
03

lina.
(2.5)

Li
tG

ok::*ay::=
*gazes at lina--((giggles))

04

=uhm(.)continui dritt(h)o↑**e subito(.)dop(h)o- (.)
uhm continue straight and right after
tG

05
06

T

07
08

-->**gazes back to the workbook-->i wasn’t really sure↓< what here.=
=che **dite?=subito dopo?
what do you say? right after?
-->**gazes at the rest of the class---(8)
((orients body to the rest of the class))
(1.0)

Ss

[la prima trav(e)rsa ]
the first cross street
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09

Li

[la prima t(r)aversa↑]=
the first cross street

10

T

=*∆la prima t[raversa∆.=mh? ]
the first cross street mh?
-->gazes back at lina
∆-------nods-------∆

11

Li

[ch-what does tha]t mean? what does-

12

(1.0)

13

Li

[oh:]

14

T

[str]aight after the fi:rst (0.5) stre[et

15

Li

[so continue straight and

16

suddenly-and s:tand >quickly< whateva=

17

T

=subito dopo=straight after↑=
right after straight after

18

Li

=the first street↑

19

T

mm mh-

20

Li

*where is the(.)verb.
*gazes at teacher---

21

T

†it’s coming.**(.)straight after the first(.)s-[street↑
†points at the sentence on the book she is holding---(36)

liG

-->**gazes back at the workbook
((T points at the sentence on the book that she is holding))

22

Li

[street-

23

T

you a[re ri::]ght-

24
25

Li

[oh::
but l[ei
but
she

26

T

27
28

Li

]=i thought that was only (

[mmmh
oh:: ok.(.)
lei è propi:ro davanti alla stazione.
she is right in front of the train station

29

o[h::] i got it=

30

T

[ok?]=
((orients body to the rest of the class))

31

Li

yeah.

32
33
34

35

) (in) the sentence!

(0.4)
T

→

makes sense for everyone?=

→

=siamo
tutti
d’ accordo?
be-PRS.1SG all-M.PL of agreement-M.SG
do we all agree?
(0.5)
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36

37

T

=mh?†
-->†
((orients body to the rest of class))
esercizio quattordici
exercise number fourteen

After being nominated in line 1, Lina starts to read her sentence. Shortly after, Lina explicitly
signals her problem with completing the sentence (I wasn’t really sure what here). The teacher then
invites other classmates to participate in the completion of the sentence through che dite? and the
DIU subito dopo? (line 6). After the students respond, in overlap with a first uptake by Lina, the
teacher assesses the answer through a full repetition (line 10). Once again in line 11, Lina asks
what does that mean?, indexing a problem in understanding the meaning of the correct answer. The
problem signalled by Lina triggers a fairly lengthy pedagogical exchange that mobilises a number
of interactional resources in order to restore intersubjectivity (lines 12-31). The exchange
eventually reaches a possible closing point as Lina affirms that she has now got it (line 29). The
teacher, however, then orients her body towards the rest of the class, once again visibly opening
up the floor to the students, and deploys an SDA variant (line 34). It is interesting to notice that
said variant is latched to the English makes sense for everyone? which is semantically close to the
type-B SDA in line 34. The teacher also pursues the understanding check particle mh?, providing
the student with a final slot for demanding further clarification – which remains unexploited
(lines 35-36) – before moving to a new IRE (line 37). Whereas type-B SDA typically initiates a
pre-E sequence to check the students’ understanding, the SDA variant used here creates an
opportunity for the students to address potential issues in understanding. Thus, while
implementing the same action, this SDA variant is used in a different sequential environment,
that is, a sequence closing environment.
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4.6   Discussion
The present analytical chapter has explored the sequential import, and the different social actions
implemented by a multifunctional device; that is, the teacher’s polar question SDA deployed
during form-and-accuracy phases of the lessons.
The sequential approach adopted has demonstrated that an alternative IRE organisation is
available during language-centred activities. More specifically, the micro-analytical investigation
has illustrated the ways in which SDA overwhelmingly initiates an expansion sequence, which
has herein been termed pre-Evaluation sequence. Like other expansions in everyday interactions,
the pre-Evaluation sequence primarily halts the progressivity of the sequence in which it occurs –
that is, the IRE – in order to address various contingencies that might potentially hinder the
sequence closure. Most noticeably, pre-Evaluation expansions defer the teacher’s SCT, that is,
the sequential slot typically devoted to the teacher’s evaluation move or to a move that conducts
repair on the student response.
Furthermore, the organisation of the pre-Evaluation sequence appears to be closely linked to the
type of pedagogical activity undertaken. In line with previous research (Markee, 2000; Seedhouse,
2004c; Sert, 2015), the dataset has shown that form-and-accuracy contexts tend to engender a
series of IRE cycles, occasioning more frequent reparative work when compared to meaningand-fluency phases of the lessons. Pre-Evaluation sequences were found particularly recursive
during homework correction and grammar revision activities, and specifically within the initial
stages of the lessons observed. This also confirms the claim that pedagogical focus and
interactional organisation stand in a reflexive relationship to one another (Kasper, 1985; Markee,
2000; Seedhouse, 1997, 2004c, 2015).
The two SDA functional variants appear to operate as pre-SCT devices that primarily lay the
groundwork for the teacher assessment (E). While both types of SDA reorient the IRE
sequential force by momentarily suspending its progressivity, the social actions implemented by
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type-A SDA and type-B SDA are different by virtue of their backward- and forward-looking natures
respectively.
The teacher seems to systematically resort to type-A SDA in dispreferred environments, that is,
when the nominated student produces an erroneous response. Such a backward-looking device
orients itself towards the student’s trouble-source turn, and signals that some corrective work is
needed on R. Hence the post-expansion enables a repair opportunity space to arise before the
implementation of SCT. Furthermore, by addressing the student cohort in general – that is,
without explicitly nominating any student – type-A SDA redistributes the responsibility of the
assessment practice amongst the class. This kind of SDA therefore momentarily divests the
teacher of her evaluation accountability, and invites the students to take a stance on peerassessment practice by making peer-repair relevant. In terms of classroom participation, type-A
SDA effectively sustains class participation during IRE exchanges by opening up the floor to the
rest of the class, thus enabling choral or delegated repair trajectories. Therefore, type-A SDA
engenders a form of ‘conjoined participation’ in the co-production of the target form by the
whole class (Lerner, 2002).
In trouble-free IRE environments – that is, when the student response is treated as being correct
– the teacher may opt to launch a pre-sequence through type-B SDA. Although type-B SDA
disrupts sequence progressivity, interactants orient themselves towards it as a device designed to
recruit the necessary resources before the IRE can be closed and a new exchange initiated. In
other words, the teacher may decide to assess students’ actual understanding of the immediate
preceding talk; that is, a peer response. The teacher SCT thus becomes contingent on the student
response to type-B SDA. Like type-A SDA, pre-Evaluation expansions engendered by type-B
SDA foster active student participation in the exchange. However, type-B SDA operates under
different pressures related to the progressivity of the exchange. This may also indicate a
preference for a type-conforming polar response, as shown by participants’ orientations in the
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excerpts analysed. As a result of this property of type-B SDA, the students massively align with
the action-type conformity of SDA and work collaboratively to maximise the progressivity of the
sequence to its close, as also demonstrated by Raymond (2003) in his investigation of Y/N
interrogatives in social interactions. This preference for alignment in trouble-free pre-Evaluation
sequences may, however, hinder a more profitable exploitation of type-B SDA features.
The two different types of SDA therefore project different courses of action. The projectable
trajectories found in the dataset can be sketched as follows:

S

SDA

T

SDA

T

Y/Nr

S

Y/Nr

T

T

TP

S

T

SR

T

TR
E

E

t

t

  

Figure 12 Trajectory 1 - Type-A SDA

SDA

T
S

S
E

t

Y/NR

T

SCT

t

Figure 14 Trajectory 4 – Type-A SDA

  

SDA

T
SR

T

Figure 13 Trajectory 2 – Type-A SDA

Figure 15 Trajectory 3 – Type-B SDA

  

As already discussed in §4.5.3, type-A SDA can project three different subsequent courses of
action. This type of SDA shows a preference for repair by a student other than the troublesource speaker, or by the class as a whole (SR). However, the dataset has illustrated instances in
which type-A SDA can be responded to with a type-conforming action, that is, a polar response
(Y/Nr). Such responsive action is treated, systematically at least, as incomplete, and can project
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either teacher repair (TR) or another teacher question in pursuit of repair of the trouble-source
turn (TP) that elicits student repair on the original trouble-source turn (SR). On the other hand,
type-B SDA is always responded to with the preferred affirmative response – that is, sì – which
enables the teacher to bring the pending IRE to its closure.
The trajectories occasioned by the deployment of SDA are deeply interwoven within its
preference organisations. One of the analytical loci for unearthing the interactional cues on
which the students rely in the recognition of different SDAs is the kind of sequential
environment and the preference organisation. Since both SDAs are deployed in the same
sequential slot – that is, after the student’s R move – turn-design and delivery features become
central for the student in order to recognise SDA as addressing different contingencies.
The following table sums up the different features of turn-design and delivery of the two types
of SDA, as well as the embodied conduct accompanying them:
Type-A SDA
Delay
Final rising intonation contour
Hand gestures (‘hold position’)
Headshake
‘Freeze look’ or gaze engagement with the class
Body oriented towards the rest of the class

Composite
[Question] + [SDA]
[Full or partial repetition of R] + [SDA]
Table 4 Type-A features

Type-B SDA
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Timeliness
Rush-through
Latching
Final flat or falling intonation contour
‘Disengaged gaze’
Body not oriented to the rest of the class
Composite
[SDA] + [PRT]
Table 5 Type-B features

It should be remembered that the features listed above are guiding principles towards which the
interactants visibly orient themselves, but are not strictly normative. The data have proven,
however, that at least two of the recurrent features are present for each functional SDA variant.
Although turn-design and relevant bodily conduct are pivotal features, prosody has also been
proven to play a key role in making the practice readily available to students. PRAAT (cf. Ch. 3)
analyses have revealed that type-A SDA is always produced with a final rising pitch contour; that
is, the standard Italian prosodic marker for questions (Rossano, 2010):

  
Figure 16 Type-A SDA pitch contour

Conversely, type-B SDA consistently displays either a flat or a slightly falling intonation contour;
that is, the typical declarative prosodic marker in Italian:  
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Figure 17 Type-B SDA pitch contour

4.7   Conclusion
The analysis conducted thus far hints at the relevance of the pre-E sequence in the
implementation of L2 pedagogical practices, particularly during grammar revision activities.
The pre-E sequence organisation may in fact represent a convenient interactional tool that
enables the fostering of peer-to-peer assessment practices, while promoting more proactive
student participation in form-and-accuracy contexts.
Teachers may also benefit from the application of simple interactional devices such as Y/Ni,
capable of implementing successful and reproducible repair strategies and thus addressing the
practical contingencies with which teachers are confronted in real-time assessment practice.
Drawing upon a different dataset from the intermediate course, and ‘shifting scale’ (Iwasaki,
2009) from sequence to turn, TCU, and intra-TCU level, the next chapter will explore the ways
in which pre-E opportunities can be organised through the orchestration of the teacher’s
embodied conduct. The multimodal analysis will investigate the ways in which finely-tuned
coordination of bodily displays and talk effectively organises pre-E moments within IRE
environment, leading to the successful implementation of a number of pedagogical practices.
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5   Embodiment and Pre-Evaluation
5.1   Introduction
The present chapter focuses on the analysis of units of embodied teacher behaviour as they
emerge within IRE sequences. In particular, the teacher’s bodily conduct will be herein examined
in light of its interactional and pedagogical import during form-and-accuracy activities
(Seedhouse, 2004c) including grammar revision, homework correction, and whole-class
grammar-focused activities. More specifically, the subsequent multimodal analysis will attempt to
unearth the ways in which the teacher can pre-empt her SCT – that is, her E move – through
embodied conduct, as the student’s responsive move (R) unfolds. Moreover, the analysis shows
the ways in which multiple concurrent interactional and institutional contingencies may be dealt
with by the teacher through their non-vocal conduct in IRE environments.
The analysis conducted thus far has illustrated the ways in which the teacher may exploit specific
sequential affordances of IRE exchanges in order to organise pre-Evaluative moments during
grammar-centred activities. In particular, the previous chapter concentrated on the interactional
and pedagogical relevancies of a Y/Ni, namely siete d’accordo (SDA), as a device used to
temporarily stall the progression of the IRE sequence. The interactional import of SDA is
sequentially embodied by the expansion of the IRE, which I have termed the pre-Evaluation
sequence (cf. Ch. 4). The turn-by-turn investigation has shown how the teacher resorts to such
sequential organisation in order to address a variety of pedagogical contingencies (error
correction, fostering classroom participation etc.), while attending to multiple and concurrent
pressures at play in classroom interactions.
More specifically, the pre-E sequence may be oriented to some trouble concerning the student’s
R move, or used to check student understanding of the immediately-preceding talk, before the
teacher can resume the pending IRE sequence by implementing her E move.
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More generally, such pre-Evaluation practice, when organised in pre-Evaluation sequence(s),
appears to simultaneously be oriented to the general principle of progressivity of talk-in-interaction
(Stivers & Robinson, 2006), while also being in service of the immediate institutional obligation
of producing an assessment of students’ contributions (E). In other words, the teacher’s SDA
creates an opportunity space that arises between R and E moves, and is organised in sequences that
expand the basic IRE.
In examining how the students unremarkably orient to pre-Evaluation practices in IRE
environments, various features accompanying the interactional unfolding of SDA have been
analysed. Amongst the various semiotic resources, the teacher’s bodily behaviour has emerged as
a central interactional asset for the deployment of SDA and its sequential organisation. The
analysis has in fact shown the ways in which specific features of the teacher’s bodily conduct,
such as gaze, hand gestures, and body orientation, may be in service of pre-Evaluation practice in
IRE environments. Particularly during moments of the absence of talk between the R and E
move, the teacher’s non-verbal conduct has emerged as a critical resource upon which the
students draw in order to make sense of the ongoing activity and to ascribe the teacher’s preevaluative behaviour. Ultimately, the pre-E practice, when organised in pre-E sequences, has
proven to be a joint interactional achievement locally negotiated by the teacher and students via
the mobilisation of different semiotic material.
In order to further the discussion of the relevancies of the teacher’s visible behaviour in the IRE
sequential environment, the present analytical chapter will show the ways in which the
organisation of the embodied resources alone can sustain pre-Evaluation practice. The teacher’s
bodily conduct emerges herein as a key interactional asset in the organisation of pre-E practice,
which is contingently achieved and sustained by students and teacher alike as the IRE progresses.
More specifically, this chapter will explore the ways in which the student’s R move, and the intramove space occasioned between the R and E, can be organised and exploited through bodily
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means. Whereas the previous chapter focused primarily on the sequential organisation of the
pre-Evaluative practice, and the present analysis will ‘shift scales’ (Iwasaki, 2009) in order to
investigate the pre-E interactional space as it emerges at the level of Turn, the level of Turn
Constructional Unit (TCU), and the intra-TCU level. Further, this chapter will concentrate on
another classroom context.
By investigating the data at a different level of granularity (Schegloff, 2000), the analysis will
describe the teacher’s mobilisation of bodily resources as the student realises his or her R move.
Of particular interest for such a multimodal investigation is the precise location of the teacher’s
individual bodily behaviours relative to the student’s unfolding turn. A central consideration for
the present analysis is the notion that “various aspects of the talk appear to be ‘sources’ for
gestures affiliated to them” (Schegloff, 1984, p. 273). The detailed analysis of concurrent head
nods, gaze directions and shifts, body orientation, and the R move, have enabled the formulation
of the analytical claims as illustrated in the previous chapter.
In this chapter, I will argue that the teacher may exploit bodily conduct for various reasons, and
that said bodily conduct appears to address a number of situated and immediate contingencies
with which teachers are typically presented during IRE exchanges. This chapter will attempt to
establish, by grounding the analysis within the specific details of naturally-occurring L2
classroom interactions, the ways in which the teacher’s visible conduct can embody a gestural
projection force – that is, of her E move – and the ways in which such conduct is consequential in
pedagogical terms, from regulating the participation framework (that is, classroom participation)
to assessment practices.
The present chapter is organised as follows: After an introduction to the dataset on which this
chapter draws in §5.2, §5.3 will outline the relevant CA-inspired literature on non-vocal
behaviour in L2 classroom interactions. §5.4 will then concentrate on the teacher’s head nods
and their coordination as a source of action projection as the R move unfolds. §5.5, §5.6 and §5.7
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will explore the orchestration of pointing gestures, gaze, and body orientation as additional
displays of embodied pre-Evaluation practice. Finally, §5.8 will summarise and discuss the main
findings of the present analysis.

5.2   Data
The data discussed in this chapter were gathered in the intermediate course (ITLN2611, cf. Ch.
4). The course was held twice a week for a total of three hours per week, over a period of 12
weeks (cf. §4.1.1). A total of more than eight hours of interactions were videorecorded, and the
length of the recordings ranges from 17 minutes to approximately one hour.
The classroom consisted of twenty-four students, of which 87.5% were between 18 and 25 years
of age. Sixteen students (66.67%) were of Australian nationality, while the rest of the cohort was
of mixed Australian background (n=5), or of other nationalities (e.g. French) (n=3). Seven
students identified themselves as being of Italian background. Although the native or dominant
language used by the students was English (91.6%), 19 students had already studied Italian prior
to the recordings, and eight students declared that they would use Italian outside the classroom,
either in conversation groups, with friends, or in other social occasions.
The teacher is an Italian native speaker, with more than 10 years of Italian L2 teaching
experience both in secondary schools, private institutions, and universities.
In order to analyse the phenomenon discussed herein, it was firstly necessary to identify within
the data the IRE sequences occurring during form-and-accuracy phases of the lessons. The IRE
sequences wherein the teacher’s visible conduct was apparent were subsequently isolated and
transcribed. A closer multimodal examination then enabled a more precise description of the
bodily resources mobilised by the teacher in IRE sequential environments.
With the aid of ELAN software (cf. Ch. 4), repeated viewings of the data permitted the encoding
of the embodied features that appeared to systematically anticipate the teacher’s SCT in IRE
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sequences. In particular, instances wherein the students and teacher visibly oriented to nonvocal conduct during IRE exchanges were identified. Since the teacher’s embodied conduct
emerged as a stable interactional asset, a collection of representative occurrences of embodied
displays of pre-Evaluative practice (n=32) was established in order to fully investigate the bodily
conduct preceding the teacher’s E turn.
The teacher’s non-vocal comportment in pre-Evaluative moments of IRE exchanges found in
the dataset is primarily concerned with hand gestures, body orientation, gaze, and head nods. In
order to systematise the investigation, elements of bodily behaviour were subsequently organised
in a Microsoft Excel 2011 spread sheet, and encoded as follows:
P=Pointing; G=Gaze; GSs=Gaze directed to students other than R speaker; N=Nodding;
BO=Body oriented towards the R speaker; BOSs=Body oriented towards students other than
the R speaker.
Finally, the data were transcribed again following Mondada’s convention for multimodal
transcription (2014a). Such conventions were adopted primarily to enable a more accurate
investigation of the temporal aspects of the teacher’s non-vocal conduct in relation to the turnat-talk being produced. Particular emphasis was placed on ‘emblems’ (Kendon, 1981; McNeill,
1992); that is, those gestures that do not necessarily require co-occurring speech in order to be
interpreted by students (e.g. head nods). The complete list of symbols used for multimodal
transcription can be found in Appendix II.

5.3   Gesturing in the L2 classroom
A growing body of studies, adopting a multimodal perspective, has demonstrated the ways in
which non-vocal conduct (e.g. hand gestures, head nods, gaze, body orientation, etc.) plays a
central role in L2 classroom interactions (e.g., Lazaraton, 2004; Markee, 2005; Markee, 2008;
Markee & Kunitz, 2013; Mori, 2004; Mori & Hasegawa, 2009; Pekarek Doehler, 2013;
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Seedhouse, 2015; Sert, 2015; Smotrova, 2014). Although a considerable amount of research has
dealt with the role of gestures in SLA (for a detailed review see McCafferty & Stam, 2008, and
Ch. 2), the following sections will be primarily concerned with the interactional import of nonverbal behaviour in naturally-occurring L2 classroom interactions.
One fundamental function of students’ and teachers’ non-verbal behaviour in L2 instructed
interactions is the maintenance of intersubjectivity (Koschmann, 2011; Mori & Hasegawa, 2009;
Olsher, 2004). As Sert (2015) argues, teachers’ gestural practices in the L2 classroom “[…] sine
qua non play a key role in meaning-making processes that may be conducive to the successful
management of pedagogical activities as well as to creating learning opportunities” (p. 87). Most
notably, it is through visible behaviour that teachers and learners can indeed make visible their
cognitive states (Mori & Hasegawa, 2009; Mori & Markee, 2009a), thus favouring the
achievement and maintenance of mutual understanding, that is, intersubjectivity (Eskildsen
Søren & Wagner, 2013; Eskildsen & Wagner, 2015).
The sequence-regulating function of the teacher’s embodied conduct has also been heavily
researched. In L2 teaching-learning environments, bodily conduct is in fact pivotal in managing
the sequencing of pedagogical encounters, as shown by Belhiah (2009) in his study on ESL
tutorials, for example. In particular, given its ubiquity in classroom interactions (cf. Ch. 2), the
IRE sequence and its boundaries have been investigated as an environment that regularly
occasions the teacher’s use of non-vocal conduct. For example, Seo and Koshik (2010) and Seo
(2011) have shown the ways in which gestures can be employed to launch repair sequences in
order to prompt students’ self-correction in ESL tutoring sessions, while Mortensen (2012, 2016)
has examined the role of gestures when employed as non-vocal repair initiators, such as the
‘cupping the hand behind the ear’ gesture. Kääntä (2010, 2012) has explored the teacher’s use of
embodied cues for organising IRE sequences. In particular, body movements were found to be
mobilised as turn-allocation devices for nominating the next-speaker – that is, the student – in
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instructed sequences. Most importantly for the present study, a number of studies have explicitly
concentrated on the relationship between gestures and the projectability of the turn-in-progress.
Specifically, Kääntä (2015) has shown the ways in which the teacher can bodily anticipate her
assessment by exploiting the projectability of the student’s turn, revealing the sequential
relevance of her third-positioned assessment in instructed sequences. The projectability of the
turn-in-progress has also been explored as an exploitable resource not only for the teacher, but
also for L2 students in producing their R moves. The students may in fact opt to abandon talk to
resort to an ‘embodied completion’ of the turn under way (Olsher, 2004), relying on the
projectability of TCUs (Schegloff, 1996).
The dataset examined herein reveals the ways in which non-vocal cues are systematically
mobilised by the teacher, and oriented to by the students, as displays of pedagogical practices
and overt teaching resources (Lazaraton, 2004) primarily concerned with pre-assessment
practice. The teacher’s bodily conduct also appears to play a central role in negotiating and
transforming the participation framework, thus fostering student participation particularly in
form-and-accuracy contexts. After briefly sketching the main functions of a particular head
gesture – that is, the head nod – in both mundane and L2 classroom interactions, the first
analytical section of the chapter will concentrate on the teacher’s use of head nods as a resource
for coordinating action projection (E) as the students produce response moves (R).

5.4   Head nods
5.4.1   Head nods in everyday interactions
Head nods, amongst other gestures, have been examined as they naturally occur in mundane
interactions. Nodding behaviour has been regarded as a central bodily resource in interactions,
particularly from a recipient perspective. Nods have been described primarily in relation to cooccurring speech (e.g., Kendon, 1972; Kendon, 2004), and as a form of gesticulation along
‘Kendon’s Continuum’ (McNeill, 1992, p. 37). Head nods have typically been found to be used
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by hearers to display recipiency and to sustain the progression of the talk, in a similar way to
vocal continuers (e.g., M. H. Goodwin, 1980; Heath, 1992; McClave, 2000; Schegloff, 1987a).
Head nods, however, may also be used to implement different actions, such as news receipts or
response tokens, according to their specific sequential positioning (Whitehead, 2011). Head nods
can also acquire important additional functions in interactions. For example, Stivers (2008) has
demonstrated that the use of nods by story recipients is a primary resource not only for showing
one’s alignment with the story in progress, but also for displaying one’s affiliation with the teller’s
stance towards the narrated events.
On the other hand, only a small number of studies have concentrated on the actual interactional
functions of speaker head nods as multi-functional devices used in the transition of speakership,
in securing the turn-at-talk, in managing the turn-transition space, and for back-channelling
purposes (Maynard, 1989). In a few studies, it has been demonstrated that speakers can resort to
nods as a response elicitation device often used with other concurrent gestures (McClave, 2000;
Szatrowski, 2003). It has also been determined that speaker head nods can fulfil regulating and
monitoring functions, relative to the turn position in which the head nods are deployed (e.g.
turn-initial, turn boundaries, or mid-turn positions) (Aoki, 2011). Iwasaki (2009, 2011) has
explored the role of multimodal resources mobilised in the collaborative construction of talk in
Japanese conversation. In particular, nods were found to be used to create interactive turn spaces
(ITS) in conversation. In other words, she demonstrated the ways in which the speaker may
mobilise head nods in order to invite the hearer to participate in the co-construction of the
emerging turn, thereby exploiting the permeable nature of TCUs (Lerner, 1996), and to display
mutual affiliation.
5.4.2   Head nods in the L2 classroom
In the attempt to fathom potential orderliness in teachers’ and students’ exploitation of head
movements in the co-construction of classroom talk-in-interaction, analysts of L2 classroom
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interactions have also investigated the role of head nods. Scholars have found that nods may
primarily be used by the teacher as turn allocation devices (Kääntä, 2010), and as a way of
displaying recipiency in teacher-student interactions (Mortensen, 2008, 2009). Sert (2011, 2015)
has also found that head nods often recur in specific domains of instructed EFL learning
contexts, namely during students’ claims of insufficient knowledge (e.g. I don’t know), and in
teachers’ ‘epistemic status checks’ directed towards the students (e.g. no idea?).
In the analysis that follows, teachers’ head nods are discussed as they emerge in ‘progressional
overlap’ (Jefferson, 1984, p. 12) with the student’s (hesitant) production of the R move.
Although some researchers have treated such ‘encouraging’ nodding as a means for the teacher
to non-verbally begin their turn (Wong & Waring, p. 42) – that is, as a ‘nonverbal start’ – we see
such an embodied display in light of its assessment projection force, and as a regulating device
for the participation framework.

5.5   Head nods in proximity to E
The dataset analysed in this section reveals the systematic deployment of head nods by the
teacher in IRE sequences. Although the teacher organises her pre-Evaluative behaviour through
various and concurrent semiotic resources, such as pointing, body orientation, and gaze, the
present section will concentrate solely on the deployment of a recurrent head gesture, that is, the
head nod. The teacher appears to use this type of head movement systematically as the student
produces the R move.
Excerpt 19 below exemplifies the typical unfolding of such non-verbal behaviour. The students
are herein revising the use of the imperative mood (imperativo). More specifically, during a ‘round
robin activity’ (Mortensen & Hazel, 2011), the students are required by the teacher to use the
imperative forms of the verbs to give directions and instructions:
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(19)  

2611_24_03_01_0145 [istruzioni]

01

T

*cosa diciamo a questa persona↓=†daniele†
what are we going to say to this person daniele
*gazes at daniele-†points to daniele†

02

D

camina- Δ(.) Δuhm a-l:Δla↑ Δ fermata?*Δ†* °del-(.)del
walk uhm to the
ΔnodsΔ
ΔnodsΔ
Δnods repeatedly--(3)
-->* *gazes at the class--(4)
†points to daniele--(4)

tN
tG
tP

→

03
tN

→

°aut:o(bus?)°Δ?
bus stop?
--->Δ

04

T

£bra(hh)vo(hh)**†£=semplicemente anche vai=*
good also more simply go
--->**gazes back at daniele-----*
--->†

05

D

=vai
go

06

T

vai alla fermata dell’autobu::s::=va bene?
go to the bus stop alright?

07

un>consiglio negativ-<cioè un istruzione negativa?* non*
*gazes at S1
a negative suggest-i mean a negative instruction? do not

08

(3.8)

09

S1

prendi il treno?=

The teacher starts the IRE sequence in line 1 through her initiation turn. The teacher then selects
the student using the address term (Daniele) in turn-final position after realising the prompt, and
directs her gaze followed by a pointing gesture towards the student. Daniele starts producing his
responsive action in the subsequent turn, displaying hesitation markers such as stretched sounds
(camina::), intra-turn pauses, try-mark intonations (Sacks & Schegloff, 1979) (alla↑), and delays
(uhm). Daniele’s turn occasions the teacher’s concurrent and finely synchronised nodding
behaviour. The teacher’s head nods appear in fact to be coordinated with the unfolding R move.
More specifically, as the teacher closely monitors the production of Daniele’s response, she both
sustains its production and contemporarily projects her assessment – which is in fact realised in
line 4 through a formulaic particle infused with laughter (bravo), followed by the embedded
correction (Jefferson, 1987) of the verb cammina (vai) – through head nods. Her SCT is followed
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by Daniele’s uptake (vai) in line 5. The exchange is then brought to its closure with the teacher’s
full repetition of the preferred response followed by the understanding check va bene?, before the
next IRE sequence is initiated (line 7).
The teacher’s head nods emerge here as performing non-verbal pre-Evaluative actions that
accomplish different actions in the IRE environment. Firstly, the teacher’s head nods anticipate
the upcoming E move. In order to project the evaluation of Daniele’s response, the teacher
appears to tune her non-vocal conduct to the ongoing realisation of the student’s R move. The
head nods are in fact organised around the ‘building blocks’ of the student’s turn under way.
More precisely, the head nods occur either within or at the boundaries of lexical units (e.g.,
lexemes, lexical phrases), and increase in number as the student approaches the projectable end
of the turn (del-); that is, they are repeatedly deployed at non-transitional places. Secondly, the
teacher’s nodding behaviour sustains sequence progressivity, while minimising disruption of the
student’s R turn under way.
Although nodding is usually associated with an affirmative response – that is, a positive
evaluation in this environment – the teacher appears to use head nods herein primarily in order
to sustain the student’s linguistic production and to ‘propel’ the turn under way (Waring, 2008).
Finally, it is important to stress that, as will be illustrated in the following sections, the teacher
draws upon other non-verbal resources in the pre-Evaluation of Daniele’s response. As the
student’s R move laboriously unfolds, the teacher in fact orients her gaze towards the rest of the
class while sustaining a pointing gesture towards Daniele. As will be discussed below, this
practice appears to be an attempt to share the upcoming evaluative turn, and to make it public
and visible to the whole student cohort.
The next excerpt presents a similar use of head nods by the teacher. The students have just
completed a listening activity on domestic animals. The teacher is going around the classroom
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asking questions in order to check that the students have understood some of the colloquialisms
used in said listening activity:
(20)  

2611_24_03_04_0029 [zero animali]

01

T

>ilaria che significa niente animali in *casa↓<
ilaria what does niente animali in casa mean
*gazes at Ilaria--(3)

02
03

(0.8)
Il
gT
tN
gIl

04

T
gIL

05

Ss

→

uhm(.)
*zero(.)anΔimaliΔ Δ(.)Δ in Δca*sa↑Δ
uhm zero animals in the house
--->*
Δnods---Δ
ΔnodsΔ ΔnodsΔ
*gazes at Teacher-esattam[en*-=
exactl--->*
[HA HA HA

In line 1, the teacher initiates the exchange and asks Ilaria for the meaning of the expression
‘niente animali in casa’ (no animals in the house). Ilaria is selceted - by name and also with eye gaze
- to speak next, by being asked a question. After a 0.8-second gap, Ilaria starts to produce her
responsive action, hedging it with a delay (uhm) followed by a micro-pause before uttering her
response and establishing a mutual gaze. The hesitancy of Ilaria’s response is also embodied by
micro-pauses occurring at word boundaries (zero; animali) and by the try-mark intonation of the
turn-final casa. Once again, the teacher sustains her R move via head nods orienting to the
correctness of Ilaria’s response. The teacher’s head nods sustain the progression of the student’s
responsive turn under way while also projecting her SCT, which is realised in the subsequent
turn with an explicit positive assessment token esattamente (exactly) (line 4).
The following excerpt is taken from a group speaking activity. The class has just listened to a
number of Italian songs during a listening activity. The students are provided with the lyrics and,
before completing listening comprehension exercises on the work sheet, the teacher asks
whether or not the students know or have heard of the singer in question:
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(21)  

2611_07_05_1142 [romantiche]

01

T

chi conosce laura pausini?
who knows laura pausini?
†((S1 raises hand))
†points at S1--

02

03

sì? qualcosa:
yes? anything
(.)
S1
tN

04

T

05
06

→

ehm:: le:iΔ canta: Δ ancora(.)in spagnolo↑Δ=
uhm she still sings in spanish
Δnods-Δ ΔnodsΔ
ΔnodsΔ
=*†anche in spagnolo è molto popolare in sudamerica
also in spanish she is very popular in south america
*gazes/orients to the class
->†points at S1
(0.2)

T

07
s2G

per esempio::sì=eh?
for example? yes?
che *tipo di?
what kind of?
*gazes at S2-*gazes at T--

08

S2

romantica
romantic

09

T

romAntica**†=esatto↓
romantic that’s right
--->**gazes at the rest of the class-->>
†points at S2--->>

After the teacher’s question in line 1, S1 bids for speakership by raising her hand. Upon being
granted speakership, the student produces her responsive move, prefacing it with a delay (ehm)
followed by other hesitation markers such as stretched sounds and a micro-pause. As S1’s
response unfolds, not without difficulties, the teacher coordinates her head nods with the
ongoing responsive turn. It is interesting to note that the teacher herein orients both her torso
and her head towards the rest of the class. Said body orientation emphasises the attempt to ‘open
up’ the pre-Evaluation of the student’s turn to the rest of the class in order to make the practice
visible for the rest of the students. As illustrated in the previous excerpts, the teacher projects
her upcoming assessment and makes it publicly available to the rest of the student cohort as the
R move is being produced. Finally, in line 4, the teacher resorts to her SCT by producing an
embedded correction of the student’s response.
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In the extract below, the class is revising the use of the imperative mood. The students are
completing an exercise from the textbook in which they are required to write a short note for a
friend who will be taking care of their house while they are away for a period of time. The
teacher is sitting behind her desk. Although the exercise primarily tackles the use of verbs in the
imperative mood, the troublesome item here is a noun, namely ‘the key’ (la chiave):
(22)  

2611_24_03_01_0340 [chiave]

21

T

=l’ultimo massimiliano↑
the last one massimiliano

22

Mas

dovete partire per una vacanza e un vostro amico una vostra
you are leaving for holidays and a friend of yours is staying

23

amica viene a stare a casa vostra. lasciate un biglietto con
in your house. leave a note with instructions about what she

24

le istruzioni (su quello) che deve fare.
must/mustn’t do while you are away.

25

T

ok? allora un biglietto: per un amico o un’amica che fara’
ok? so a note for a friend who will

26

housesitting a casa vostra:(.)cosa dite?
housesit at your house what do you say?

27

(2.0)

28

T

mh?
((24 seconds of interaction/16 lines omitted))

43
44

((Maria raises her hand))
T

sì maria
yes maria
†points at maria†

45
46

(1.0)
Mar
tP
tN

→

uhm chiudi la portΔ†a(.)a- (.)(
)Δ=
uhm lock the door with the(
)
†points at maria--(51)
Δnods-------------Δ

47

L

=°la chiava°
the key

48

Mar

chiav- (.)
ke-

49

L

chiava.
key

50

Mar

chiav[
ke

51

T

CHI[A::VE†::=
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--->†
the key
52

L

key

[CHIAVA

In line 25, the teacher initiates the tripartite exchange. After a 2-second gap, the teacher pursues
a student response through the particle mh?. For the subsequent 25 seconds, the teacher passes
up the opportunity to nominate a student, and none of the students self-select until Maria bids
for her turn (line 43). The teacher allocates the student the right to produce the long-missing R
move through her nominating turn accompanied by a pointing gesture, used herein as an
allocation device (Kääntä, 2010, 2012). After a 1-second silence, Maria starts to produce her
response, hedging it with an uhm (line 46). Once again, the teacher reveals her close monitoring
of the student’s ongoing turn by deploying nods when Maria’s turn presents disfluencies or
hesitancies (micro-pauses, cut-offs), and possibly starting a word search (Schegloff et al., 1977) in
line 46. After an inaudible word, Luigi self-selects and proffers a candidate solution, la chiava, at a
softer volume. Maria partially uptakes Luigi’s candidate response, again displaying hesitancy
through a cut-off (chiav-). In line 49, Luigi recycles his previous candidate response, this time at a
louder volume and with an emphasis on the second syllable of the word. In providing the same
candidate solution, Luigi also displays that he has precisely located the trouble-source in the
ending of the word chiave. In the next turn, Maria seems to uptake Luigi’s suggestion; the teacher,
however, decides to intervene in overlap – specifically, in overlap with Maria’s production of the
final syllable of the word in question – by providing the correct form. The teacher’s SCT is also
produced in overlap with Luigi’s third attempt to provide candidate response, and is produced at
a loud volume and with a particular emphasis via final vowel elongation. Finally, it should be
noted that the final vowel of the form that Luigi proffers three times – i.e. chiava – is incorrect (it.
chiave), and that Maria’s word-search results in self-initiated other (Teacher)-repair.
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5.5.1   Concluding remarks on head nods
This section has illustrated the ways in which the head nod is routinely used by the teacher
during the student’s production of the R move in IRE sequences.
More specifically, the analysis has shown the ways in which teachers’ head nods are
multifunctional embodied displays that may be used to address different interactional and
pedagogical contingencies. While the teacher’s nodding behaviour typically displays recipiency of
the student’s R move, it can also foreshadow the upcoming third-positioned assessment – that is,
the E move – while sustaining the student’s linguistic realisation of R.
One central aspect that has emerged in the excerpts examined thus far is the temporal
coordination of the head nods with the production of the R move. A closer look at the R move
allows us to identify single TCUs and TCU sub-units (Iwasaki, 2009) as loci that may favour
embodied pre-E practices. In other words, the teacher’s nodding begins, and is repeated, at
points where the student’s turn has not yet reached a possible completion point. Thus at the turn
and TCU level, the projective force of such behaviour is also embodied in its non-transitional onset
(e.g. Lerner, 1996), that is, at a place where a point of possible completion has not occurred yet.
The head nods also appear to systematically accomplish another interactional task, that of
securing the teacher’s speakership in the turn subsequent to R in order to implement a verbal
evaluation of the student’s contribution.
In order to explore the visible or public nature of the embodied pre-Evaluative practice, the
following section will explore the ways in which the teacher may exploit additional bodily
resources, such as pointing gestures, gaze, and body orientation, as the student’s R turn unfolds.
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5.6   Pointing
5.6.1   Pointing in everyday interactions
Pointing is widely considered to be the most primordial means that humans have to achieve joint
attention in social interaction (e.g., Kendon, 2009; Kita, 2003; Liszkowski, Carpenter, Striano, &
Tomasello, 2006). Pointing gestures have been found to be not only a defining aspect of human
communication (Tomasello, 2006), but also a central feature in ontogeny. Pointing gestures are
in fact normally acquired before the actual emergence of language (Filipi, 2009; Liszkowski,
Carpenter, Henning, Striano, & Tomasello, 2004), and are therefore critical to subsequent verbal
development (Enfield, Kita, & de Ruiter, 2007). Although a considerable deal of research,
primarily in developmental psychology, has concentrated on pointing as an exclusive domain of
human communication, the present section will attempt to sketch some of the most common
functions achieved by hand pointing gestures in everyday interactions.10
McNeill (1992) argues that deictic functions traditionally associated with pointing can be realised
in two main ways in conversation, namely through concrete pointing and abstract pointing. While
concrete pointing exploits the space iconically (ibid., p. 173), abstract pointing refers to nonspatial content, as a sort of ‘gestural metaphor’ (McNeill, 2003, p. 294).
In a similar line of research on gestures and concurrent speech, and building on a previous study
on pointing in the Neapolitan dialect (Kendon & Versante, 2003), Kendon (2004) has identified
seven different pointing gestures according to specific hand and forearm positions. The study
showed the orderliness of pointing gestures as they co-occur with speech, suggesting that the
specialities of different pointing gestures are related to specific semantic and discursive
implications of the (in)visible object being pointed at and talked about.

                                                                                                                          

It should be noted that pointing can also be achieved through other parts of the body, such as the lips (e.g.,
Enfield, 2001; Enfield, 2009).
10
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A central tenet of this stream of research, upon which the present study draws heavily (cf. Ch. 1),
is that human language is composite in nature (Clark, 1996; Enfield, 2009). In other words, human
language, and the meaning-making processes originating from it, is inescapably multisemiotic in
nature. It is in this line of research that a number of scholars have explored the semantic and
pragmatic import of pointing gestures as they emerge in interaction (e.g., Enfield, 2009;
Goodwin, 1979, 2003; Kendon, 1972; McNeill, 1992; Schegloff, 1984).
In a study of video-recorded interviews in Laos, Enfield et al. (2007) describe two different types
of pointing, namely Big points (B-points) and Small points (S-points), in relation to different
pragmatic functions. The authors argue for the importance of the role played by said pointing
gestures in composite utterances, in terms of their relationship with the foreground information
(B-points) and background information (S-points). More specifically, the authors demonstrate
that when describing locations, Lao speakers employ primary pointing or B-points (also
observed in pre-verbal infants) with dispensable co-occurring and primarily informative talk
(Enfield et al., 2007, p. 1738). Conversely, secondary pointing or S-points are dependent on the
speech they complement and modify, and are used in different utterance contexts, such as
situations wherein a form of verbal reference is ‘insecure’ (that is, when a speaker is not fully
confident that a chosen verbal form of reference will be recognised by the recipient), thus
working primarily in service of maintaining intersubjectivity.
Beyond their deictic and informational value(s), pointing gestures can be used by interactants in
order to manage participation in a conversation. Mondada (2007) has analysed the use of
pointing gestures, drawing on a corpus of video-recorded work meetings. The author
demonstrates that the functions of such bodily conduct are positionally sensitive, relative to the
turn-in-progress. For instance, participants may point in the turn-initial position to display
speakership, while pointing gestures in the pre-initial turn position usually project self-selection.
Furthermore, pointing can also be employed in order to extend sequences when persisting after
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turn completion. Most importantly for the present work, Mondada’s study determines the ways
in which pointing can act as an embodied (that is, visible) demonstration of the parsing work
that interactants need to undertake during turns-in-progress in order to manage participation in
an interaction. It is therefore by virtue of its emergent and situated nature in projecting,
negotiating, securing, and displaying speakership that pointing becomes intimately interwoven
with other semiotic resources in the organisation of the turn-taking system.
Rather than a mere vector-projector, pointing constitutes per se a situated social action that
emerges in time and space, and aids in negotiating the local management of interactions
(Goodwin, 1986). Multimodal resources realise the meaning-making capacity of the different
‘ecologies of sign systems’ (Goodwin, 2000, 2002); that is, different semiotic resources are
relentlessly exploited in interaction, and form part of the point gesture as interactive practice. As
part of the range of semiotic materials exploited in social interactions, pointing can also reveal
the ways in which interactants construct courses of social actions, and can disclose the
underlying cognitive processes involved in the meaning-making process, as well as the mutual
analysis of the talk undertaken by interactants. Furthermore, the omnirelevance of pointing,
amongst other gestures, is evident from its appearance in contexts as varied as an interaction
between a senior and a student archaeologist (Goodwin, 2003, 2006), to atypical interactions
where normal language capacity appears irremediably impaired (e.g., Barnes, 2011; Wilkinson,
2013).
Of particular interest to the present discussion is the notion that hand gestures, like head nods,
come to be principally analysed and understood by interactants with regard to their position
relative to the turn-in-progress. Streeck (2009) has demonstrated that hand gestures, amongst
other types of gestures, can project the relevant action realised by the subsequent interactional
move. More precisely, pointing gestures can foreshadow what will arise next in conversation.
Furthermore, this forwards-looking property of gestures when associated with speech can be
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achieved in different sequential positions in interaction. Similarly to Mondada (2007), Streeck has
found that hand gesturing in the pre-beginning of a turn may be in service of the incremental
establishment of speakership (cf. also, Streeck & Hartge, 1992). Moreover, the pre-beginning
environment wherein the hand gestures may be deployed can also be exploited to convey a
stance towards either what is about to be said, or how it is about to be said; that is, concerning
either the propositional content of the upcoming turn, its design, or both. When hand gesturing
is realised in the turn beginning, it appears to convey the specific pragmatic value (Kendon,
2004) of the turn just begun. When gestures are deployed in a multi-unit turn, they usually
convey a stance marker, while when they occur mid-turn, hand gestures are usually associated
with word searches (Schegloff et al., 1977). Finally, hand gestures in turn-final position may serve
to deal with the delicacies of collaborative speakership transition, particularly in multi-party
interactions. Gestures emerging in turn transition places in fact provide the intending nextspeaker, i.e. a non-speaker who wishes to speak next, with the opportunity to make his or her
intention to talk visible to the current speaker. Moreover, gestures in transition places furnish the
current speaker with an anticipation (‘preview’) of what will be said and how it will be said (its
pragmatic value), once the transition of speakership is achieved (Streeck & Hartge, 1992).
This section has stressed the relevance of a type of hand gestures, in establishing joint attention,
managing speakership, and achieving mutual understanding in interaction (Haddington,
Mondada, & Nevile, 2013; Mondada, 2011, 2014b, 2016). The next section will briefly illustrate
the different functions that pointing gestures may have in L2 classroom interactions.
5.6.2   Pointing in the L2 classroom
Pointing gestures have long been identified as one of the recurring embodied features for
teachers in classroom interactions, especially with regard to the management of turn-taking (e.g.,
Gardner, 2012; Markee, 2015; McHoul, 1978; Mehan, 1979; White & Gardner, 2011). This
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section will explore some of the specific features and uses of pointing by teachers in classroom
situations.
In a study of Italian primary school classroom interaction, Margutti (2004) analysed the various
methods that a teacher may use to select the next-speaker in the classroom (that is, one or more
students). She found that along with the explicit nomination technique and specific turn design,
the teacher may also resort to embodied displays such as pointing at the student to select the
next-turn speaker.
Similarly, Kääntä (2010, 2012, 2015) has carefully investigated the different embodied resources
upon which teachers may draw in order to allocate speakership rights to students. The author
found that pointing can be used by teachers as an embodied turn allocation device. A pointing
gesture used as a turn allocation device is a sequentially sensitive practice that exists in a reflexive
relationship with the emergent participation framework in the classroom. Moreover, pointing
and other embodied displays can be used in the classroom as ‘silent resources’ (Kääntä, 2015, p.
80) to construct adjacency pairs in IRE exchanges. Furthermore, pointing may be employed in
shaping the specific participation framework, while attending to the instructional task-at-hand
(Kääntä, 2012, 2015). Finally, Kääntä (2010) notes that embodied resources are particularly
convenient in the classroom as they enable an effective ‘division of labour’.
Similarly, Mortensen (2008) has demonstrated that teachers may employ pointing gestures,
amongst other visual resources, not only to select the student, but also to make classroom
material artefacts (e.g. a whiteboard) relevant components of a specific unfolding course of
action.
In line with Mortensen’s (2008) findings, Sert (2011, 2015) has also found that pointing may
serve not only as a device used to organise the turn-taking system, but also to include objects in
interaction as available epistemic sources (Sert, 2015, p. 108). In his study of an English L2
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classroom in Luxembourg, Sert (2011) found that the teacher’s pointing gestures were deployed
in order to make classroom artefacts and materials, such as a book, visible – that is, available
sources of information during insufficient knowledge claim sequences. Moreover, Sert found
that the teacher also resorted to pointing in order to sequentially organise the interaction by
bodily marking transitions in her pedagogical agenda. The author argues that pointing can be
used in the L2 classroom to display an embodied orientation to learning, thus revealing itself to
be a critical feature in instructed classroom interactions.
Finally, as Lerner (2003) observes, pointing can act as an explicit resource, when used in
combination with gaze, torso orientation and linguistic material, to select next-speaker. This is an
important role, as students need to be able to recognise that they have been selected. As will also
be discussed in the following section, the role of gaze (dis)engagement is critical for the
understanding of pointing as a visible practice in teacher-student interactions.
The following sections will briefly outline the main functions of gaze in everyday conversation
and in L2 classroom interactions, focusing in particular on the role of gaze engagement as an
essential aspect of the L2 teacher’s non-vocal conduct. Following a discussion of the ways in
which pointing gestures interact with and may be accompanied by gaze (Streeck, 1993), the
following section will attempt to demonstrate, through an analysis of further excerpts from that
data, the ways in which the orchestration of pointing, torso orientation, and gaze come into play
in L2 classroom interactions. We now turn to gaze and the objectives that interactants usually
achieve through its employment in everyday and L2 classroom interactions.

5.7   Gaze
5.7.1   Gaze in everyday interactions
Co-present interactants rely heavily on mutual gaze engagement during social interactions. From
early studies in interactional research onwards, gaze has been described as an essential aspect of
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talk-in-interaction (e.g., Goodwin, 1981; Kendon, 1967, 1990; Rossano, Brown, & Levinson,
2009).
Similarly to pointing gestures, eye gaze behaviour is also ontogenetically critical in humans. The
capacity to follow other people’s gaze orientation, a capacity that emerges early on in infants, is
in fact a prerequisite for language acquisition, and for achieving joint attention in social
interaction (cf. Rossano, 2012c for a detailed review).
Scholars working within the tradition of Conversation Analysis have focused chiefly on the role
of gaze with specific regard to its regulatory function and import in action formation (Kendon,
1967; Rossano, 2012a, 2012c). The present section thus seeks to sketch the main functions of
gazing behaviour in naturally-occurring social interactions.
One prominent role played by gaze in interaction is embodied in its relationship with the
participation framework. In any face-to-face conversation, two main roles are routinely
established: that of the speaker, and that of the hearer(s). Gaze towards the other has been found
to be used more frequently by hearers than speakers (e.g. Goodwin, 1981; Kendon, 1967, 1990).
More specifically, the seminal works by C. Goodwin (1980); Goodwin (1981) have ascertained
two conversational rules for face-to-face conversation, which also underlie two general
properties of talk-in-interaction and turn-taking organisation:
(1)   “A speaker should obtain the gaze of [her] recipient during the course of a turn-at-talk.”
(1980, p. 275)
(2)   “A recipient should be gazing at the speaker when the speaker is gazing at the hearer.”
(ibid., p. 287)
Thus, gaze is not only used in different ways in conversation according to the roles that are
temporarily negotiated and inhabited by participants, but it also plays a central role in
establishing (dis)engagement in the course of action being accomplished through turns and
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sequences of turns. Furthermore, the use of gaze has been found to be deployed in different
ways depending on the specific action or activity at hand, as well as the specific types of TCU
that are being used by the speaker (e.g. questions, storytelling, etc.) to accomplish said action or
activity (Rossano, 2010, 2012a, 2012c).
Since Kendon’s seminal work (1967), gaze has been proven to be used by participants in order to
manage turn-taking, and as an available resource for the speaker to locate the addressee of the
turn-in-progress (Goodwin, 1979). Following Sacks et al. (1974) and C. Goodwin (1980), Lerner
(2003) has shown the way in which the current speaker may employ gaze to select the nextspeaker as a type of ‘explicit addressing’. The author does, however, stress the limits of such a
method for achieving next-speaker selection. In order for such a type of explicit addressing
practice to be successful, the addressee must in fact be able to see the gaze directed to her (p.
179). Furthermore, Lerner has demonstrated the way in which gaze may aid the specification of
an explicit form of address when ‘you’ is the form of address used by the speaker. One major
finding of Lerner’s study is that although the turn-taking system provides interactants with a
context-free ‘machinery’ for conducting social interaction (Sacks et al., 1974), explicit forms of
addressing, such as directing the gaze to the intended addressee, are contingent on the gaze
behaviour of the interactants. In other words, the practice of selecting next-speaker through gaze
is a context-sensitive one, operating within the universal infrastructure of the organisation of
turns-at-talk.
New insights into the use of gaze in interactions have come from recent work by Rossano (2006,
2012a). Through the analysis of Italian conversational data, the author demonstrates that gaze
behaviour is organised in relation to sequences of actions, rather than being used as a mere
regulatory device in service of the management of turns-at-talk (Goodwin, 1981; Kendon, 1967).
Because of the sequential sensitivity of gaze, Rossano argues that gaze may become relevant in
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specific sequential positions, such as in sequence beginnings and at potential points of sequence
closure.
Furthermore, Rossano (2010); Rossano et al. (2009); Stivers et al. (2009); Stivers and Rossano
(2010) have shown that the use of gaze directed towards a recipient of a question implements a
pressure to respond with a minimum of gaps. In particular, it has been recognised that gaze
operates as a response-eliciting interactional resource both in Italian (Rossano, 2010) and in
other European languages (Stivers et al., 2009).
Rossano (2012b) has also shown that Italian speakers can rely on the mobilisation of gaze
directed towards the recipient of a question, along with other features such as prosody and
morphosyntax, in order to achieve an increase in response pressure for instance.
The following section will outline the pedagogical and interactional relevancies of the use of gaze
in L2 classroom interactions.
5.7.2   Gaze in the L2 classroom
A number of studies have explicitly concentrated on the use of gaze by both teachers and
students, and on its pedagogical implications in classroom interactions (e.g., Margutti, 2004;
McHoul, 1978; Mehan, 1979). In particular, gaze has been explored in the L2 classroom context
chiefly in relation to the participation framework and turn-taking practices (e.g., Kääntä, 2010;
Mortensen, 2008), sequence organisation (e.g., Mortensen & Hazel, 2011), repair (e.g.,
Mortensen, 2012; Seo & Koshik, 2010), and understanding (e.g., Sert, 2011; Sert, 2013, 2015; Sert
& Walsh, 2013).
In his study on participation in a Danish L2 classroom, Mortensen (2008) has shown the way in
which gaze may be employed by students in order to display their willingness to be selected as
next-speakers. The author describes the ways in which mutual gaze engagement and
disengagement form an essential part of the multimodal set of resources available for managing
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the classroom interaction participation framework. In a subsequent study, Mortensen (2009)
further illustrates the ways in which students may employ gaze either to display recipiency or to
secure speakership during specific moments provided by the turn-taking system, namely in turn
pre-beginnings.
In a similar vein, Kääntä (2010, 2012) concentrates on the organisation of multimodal resources
employed by the teacher in the L2 classroom. In particular, the author focuses on the
multimodal methods used for allocating turns and implementing repair practices. These studies
found that the teacher’s gaze was either used simultaneously with an address term, with discourse
particles or with vocalisations, or as a standalone resource. Notably, Kääntä (2012) argues that
unimpeded gaze between the teacher and the nominated student is pre-conditional for the
achievement of the embodied allocation practice (cf. also Mortensen, 2008). Furthermore, the gaze
engagement of the student seemed not to be considered necessary when the teacher included
some linguistic material in her allocation turn, such as a specific address term (e.g. the name of
the student). Moreover, having found that gazing behaviour was a sequentially sensitive practice,
the author describes the import of gazing behaviour in IRE sequences. For instance, in terms of
turn allocation, the teachers may gaze at the entire class when initiating IRE, thus making selfselection available to the students, who can then resort to hand-raising practices in order to bid
for the next turn. Furthermore, during instructional exchanges, not only did the teacher use her
gaze as an embodied allocation device in her initiation turn, but the students also made the
teacher’s evaluative turn relevant via the shifting of their gaze in proximity to the end of their
Responsive turn. It is thus through their gaze behaviour that both teacher and students reveal the
interactive, negotiated, and contingent nature of instructed sequences.
As established by Mortensen (2009), mutual gaze engagement displays students’ willingness to
respond and establish recipiency. Gaze therefore assists the teacher in organising turn-taking and
establishing the participation framework for the activity at hand. Likewise, in his analysis of
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opening and closing phases of ESL tutoring sessions, Belhiah (2009) found that gaze may be
used as a means of orienting to different material resources in encounters, in addition to
displaying different levels of participation and engagement.
In a study of EFL and Danish as a foreign language classrooms, Mortensen and Hazel (2011)
focused on the various interactional resources employed in order to organise a specific
pedagogical task, namely the ‘round robin’. During the round robin, used mainly in plenary
lessons, students “[…] one after the other, are required to provide responses to the teacher’s
elicitations” (p. 56). Contrary to previous studies (e.g. Mortensen, 2008), the authors found that
during such an activity, gaze was not a necessary resource for next-speaker selection (that is, in
managing turn-taking) (pp. 66-67). The teacher may in fact not visually engage with the projected
next-speaker at all, until he or she is actually overtly selected (through an address term, for
example). Gaze does remain an important additional visual resource, however, for organising the
emerging participation framework in such an activity.
The use of gaze in the L2 classroom is not solely limited to regulatory functions. For instance,
Sert and Walsh (2013) have shown that gaze, along with other multimodal resources, is mobilised
by students in producing (non-)responses to teachers’ questions – that is, during ‘claims of
insufficient knowledge’ such as I don’t know. More specifically, after the student’s claim of
insufficient knowledge, the teacher may resort to an ‘epistemic status check’ (such as no idea?)
(Sert, 2013). Epistemic status checks are regularly deployed following students’ gaze aversion or
disengagement, which constitutes an additional visual cue to his or her claim of insufficient
knowledge. Sert (2011, 2015) has also further demonstrated the ways in which visual resources,
including gaze, are sequentially sensitive and pedagogically consequential in the L2 classroom.
In a similar vein, examining data from an English Content-and-Language-Integrated-Learning
(CLIL), Kääntä (2014) has illustrated the way in which students can perform noticing as an
embodied anticipatory action before they attempt to correct a teacher’s error. In particular, a
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student’s focused eye gaze anticipating correction of the teacher’s talk appears not only to
achieve noticing as an embodied practice, but also to be a central way for students to display
their epistemic stance. It is through gaze shifts from the students’ material to material projected
on a white screen that noticing emerges as an embodied practice in the classroom.
Finally, gaze can play an important role in organising repair sequences. For instance, Seo and
Koshik (2010) have demonstrated that sustained eye gaze, accompanied by a poke, is treated as a
gesture that accompanies a verbal repair initiator in one-on-one ESL tutoring sessions.
Moreover, building on previous observations on the bodily nature of repair practices in the
classroom context (Mortensen, 2012), Mortensen (2016) has shown that, along with the ‘cupping
the hand behind the ear’ gesture deployed in transition-relevant places, gaze may accompany the
gesture in the absence of talk. The author describes the organisation of visible resources during
repair sequences through gaze directed towards the trouble-source speaker. An important finding
of the study is that the embodied repair-initiator is not concerned with difficulties in hearing, but
is occasioned by specific displayed engagement, such as when the teacher is not orienting to the
trouble-source speaker but rather to another student during the production of the trouble-source
turn.
While a growing body of research has focused on the use of pointing and gaze in turn-allocation
techniques, repair practices, understanding, and sequence organisation, the present study is
principally concerned with the ways in which the teacher may organise bodily cues in proximity
to her E turn. The following section will demonstrate the ways in which the orchestration of
pointing and the concurrent body orientation, gaze, and speech may assist the teacher in her preEvaluative work in instructed sequences, and more specifically in the intra-turn space regularly
occasioned in IRE exchanges.
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5.8   Pointing and gaze in proximity to E
The multimodal analysis of IRE exchanges within the dataset has facilitated the observation of
the teacher’s pointing gestures and gaze behaviour, along with head nods, as concurrent features
of the teacher’s embodied conduct emerging in such a tripartite sequential environment. This
section will attempt to uncover the interactional and pedagogical import of individual elements
of the teacher’s embodied conduct, with a particular focus on their temporal relationships with
the concomitant production of the student’s R move.
The first excerpt for this chapter is taken from a grammar revision phase of the lesson, and
shows the standard environment in which the teacher deploys multiple visible resources as the
student’s R move unfolds, before implementing her SCT. The students have been discussing the
different contexts in which the conditional mood can be used, including making a suggestion,
inviting someone to do something, and expressing a wish. The teacher is asking the students to
provide some examples of the different communicative contexts in which the conditional mood
is typically employed. Following on from a student’s attempt to provide an example of a
suggestion for an activity (potremmo andare al cinema questa sera – ‘we could go to the movies
tonight’), Luigi supplies an example of another use of the conditional, namely ordering at a
restaurant. After positively assessing Luigi’s contribution, the teacher invites the students to
reflect on the different contexts of use of the conditional mood (la situazione), in line 1:
(23)  

2611_0505_01_0108 [Desiderio]

01

T

02

che cosa-qual è la situazione in questo caso (.)
what is what kind of situation is it in this case
cosa indica(.)cosa dico(.)io*
what does it mean what am i saying
*gazes at the class*

03

S1

(
)
((teacher turns to S1))

04

T

*un?†#
a?
†points to S1†
*gazes at S1*
((walks towards S1))
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fig

#fig.18

Figure 18
05

S1

06

S2

  
  

07

  

08

(de[sire

])

[(desire])

S3
tP

°desi°°deri†o↑°°=
†points at S3—-

T

=de*side:rio:::†
wish
--->†
*gazes to Ss
†points at S1
((orients body towards the rest of the class))

fig

#fig.19

Figure 19

The teacher initiates the sequence through her question (qual è la situazione in questo caso) followed
by a micro-pause, which precedes her prompts (cosa indica, cosa dico io) that acts as an attempt to
reformulate the original question. The teacher stares at the class as she reaches the end of her
prompts without explicitly nominating any of the students, thus enabling self-selection. In line 3,
S1 produces an inaudible response, after which the teacher visibly orients to S1 through a ‘body
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torque’ (Schegloff, 1998), while directing her gaze towards the student in question. As the
teacher produces her repair initiator (un?), treating S1’s response as either inaudible or incorrect,
she walks towards the student.
At this point the teacher also employs a pointing gesture used as an embodied allocation device
(Kääntä, 2010, 2012), while her gaze remains directed at the student. In the subsequent turn, S1
provides her candidate response in English, as a second student realises her own identical
response in partial overlap (lines 05-06). A third student, sitting next to S1 and S2, then selfselects and supplies her candidate response, delivered in Italian (desiderio) and in a markedly soft
voice. As the S3’s TCU is under way, the teacher deploys another pointing gesture, and shifts her
gaze to S3 (fig. 1). As S3 completes her TCU the teacher produces her latched positive
assessment through a full repetition of the student’s move, emphasising her SCT through the
elongation of the final vowel. In implementing her assessment, the teacher orients to the rest of
the class through gaze and body orientation (fig. 19), while keeping the pointing gesture directed
at S3. Although brief, this excerpt illustrates the typical mobilisation of the teacher’s multimodal
resources as the IRE exchange progresses towards its closure. In particular, through resorting to
pointing, nodding behaviour, and body orientation, the teacher achieves the ‘division of labour’
(Kääntä, 2010, pp. 189-190) that typically occurs in proximity to evaluative work, particularly
during plenary moments of the lesson. In other words, the teacher is herein managing the
shifting participation frameworks emerging within the IRE as the students self-select in order to
provide the correct answer, whilst also projecting her upcoming assessment.
The following excerpt shows a more complex environment wherein the teacher’s various
embodied displays are employed during a peer-repair sequence occasioned within an IRE
exchange. The class has just completed a listening activity featuring people discussing the
advantages and disadvantages of having pets living indoors. The teacher is walking around the
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classroom asking the students whether or not they have any indoor pets and asking their opinion
on the matter:
(24)  

2611_24_03_04_0125 [Sul letto]

05

T

hai degli animali?
have you got any pet

06

S1

si ho: un g- °ho un(.)un cane e un gatto↑°
yes i’ve g- i’ve got a dog and a cat

07

T

un cane e un gatto: (e:)
a cat and a dog

08

il cane è grande o piccolo?=
is the dog big or small?

09

S1

10

T

=è piccolo
it’s small
piccolo::>ok<?
small ok?

11

DOVE DORME?
where does it sleep?

12

S1

.hhh hi hi .hh £uhm£ (1.0)

13

Lu

°sul letto°#*†Δ
on the bed
*gazes at Luigi*
†points at Luigi†
ΔnodsΔ

tG
tP
tN
fig

→
→
→

#fig.20

Figure 20
14

S1

uhm (
)(.)(dificile)
uhm it’s difficult

15

T

te l’ha detto luigi ripeti luigi,
luigi has just said it to you luigi repeat it
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†points at Luigi----------------†
16

Lu

sul let-to?=
on the bed?

17

T

sul l:et[to:
on the bed

18

S1

[°sul letto°
on the bed

19

T

sul letto:::
on the bed

After a series of IREs, the teacher asks S1 where her dog usually sleeps. S1 displays difficulties in
responding and produces a delay infused with laughter, indexing some trouble with the
production of the relevant response (line 12). After a 1-second silence, Luigi proffers a candidate
answer (sul letto) in a markedly soft voice in the subsequent turn. Although remaining engaged
and physically oriented towards S1 while waiting for her relevant answer, the teacher
simultaneously provides a positive embodied evaluation of Luigi’s contribution. The teacher does
so through the combination of gaze, pointing, and nods (fig. 4). S1, however, who is still the
speaker initially selected by the teacher within the IRE, produces a partially inaudible explanation
for failing to produce her response, claiming that it is ‘difficult’ (uhm difficile). Instead of supplying
the student with a possible answer, the teacher orients to the previous candidate answer
proposed by Luigi. In order to do this, the teacher selects Luigi as the next-speaker using a
pointing gesture as an embodied allocation device (Kääntä, 2010, 2012) concurrently with a finalTCU address term (line 15). At this point, the teacher’s nomination starts an inserted IRE
sequence (lines 15-17), and is followed by S1’s uptake (sul letto), realised in partial uptake with the
teacher’s SCT in line 17. Finally, the original IRE exchange is brought to a close in line 19
through the teacher’s full repetition of S1’s response (sul letto). The teacher’s embodied
comportment appears to emerge herein as an overt attempt to minimise any potential disruption
to the laborious production of S1’s R turn, whilst also assessing the inserted peer contribution
that expands the original IRE, hence orienting simultaneously to the assessment of two different
student contributions, and to the emerging participation frameworks.
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Excerpt 25 below is taken from one of the weekly aural/oral lessons that complement the course
(cf. Ch. 4. §3.7.3). In light of the upcoming final grammar exam, however, the teacher is devoting
the concluding phase of the lesson to grammar revision, instead of focusing on listening and oral
production activities. After correcting some homework on the use of the gerundive, the class
then moves on to some exercises on the participle, specifically dealing with the agreement of the
past participle and the direct object pronouns. The teacher is nominating the students, who are
then required to read one sentence each. Before proceeding with a new sentence, however, S1
asks for clarification of a particular word, namely the adjective biologico (biological or organic)
when used with the noun negozio (shop).11 S1’s question occasions a series of questions from the
teacher, which in turn invite peer assistance for the provision of a definition of the term:
(25)  

2611_21_05_0806 [Biologico]

01

S1

((raises hand))

02

T

sì
yes

03

S1

che:: è un- negozio biologico?
what is a biological shop?

04

T

05

s2P
T

o↑k↓*#che cos’è un negozio biologico?†=
ok what is a biological shop?
*directs gaze around the class from her left to right
†raises her hand--=detto anche†bio
also known as bio

fig

#fig.21

Figure 21
06

s2P
T
s2P

07

T

  

-->†
detto anche bio(.)†eh?†
also known as bio hm?
†raises her hand†
*un negozio-*
a shop?

                                                                                                                          
11

  

Organic grocery/store
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08

S2

09

T

*gazes at S2*
*ehm in inglese? o:::
uhm in english? or
*gazes at T--(16)
m$no!$
no!
((headshake,smiles))

10
11

S2
Ss

oh↓
eheheh

12

S2

è *un negost-gosio dove: dove(.)pu::ede:↑
it is a shop where one canss
*gazes back at S2—13

tG
13

T

puoi
can

14

S2

uhm puoi=u::h=dove puoi compra:re=uhm (0.8) uhm u::h
uhm you can where you can buy uhm uhm uh pff
pff::=**
--->**

15
16

tG
S3
s2G
tG
tP
tH
fig

=*°il cibo*†Δ#(it[alia::ni↑)°
italian food
*gazes at S2*
*gazes at S3*
*gazes at S3-†points at S3--(20)
ΔnodsΔ
#fig.22

  

Figure 22
17

T

18

S4

org[anico?]
organic?

19

S5

[organi]co.
organic?

fig

[ci::bo↑**#
food
--->**gazes at the rest of the class—

#fig.23
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S2

S1

Figure 23
20

T

21

S2

22

T

  

†eh però in itali[a:no
]non diciamo appunto
mh however in Italian we don’t say
--->†
biological?

[biologico?]

organico:
organic

23

in italiano †usiamo esattamente questo aggettivo
in italian we use this very adjective
†points repeatedly at the open textbook on
her desk--

24

biolog£icoh£† ohohoh
biological
--->†

23

va bene?
alright?

24

*e↑ in mol- nella lingua di tutti i giorni a
and in everyday language
*gazes at S2 and S3--

25

volte- molte persone dicono bio semplicemen::te:::* eh?
sometimes many people say simply ‘bio’ mh?
--->*

26

il negozio biologico↓
the biological shop

After raising her hand and being accorded her turn at talk, S1 asks what a ‘negozio biologico’ is.
Instead of supplying the student with the definition, the teacher directs her gaze around the class
from left to right, while reformulating S1’s question for the rest of the student cohort. As the
teacher asks the question, S2 bids for her turn by raising her hand, but her action goes unnoticed
by the teacher. While the teacher produces her increment (detto anche bio), S2 again attempts to
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secure speakership by raising her hand, and is finally allowed by the teacher to take her turn and
implement her response.
After asking whether she can provide a definition in English (lines 8-11), S2 starts her candidate
response that is infused with hesitance markers such as cut-offs (negost-gosio), repetition (dove dove)
and even resorting to a Spanish verb (puede), which is also produced with stretched vowels and
try-mark intonation, and which in turn occasions the teacher’s repair in the subsequent turn
(puoi). S2 then resumes her turn with an uptake of the teacher’s repair, but still displays some
degree of uncertainty in producing her turn (line 14). Specifically, the upcoming lexical trouble is
signalled here by a 0.8-second pause and other vocalisations, possibly indexing a word search
(Schegloff et al., 1977). Once again, the difficulties displayed by S2 invite peer-repair,
implemented by S3, who is sitting next to S2. Hence, in the subsequent turn, S3 produces the
lexical item identified as the trouble-source in S2’s turn (cibo) in a softer voice while establishing
mutual gaze with S2. As S3’s turn reaches an initial PPC of her TCU, the teacher points at and
orients her gaze towards her. S3 then proceeds to produce an almost inaudible increment of her
turn, which is overlapped by the teacher’s positive assessment of her contribution through a
verbatim repetition (cibo). As the teacher maintains her pointing gesture towards S3, she now
orients to the rest of the class. Her visible orientation towards the rest of the student cohort
invites other contributions and invites students to self-select, completing her turn, in partial
overlap (lines 18-19), with a DIU in line 17.
The teacher finally retracts her pointing gesture and launches her correction in line 22, after S2
fails to provide the correct answer in partial overlap with the teacher’s turn in line 21.
The extract below is taken from a grammar revision period of the lesson. Students are reviewing
the syntactic construction of comparatives. The teacher is focusing in particular on the use of
di/che (than) preceding a second term of comparison, e.g. Joe è più alto di Emanuela (Joe is taller
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than Emanuela), or Alessio è più bello che intelligente (Alessio is more handsome than smart). The
teacher is reading a number of examples provided in the slides that she is showing to the class:
(26)  2611_17_03_05_0450 [comparativi]
01

  

T

  

  

02

gli
italiani
mangiano
più carne
the-DEF.ART.M.PL Italian-M.PL eat-PRS.1PL more meat-F.SG
italians eat more meat
che pesce]
than fish-M.SG
than fish

03

gH
tNV

raises hand
*†((walks towards giada))†
†points at giada-----†
*gazes at giada--(04)

04

T

sì, giada
yes giada

05

G

usiamo
che#**Δqua†ndo: u::
use-PRS.1PL that
when
we use ‘che’ when uhm we use (

tP
tH
tG
fig

→
→
→

giada--

†points at G†
Δnods repeatedly-Δ
--->**gazes towards other students**gazes back at
#fig.24

Figure 24
06

G
tG
fig

†Δhm usiamo**(
)usiamo
use-PRS.1PL use-PRS.1PL
)we use

  

due ag-aggettivi*#
two adjectives
-->*
#fig.25
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Figure 25
07

T
→
→
fig

†beni*#ssimo
†=allora(.)
*attenzione(.) eh?*
good-ADV.SUPER.
so
attention-F.SG mh
very good so you need to be careful mh?
†points at giada†
-->*gazes back to other students**gazes back to giada*
#fig.26

Figure 26

  

As the teacher reads one of the examples aloud, Giada self-selects by raising her hand. Having
been allocated the turn-at-talk via address term, gaze, and pointing, Giada starts to produce her
turn. As her turn progresses, the teacher resorts to pointing, gaze and head nods to sustain the
realisation of the unfolding turn (fig. 25). While the student begins her candidate explanation
(usiamo che), the teacher shifts her gaze to the rest of the class while nodding as she points
towards Giada. As Giada displays difficulties in the production of her turn, however, the teacher
shifts her gaze back to the student and sustains the completion of her turn via head nods. In the
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subsequent turn the teacher finally implements her positive assessment (benissimo) accompanied
by another pointing gesture, while shifting her gaze back to the class again.
The complex orchestratin of multimodal resources mobilised herein by the teacher appears once
again to be finely tuned to the student’s unfolding turn, revealing the close monitoring activity
undertaken by the teacher, the assistive nature of the different elements of the teacher’s
embodied behaviour, and the constant negotiation of the participation framework achieved
mainly through gaze and body orientation. Nods and points also publicly project the teacher’s
upcoming positive evaluation before the student’s turn has reached a PPC. Furthermore,
uncertainties and disfluency markers (such as cut-offs, vowel elongations, and try-mark
intonations) emerging in the student’s turn regularly occasion the bodily intervention of the
teacher. This bodily intervention is oriented to the sustainment of the progression of the
student’s unfolding turn, and hence of the sequence and, more broadly, of the ongoing activity.
Similarly, the excerpt below illustrates another period of grammar revision with a focus on the
use of the imperative mood when giving instructions:
(27)  

2611_24_03_01_0243 [cucinare]

01

T

sapete cucinare?
can you cook?
(0.7)

02

L

s↑ì↓
yes

03

T

sì!=(v)a bene*=†luigi perfetto.†=allora(.)**come↑ preparare la*
yes! alright luigi perfect so how would you prepare
†points at luigi†
*gazes at luigi--------------**gazes at the class*

04

05

pasta *col pomodoro=luigi: un’istruzione↓
pasta with tomato sauce luigi an instruction
--->*gazes back at luigi--(7)
L

06
07

(.) eh(.)prima si deve ta(g)liare: >aglio=oglio<: cipolle(.)
so first off you need to cut garlic oil onions
(que)lle cose:=
those things

T

=parla piano=ALLORA imperative**(.)TAGL:IA giusto↑*
slowly so imperative you must cut right
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-->**gazes to the class-*
08

*TAGLIA aglio olio e cipoll[e=
you need to cut garlic oil and onions
*gazes back to luigi---

09

L

10

T

=bravissimo::=>molto bene<**=
good very good
-->**gazes back to the class right to
left

11

T

=uno(.)negativo.
a negative one

12

[eh

mh

(1.8)

13

T

15

L
tP
fig

=non?*
do not?
*gazes at luigi--19
non bruciare::Δ†ilΔsugo(.hh)Δ=
do not burn the sauce
†points at Luigi--->18
Δnods---------Δ
#fig.27

Figure 27
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16

T

=non?#
do not?
((gesticulates, asking to increase volume))

fig

#fig.28

Figure 28

  

17

L

brucia il sugo(h)=
the sauce burns

18

T

=era giusto >no no no<=non?
it was right no no no don’t?

19

L

(0.5)bruc†iare:=
burn.INF
burn
--->†

20

T

=*#non bruciare(.)il sugo don’t burn(.)the sauce giusto
do not burn the sauce don’t burn the sauce that’s right
*gazes at the rest of the class

21

non(.)bruciare(.)il sugo↓ va bene=benissimo=
don’t burn the sauce that’s right perfect
fig

#fig.29

  

Figure 29
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In order to initiate the exchange, the teacher resorts to a preliminary (Schegloff, 1980), or a presequence (Schegloff, 2007) by asking the students whether they are able to cook (sapete cucinare?).
After a 0.7-second gap, Luigi self-selects and responds positively. In the subsequent turn the
teacher shifts her gaze, which had previously been directed towards the class, to Luigi, then
points at him and asks him to provide some instructions for cooking pasta with tomato sauce.
Luigi starts producing his response (line 5), designing it as a list (prima, firstly/first off), and
rushing through the necessary ingredients for the dish.
After Luigi realises an increment of his response (line 6), and before his turn reaches a PPC, the
teacher launches a repair in the contiguous turn, asking Luigi to speak slowly (parla piano), and
producing an embedded correction of the student’s response (taglia), as he had failed to use the
imperative form of the verb. In producing the repair, the teacher not only reveals the target form
of the verb by proffering the imperative form of the verb through vowel elongation and
adopting a louder voice, but also disengages her eye gaze from the student and shifts it towards
the entire classroom. In the next turn, the teacher produces the complete version of the target
sentence (line 8), orienting again towards Luigi who implements a minimal receipt token (eh) in
partial overlap with the teacher’s turn. The teacher can finally implement her SCT through the
explicit positive assessment bravissimo, followed by molto bene. The teacher then starts a new IRE
sequence asking the students to provide an example of a negative instruction, in order to elicit
the negative imperative form, constructed through the negative adverb non followed by the
infinitive form of the verb. After scanning the class from right to left, enabling students to selfselect, the teacher proffers a cue through her DIU in line 13 (non?). After more than three
seconds of silence, the teacher orients back to Luigi and tacitly selects him through eye gaze, and
elicits his candidate answer (line 15). Once again, as Luigi starts to produce his response, the
teacher resorts to embodied displays of assessment of the student’s turn. In particular, the
teacher deploys head nods and pointing gestures in Luigi’s mid-turn; that is, before his turn can
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reach a PPC. Although Luigi’s turn is incomplete, the student has partially realised the
‘assessable’ part of his response, namely the negative imperative form (non brucia-) so that the
teacher can then project the end of Luigi’s response. Instead of assessing Luigi’s turn, however,
the teacher launches a latched repair initiation through a partial repetition of Luigi’s response,
used as a DIU (line 16), while signalling some trouble in hearing the student’s response through
gesticulation.
Instead of repeating his original turn, Luigi provides another candidate response that is
negatively assessed by the teacher in the subsequent turn. It is in line 18, in fact, that the teacher
reveals the pedagogical nature of her first repair initiation and her orientation to the emerging
concurrent participation frameworks. In other words, the teacher was not actually orienting to a
genuine problem in hearing the talk, but was rather inviting Luigi to utter his response more
loudly for the rest of the class so that the other students could hear it clearly. The teacher again
pursues the target form in the same turn, resorting to the original DIU that initiated the
exchange (non), and Luigi finally provides the teacher with the target form again, partially
recycling his own original response (bruciare). At this point the teacher visibly treats the exchange
as complete by retracting her pointing gesture and implementing her positive assessment with a
full repetition of the target form (non bruciare il sugo), followed by its English translation (don’t burn
the sauce). As the teacher issues her assessment, she also orients her gaze to the rest of the class,
opening up the evaluative moment to the rest of the student cohort, and shifting once again
from a dyadic participation framework to a collective moment of the instructional sequence. The
teacher’s embodied conduct in this excerpt reveals the delicate ‘division of labour’ that is
achieved through multisemiotic resources, and involves managing the different participatory
frameworks, while also attending to the evaluation of student contributions, made relevant by
the immediate contingencies of the IRE tripartite sequential organisation through which the
pedagogical activity is carried out.
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The final excerpt is taken from the same grammar round robin activity (Mortensen & Hazel,
2011), wherein the teacher is asking students to give (informal) advice using the imperative
mood. After having discussed the use of the affirmative form, the students now turn to the
negative form of the imperative mood:
(28)  

2611_24_03_01_0047 [vacanza]

08

T

=e un negativo?=non¿*#
and a negative? do not?
*looks at left side of class

fig
09
10

(5.5)
T

11
12

#fig.30

non¿
do not
(2.5)

T

>[per
for

] una vacanza in ita**lia<**###
a holiday
in italy
*gazes to centre of class**gazes
to right side

fig

#fig.30-31-32

Figure 30

Figure 31

13

S2

[(non pa-)]
do not sp-

14

T
tP

#*non pa(r)†lare(.)inglese↑=
do not speak
english
*gazes at S2-†points at S2--

fig

#fig.33

Figure 32
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Figure 33
15

T
→
→

16

  

=*BRAVO::=*††non parl£are£ ingle:se:: bra:vo†=cerca di
good
do not speak
english
good
try to
--->††points again at S2------------>†
-->*
#*gazes at the class--parlare *italiano↓=non parlare inglese*=infatti
to speak italian
do not speak english indeed

fig

#fig.34

Figure 34

  

-->**gazes at S2--------------**gazes back at the Ss*
17

benissimo continua massimo.
very good you continue massimo

The teacher initiates the IRE exchange by asking for a ‘negative suggestion’ (uno negativo),
followed by the latched negative particle used as a cue (non) produced with a suspensive
intonation (non¿).
Since the teacher’s turn does not include any student nomination, the teacher starts looking
around the classroom from left to right (fig. 30, 31, 32). When a 5.5-second silence emerges
following her I move, the teacher recycles her previous prompt again with a suspensive
intonation. As another relatively long gap then follows the teacher’s prompt, the teacher
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produces an increment (line 12) by partially recycling her initiating action in the previous IRE
exchange (per una vacanza in italia), in pursuit of a response. While the teacher starts producing her
increment, S2 self-selects and (while maintaining his gaze directed to the teacher) starts with a
transitional overlap (Jefferson, 1984) that is then abandoned (lines 12-13), hence enabling the
teacher to finish her turn. S2 then self-selects again in the contiguous turn and realises his
response (non parlare inglese). As S2 starts producing his R move, the teacher establishes mutual
gaze, and deploys a pointing gesture while S2’s turn is under way. While maintaining her pointing
gesture towards S2, the teacher then proceeds to issue her SCT through an explicit positive
assessment (bravo) in line 15. In the same turn, the teacher also expands her SCT by repeating
S2’s response, while orienting her gaze to the rest of the class and deploying a second pointing
gesture towards S2 through a response repetition (line 15). After producing her assessment, the
teacher expands her turn by also proffering the affirmative version of the imperative mood (cerca
di parlare italiano) and repeating once more S2’s original response (non parlare inglese).
The analysis of the excerpt herein confirms not only that the teacher’s pointing gesture is
deployed as an action projector at points where transition is not relevant – that is, mid-TCU –
but also that it may be relied on even in the absence of apparent disfluencies in the student’s
turn. Moreover, the role of eye gaze emerges herein as a primary visible resource mobilised by
the teacher in the delicate task of managing multiple emerging participation frameworks, which
include shifts from dyadic configurations (teacher-student) to plenary moments (teacher-student
cohort) occurring within IRE exchanges. Most importantly, it is now evident that eye gaze can be
used by the teacher in: (i) selecting a next-speaker, and (ii) inviting students to self-select.
5.8.1   Concluding remarks on gaze and pointing gestures in IRE
This section has revealed the ways in which a teacher may use pointing gestures, eye gaze, and
shifts in body orientation to manage recipiency and participation and to foreshadow her verbal
evaluative action during IRE exchanges. More specifically, the excerpts have demonstrated that
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while gaze may remain primarily related to regulatory functions and turn-taking organisation, it
may also be deployed, along with other bodily resources, to anticipate a teacher’s assessment of
the R move (Excerpts 6 and 7).
Pointing gestures, particularly in their ‘index finger extended supine’ configuration (Kendon,
2004, p. 206), can be used not only as an embodied allocation device, thus concurring with the
organisation of turn-taking (e.g., Kääntä, 2012), but also as a multimodal resource that may be
relied on in order to foreshadow the upcoming evaluation (Excerpts 6, 8, 9, 10). In particular, as
the third-positioned teacher evaluation is made relevant by the specific sequential environment,
the teacher’s embodied conduct may reveal how the student’s contribution will be assessed.
Furthermore, similarly to head nods, the teacher appears to finely tune her deployment of
pointing gestures relative to the student production of the responsive move in IRE exchanges.
As will be discussed in the following section, the excerpts examined above have shown that a
teacher may resort to pointing gestures in turn pre-beginning positions when the gesture deals
with turn-taking organisation (as an embodied allocation, for example), and mid-turn or turnfinal position when it is concerned with some evaluative work, that is, with broader sequence
organisation.
5.9   Discussion
Building on the previous chapter’s findings, this analytical section has investigated the way in
which the IRE tripartite sequential organisation regularly occasions pre-Evaluative moments that
can be organised non-verbally. The present chapter has illustrated ways in which a teacher may
draw on multimodal resources during teacher-led instructions. More specifically, pointing
gestures, head nods, gaze orientation, and body posture have emerged as relevant aspects of
teacher’s bodily conduct in form-and-accuracy contexts, and in other plenary moments of classes
such as pre-listening activities.
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The multimodal approach adopted in this study has facilitated a discussion of the individual
elements of the teacher’s embodied behaviour and their temporal relation with co-occurring
student talk. More specifically, the close analysis of teacher behaviour has shown the underlying
orderly and finely-tuned nature of such non-verbal resources. In particular, the excerpts
examined have illustrated the multifunctional nature of such embodied resources relative to their
sequential positioning.
One principal finding is that teachers’ head nods, gazing, and pointing behaviour may be
employed primarily to sustain and further the sequence progression and are therefore
pedagogically relevant and interactionally consequential. With reference to the specific sequential
positioning and temporal relation to the student’s unfolding R turn, the teacher’s embodied
conduct in fact reveals a close analysis and parsing of the student’s unfolding responsive move in
IRE. The excerpts analysed have illustrated the way in which the teacher may anticipate her
evaluation of the student’s turn under way, resorting to visible displays before verbally
implementing her SCT. More specifically, it has been demonstrated that different types of
‘hitches’ and disfluencies (such as stretched sounds, delays, pauses etc.) in the student’s R move
become available sources for action projection and for the non-vocal fostering of the student’s
production via the teacher’s embodied behaviour. While laying the groundwork for her
upcoming evaluation of the student’s turn, the teacher’s embodied conduct may also in fact
sustain the student’s linguistic production.
The teacher’s visual behaviour can thus promote the student’s realisation of the R move.
Similarly to Iwasaki’s findings (2009), the analysis of the data in this section has also proven that
“(t)he emerging syntactic, prosodic, and embodied realization of ongoing units inside a TCU
enhances projectability, thereby enabling co-participation and micro-collaboration” (p. 230).
In particular, as shown in the first excerpt presented above, the deployment of the teacher’s head
nods, pointing gestures, and gaze behaviour can occur in mid-TCU (alla), at word boundaries
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(fermata), or points of possible completion (autobus?), or can be sustained for the entire
production of the R in progress:
(29)  2611_24_03_01_0147 [istruzioni_autobus]
02

D
tN
tG
fig
tP

→

camina- Δ(.)Δuhm a-l:Δla↑Δ fermata?*Δ†*#°del-(.)del
walk to the
ΔnodsΔ
ΔnodsΔ
Δnods repeatedly--(03)
-->**gazes at the class—-(04)
#fig.35
†points to daniele—(04)

Figure 35
03

D
tN

  

aut:o(bus?)°Δ?
bus stop?
--->Δ

Furthermore, the teacher’s embodied conduct in IRE is also employed for the management of
emerging and shifting participation frameworks during teacher-led instruction activities. Drawing
on various modalities, the teacher is able to negotiate her orientation towards a single student
and his or her response made relevant within the specific IRE sequential organisation, and to
attend to the rest of the class by opening up the conversational floor to the rest of class, thus
fostering student participation. For instance, the teacher may perform a body torque towards the
rest of the class, while keeping her pointing gesture directed to the student speaker of the R
move.
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Thus by drawing on ‘silent-resources’ (Kääntä, 2015), the teacher can effectively achieve a
‘division of labour’ (Kääntä, 2010). Through the orchestration of different interactional
resources, the teacher can engage simultaneously in various different activities, including the
sustainment of a student’s production of the R move, the evaluation of said responsive move,
and the fostering of classroom participation by making the evaluation practice visible, and by
opening up the dyadic IRE framework to the rest of the classroom.
The use of non-verbal behaviour by the teacher therefore presents obvious advantages both in
broadly interactional and in more practical pedagogical terms. Firstly, in reducing potential
disruption, embodied pre-E sustains the ongoing production of the student’s turn (R). Secondly,
embodied conduct represents a visible display of orientation to sequential progressivity (Stivers
& Robinson, 2006) and to the activity at hand that can be interpreted by the student speaker of
the R move and the rest of the student cohort alike. Furthermore, in terms of classroom
participation, non-vocal conduct enables the teacher to share the upcoming evaluation with the
rest of the class before verbally implementing her third-positioned SCT. Embodied preEvaluation also assists the teacher in managing shifting participation frameworks and the
distribution of agency as the IRE sequence progresses.
Finally, the multimodal and sequential analysis has unearthed the ways in which the teacher
systematically deals with multiple concurrent pressures in instructed moments of the lesson.
More specifically, the teacher can use embodied behaviour in order to attend to the institutional
business of producing the third turn in IRE sequences (e.g. assessment, repair, understanding
check, sequence closing third, etc.), and to the institutional pressure for progressivity, that is, a
number of situated institutional constraints (e.g. syllabus, time and classroom management
issues, specific pedagogical approaches and teaching styles adopted etc.). It is through bodily preEvaluation practices that the teacher indexes a visible orientation to the omnirelevant property of
sequential progressivity, and more broadly to the forwards-looking nature of social interaction.
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6   Discussion and Conclusions
6.1   Introduction
This study aimed to explore the intricacies of instructed moments in Italian L2 classroom
interaction. In particular, the study uncovered the ways in which Italian L2 teachers may exploit
specific sequential affordances of the most familiar IRE exchange in beginner and intermediate
university classes. The study concentrated on form and accuracy contexts of the classes
(Seedhouse, 2004c), including grammar revision, homework correction, and whole-class
activities.
This chapter firstly discusses and summarises the main findings of the present study, following
the research questions that have inspired this investigation (see Chapter 1). Secondly, the
significance of this study for CA and classroom interaction research is presented. Finally, it
describes the limitations of this study and offers recommendations for future research.

6.2   Summary of the findings
The main finding of the analyses conducted in this study is the emergence of a pre-Evaluation
opportunity space within the IRE sequential environment. Such opportunity space was found in
the data to be organised in different ways and became available in different places in the IRE
exchanges examined. In particular, the sequential analyses showed that the pre-Evaluation space
could be organised through the mobilisation of multisemiotic – i.e linguistic, paralinguistic and
embodied – resources. Moreover, pre-Evaluation opportunity space was found to emerge in
non-transitional relevant places of the student responsive move, and through the TRP between
the R move and the teacher’s third-turn (E). This finding supports previous empirical evidence
about the emergence of intra-move spaces in IRE that anticipates the teacher third turn (Kääntä,
2010).
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6.2.1   The organisation of the pre-Evaluation opportunity space
The conversation-analytic approach adopted in this study primarily enabled to gain access to the
organisational details of the pre-Evaluation space that I had initially identified. The analysis then
attempted to answer the first research question (RQ1): How is the pre-Evaluation opportunity space
organised? Once the phenomenon was identified, the analyses sought to uncover the sequential
and multimodal organisation of the pre-Evaluation space. In particular, the sequential
investigations demonstrated the situated and contingent nature of the pre-Evaluation space in
IRE, and allowed me to develop an emic understanding of the teacher pre-evaluative practices
through the analysis of participants’ orientations. Moreover, by including relevant bodily features
in the analyses, the investigation has explored the multisemiotic sequential organisation of such
pre-Evaluative space. This work showed that the pre-Evaluative space, implemented in and
through IRE sequences, can be appreciated at different levels of granularity (Schegloff, 2000).
Specifically, Chapter 4 concentrated on a possible sequential organisation of the pre-Evaluation,
namely two types of expansion of the three-part sequence. More specifically, the investigation of
a teacher third-positioned Y/N question used in IRE exchanges - i.e., siete d’accordo? (SDA) and
its variants - enabled the identification of two distinct types of SDA. While both the SDA types
launch an expansion of the basic IRE exchange, type-A SDA was employed by the teacher when
the student R move was in need of repair. On the contrary, type-B SDA was employed to check
students’ understanding(s).
Although the two kinds of pre-Evaluation expansions regularly disrupt the projected course of
actions initiated by the teacher’s I move, they address different interactional and pedagogical
contingencies. Specifically, type-A SDA broadly yields different repair practices, including
teacher-initiated student repair, teacher-initiated teacher-repair, delegated repair, and choral
repair (cf. §4.2), hence revealing a ‘backward-looking’ nature. On the other hand, Type-B SDA is
concerned with the recruitment of necessary resources before the IRE exchange can be brought
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to its closure, thus exposing a ‘forward-looking’ nature. The sequential organisation of the preEvaluative opportunity space primarily defers the teacher next-due E move in IRE. Furthermore,
by fostering forms of ‘conjoint participation’ (Lerner, 2002), pre-Evaluation expansions facilitate
student opportunity for participating in the activity-at-hand.
In order to further explore pre-evaluative moments occurring during teacher-led activities,
Chapter 5 focused principally on the embodied resources mobilised by another teacher in a
different classroom context. Specifically, by examining the same sequential environment, the
multimodal analyses unearthed the ways in which pre-Evaluative moments may be organised
through pointing gestures, eye gaze, head nods, and body posture and orientation. The analyses
revealed that, rather than implementing her third move, the teacher mobilised non-vocal
resources in order to project and anticipate her E move. In particular, the turn-by-turn
investigation demonstrated that disfluencies in the student production of R move - including
delays, cut-offs, stretched sounds, pauses - regularly become available sources for the teacher to
project her upcoming evaluation, while sustaining the student realisation of the responsive move.
Importantly, the teacher’s bodily conduct during pre-E moments enabled the teacher to manage
student’s participation and to progress the sequence progression, and therefore, the pedagogical
activity at hand.
Once the pre-Evaluation opportunity space was initially described in terms of its organisation –
i.e. its sequential positioning and interactional unfolding – the analyses concentrated on the ways
in which the teacher exploited the pre-Evaluation opportunity space to pursue pedagogical tasks,
i.e. implemented Pre-Evaluation practices. A second research question thus emerged (RQ2):
What is the pedagogical import of the pre-Evaluation practice? This study showed how this particular
teaching practice enables the teacher to address a number of local pedagogical contingencies –
such as evaluation, error correction, classroom participation (Lee, 2007) – while also dealing with
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institutional concurrent pressures, including time constraints, syllabus, hidden agenda, and also
attending to sequence progressivity (Stivers & Robinson, 2006).
In particular, the pre-Evaluation opportunity space appeared to be exploited by the teacher
primarily to foster classroom participation in such form-and-accuracy contexts. More specifically,
the pre-evaluative practice was used for managing shifting participations and opening up the
conversational floor as the IRE unfolds. Furthermore, the pre-Evaluative practices, sustained the
production of the student R move, or invited further work – typically reparative – on it through
the deferral of the teacher’s SCT. Moreover, non-vocal conduct enables the teacher to share the
upcoming evaluation of the R move with the rest of the class, before verbally implementing the
third-positioned E move. By temporarily divesting the assessment responsibilities of evaluating
the student contribution to the student cohort, the pre-Evaluation practice can achieve a
redistribution of agency in the L2 classroom, temporarily relaxing the typically unequal
distribution of rights to speak – i.e. to participate – in teacher-fronted classroom interaction.
Finally, a third research question (RQ3) emerged: How do the students understand pre-Evaluation
practices? This research question was initially driven by the observation of the students’ different
orientations towards the two distinct types of SDA, and hence to the different expansions they
launch. How, then, L2 learners – relying on a limited set of linguistic resources – could
understand the different functions of the teacher’s conduct in pre-Evaluation moments in IRE
was a matter that required further empirical inquiry. The multimodal sequential investigation
described the multisemiotic resources available to the students, the way in which they are
mobilised and organised, in order to achieve a situated understanding of the unfolding teacher
practice (Gardner, 2012). The sequential investigation showed that the students displayed a close
understanding of the teacher pre-Evaluation practices. Firstly, the IRE sequential environment
housing the teacher practice proved to be central for the students’ recognition of the preEvaluation practice and, ultimately, the very precondition for the instructional activity (Waring,
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2015). Secondly, the specific sequential environment proved that “the power and utility of the
three-turn sequence lies in how it writes filaments of understanding into public, witnessable
organizations of interactional regularity and coherence” (Macbeth, 2011, p. 446).
In particular, in the case of SDA, specific features of the turn-design and embodied conduct
accompanying the deployment of the Y/Ni contributed to the students’ understanding of the
practice being implemented (see §4.6). Moreover, different units of teacher’s embodied conduct,
and their temporal and sequential relations to the student’s unfolding responsive move (R),
emerged as the central interactional resource for the students’ treatment of the pre-Evaluation
practice (see §5.9): this confirms that temporal-sequential relations constitute the first evidence
for understanding instructional interactions (Macbeth, 2011).

6.3   Contributions of the study
This study investigated some aspects of the multimodal sequential organisation in one
institutional context, namely the L2 classroom. Therefore, the findings of the present research
provide additional empirical evidence to L2 classroom interaction research from an institutional
CA perspective.
6.3.1   Contributions to Institutional CA
This study more broadly contributes to the growing body of studies that use CA to understand
social interaction in institutional contexts (e.g., Arminen, 2005; Drew & Heritage, 1992; Heritage
& Clayman, 2010; Kevoe-Feldman & Robinson, 2012; McHoul & Rapley, 2001; Mondada,
2013a; Pekarek Doehler et al., 2017; Psathas, 1995b; Schegloff, 1992b).
An important deal of classroom interaction is carried out through the tripartite IRE sequence
organisation (e.g., Markee, 2000; Seedhouse, 2004c; 2015; cf. Chapter 2). Notwithstanding the
numerous criticisms (Lier, 2001; Mercer, 1995; Nystrand, 1997), the triadic organisation is – to
this day – the preferred ‘vehicle for action’ (Schegloff, 2007) in instructed contexts. However,
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essentially tripartite courses of actions (Kevoe-Feldman & Robinson, 2012) have been found to be
present in other institutional contexts, such as medical interactions (e.g., Heritage & Maynard,
2006; Robinson, 2003; Stivers, 2005).
Firstly, by focusing on the intricacies of the interactive unfolding of IRE, the present study
contributes to illuminate how this specific sequence organisation in institutional context may be
exploited to momentarily relax the asymmetry in the distribution of the right to speak, primarily
by broadening participation. Moreover, these practices – in the classroom pre-E – lie at the
intersection between sequence organisation and turn-taking (Lerner, 1995), and are – therefore –
highly sensitive not only to the sequential organization of the activity in progress, but also to the
distribution of the rights to speak, that is to the turn taking system and the distribution of agency
amongst participants.
Secondly, the detailed study of triadic organization of actions, and specifically of emerging intermove spaces may shed light on how participants exploit these stable inter-move moments in
order to address typical pressures and constraints simultaneously in operation in institutional
interaction. Because interactants are pervasively oriented to progressivity in talk-in-interaction
(Bolden, 2011; Schegloff, 2006, 2007; Stivers & Robinson, 2006), the multimodal approach to
social interaction can reveal how locally constituted bodily resources such as gaze, head nods,
hand gestures etc., may serve not only to manage participation (e.g., Mondada, 2007; Streeck &
Hartge, 1992) and recipiency (e.g., M. H. Goodwin, 1980; Heath, 1992; McClave, 2000), but also
to sustain sequential progressivity and – more broadly – displaying an orientation to the forwardlooking nature of social interaction (Stivers & Robinson, 2006; Streeck & Jordan, 2009).    
6.3.2   Contributions to CA-SLA
This study takes a conversation analytic stance on language and L2 learning as fundamentally
socio-interactional phenomena (cf. Chapter 1-2) and as resource for action (Ochs et al., 1996)
and in the L2 classroom (Pekarek Doehler, 2010). Classroom interaction is, thus, viewed – along
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with L2 naturally occurring conversation (Gardner & Wagner, 2004) – as an indispensable
enabling factor for L2 language learning and use.
Firstly, since language learning is conceived as the development of interactionally and
sequentially organised practices (e.g., turn-taking, repair, sequence organisation) in order to
address practical communicative exigencies (Firth & Wagner, 1997, 2007; Kasper, 2004; Markee
& Kasper, 2004; Pekarek Doehler, 2010), the exploration of the pre-Evaluation space in IRE –
and of the teacher pre-Evaluation practices – can represent an easily reproducible and ubiquitous
practice for fostering student participation through sequence organisation as suggested by
previous research on IRE (Hellermann, 2003, 2005, 2007; Hellermann & Cole, 2009; Lee, 2007).
Because “the organization of activities into sequences of actions shapes participation” (Lerner,
1995, p. 128), learning how and when to participate in L2 interaction is a sine qua non requisite to
enable L2 learning and provide opportunity to use language-in-interaction.
Moreover, the sequential exploration of the pre-E position in IRE can also add to the CA-SLA
of interactional competence (Hall & Pekarek Doehler, 2011; Hellermann, 2008; Markee, 2008;
Pekarek Doehler, 2010). For Markee (2008), turn taking system and sequence organisation, are
amongst the main components of interactional competence. Additionally, a clearer
understanding of the mechanics of pre-Evaluation practice may contribute to the development
of classroom interactional competence (Walsh, 2011, 2012). Walsh (2011) defines classroom
interaction competence as the “teachers’ and learners’ ability to use interaction as a tool for
mediating and assisting learning”(p. 158), while Seedhouse and Walsh (2010) underscore its
importance as:
"CIC [classroom interactional competence] facilitates interactional spaces: learners need space for learning to
participate in the discourse, to contribute to class conversations, and to receive feedback on their contributions." (p.
141)
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Secondly, the sequential analyses proposed in this study contribute to our understanding of the
complex, dynamic and flexible nature of IRE and other interactional practices in the L2
classroom (Kääntä, 2010; Lee, 2007; Margutti, 2004; Markee, 2000; Markee & Kasper, 2004;
Seedhouse, 1996, 1997, 2004c, 2015; Seedhouse & Walsh, 2010; Sert, 2015). The interactional
practices investigated in this study prove that “even a traditional grammar exercise in the
classroom, generally not considered to be a communicative activity, is a task that is
interactionally organized by the participants” (Mondada, 2016, p. 505). By moving away from
pre-established categories and ‘blanket terms’ (Lee, 2007) used to describe the IRE exchange and
the actions it implements, the analysis has shown. The adaptive and multimodal organization of
the IRE, and the findings hint to the relevance of studying this sequence at a different levels of
granularity to develop a deeper understanding of what is actually achieved through it in
interaction.
This thesis argues for the centrality of the reflexive relationship between pedagogy and the
organizational detail of interaction (Gardner, 2012; Markee & Kasper, 2004; Seedhouse, 1996,
1997, 2004c, 2005a, 2010, 2015). Specifically, the emergence of pre-Evaluation opportunity space
shows the flexibility of the IRE sequence organization, and – in particular – of the sequential
surroundings of the third positioned teacher moves. As shown in this study, this position can be
exploited to implement a series of different pedagogical practices, rather than just evaluating or
launching repair on student contribution (Lee, 2007). Importantly, in the analyses presented, the
IRE organization embodies the reflexive relationship between pedagogical focus, sequence
organization, and participation framework (Seedhouse, 2004c, p. 101), and the complexity and
adaptive nature of classroom interaction, revealing its context-sensitivity and context-free
architecture (Seedhouse, 2015). Pedagogic goals and interactional practices are inextricably
intertwined and at different granularity levels, including sequence organization and turn design
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(cf. Chapter 4), and TCUs and embodied conduct (cf. Chapter 5). Indeed, analysing one extract
of an IRE sequence from a form and accuracy context, Seedhouse (2004c) argues:
“The teacher is orienting to five separate […] concerns simultaneously, that is: the pedagogical focus, the ideas
shared by the learners’, monitor the linguistic correctness of the student contribution, must orient to the rest of the
class, and keep a simultaneous orientation on linguistic form and the content of what is being said.” (p. 63)

In addition to the aforementioned concerns, this study demonstrated how the inter-move space
emerging between R and E can be one convenient space provided by IRE to attend to
simultaneous pressures in operation, such as progressing the sequence and addressing more local
contingencies, including evaluating the student contribution. Furthermore, the extracts analysed
in Chapter 5 show how the teacher may draw on gestures and gaze also in order to minimize
disruption of the student R move while sharing the upcoming evaluation with the rest of the
class, thus displaying multiple orientations in attending to different tasks simultaneously.
Thirdly, in line with previous CA research on socially and situated distributed cognition, learning,
and understanding in L2 interaction (e.g., Kasper, 2009; Koole, 2010, 2012; Markee, 2000, 2008;
Markee & Kunitz, 2013; Mori & Hasegawa, 2009), the analyses presented in this thesis
demonstrated that the IRE is a fundamental social practice for achieving understanding in L2
instruction. Thus, this study adds to the knowledge of instructed sequences as social action. IRE,
and the inter-move spaces emerging therein, represent a space where understanding is bodily and
sequentially achieved and displayed (Mondada, 2011). The close attention to the sequential
details of teacher-student exchanges demonstrated that – albeit relying on a set of variable
linguistic resources – L2 learners are socially competent agents in interactions (Gardner &
Wagner, 2004). The linguistic, paralinguistic, and embodied displays on which the students
relentlessly rely during pre-Evaluation moments of the interaction, producing relevant moves
according to the different contingencies addressed by the practice, represented a display of
understanding as demonstrated both in everyday conversation (Sacks et al., 1974) and in the
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classroom (Koole, 2010). The sequential environment analysed in this study, has obviously a
major role for the students in the classes observed. As Seedhouse (2015) notes:
Because it is so closely identifiable with interactional properties and with the institutional business, [IRE]
is the most economical method of accomplishing a complete cycle of the institutional business. For a complete
cycle of institutional business to be carried out, the minimum requirement is that i) the teacher introduces
a pedagogical focus, ii) that the learner produces patterns of interaction in response and iii) the teacher
evaluates the learner response (although this is not always verbalised) by matching i) to ii). (p. 380)

Moreover, the IRE proved to represent a vantage point for the emic observation of
understanding and of the co-construction (Macbeth, 2003), and a sequential environment that
makes multisemiotic resources visible for the students (Lee, 2008; Lerner, 1995).
6.3.3   Contribution to L2 teacher training
Finally, the investigation of the pre-Evaluation practice calls for a more systematic study of the
sequential and multimodal organisation of classroom interaction in teachers’ education programs,
as outlined by recent research (Sert, 2015). In particular, the analysis of teacher’s behaviour
during IRE exchanges, would help the critical reflection on the practices implementing and assist
the development of classroom interactional competence, by focusing “[…] on the online
decisions made by the teachers and learners, and consider[ing] the extent to which these actions
enhance learning and learning opportunity” (Seedhouse & Walsh, 2010, p. 139).
In particular, a deeper understanding of the adaptive nature of the IRE exchange may help
teachers develop an increased awareness of the pedagogical import of easily reproducible
practices, such as pre-Evaluation. Pre-Evaluation, and other similar practices, can prove
especially convenient for sustaining the progression of the activity at hand, creating, maintaining,
and sustaining space for learning while maximising interactional space (Seedhouse et al., 2010;
Sert, 2015). Moreover, the multimodal organisation of pre-Evaluation practice and the finely
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tuned deployment of teacher’s visible conduct, calls for the need of the acquisition of a ‘gestural
awareness’ in the teacher, especially before implementing the E move. Withholding the E in
IRE, in fact, may lead to a larger student participation, since additional student contribution
remains relevant in terms until the teacher E is issued (Lerner, 1995). This study also highlighted
the need for the teacher to become more aware of the importance of the turn design, especially
after the student’s responsive move. For instance, the analyses presented in Chapter 4
demonstrate that the type-B SDA, deployed to check students’ understanding, does not actually
yield a demonstration of understanding from the student but to a mere claim of understanding.
This limitation is mainly due the polar-formatting of the teacher question SDA.
Lastly, given that the CA and socio-culturally inspired Italian L2 research agenda is recent and
remains scarce to date with only a few exceptions (Bazzanella, 1994; Diadori, 2004; Fele, 2002;
Margutti, 2004, 2006, 2010; Margutti & Drew, 2014; Maroni, 2011; Monami, 2013; Orletti, 2000;
Possemato, 2012), greater attention to the fine details of Italian L2 classroom interaction is
extremely needed. Other venues of Italian L2 learning of increasing popularity (e.g., online
learning) have received important, and yet insufficient attention in CA-SLA research (Tudini,
2007, 2010, 2013; Tudini & Liddicoat, 2017). The findings of this study could be extended to this
under-researched context of Italian L2 use.

6.4   Limitations of the study and avenues for future research
One of the main limitations of the present study concerns technical constraints. As stated in
Chapter 3, data collection was carried out with the aid of only one video-camera. Although audio
recording devices were also employed, the use of a single camera necessarily left out participants
– and most importantly – embodied conduct of some participants. Hence, I might have missed
important details of embodied conduct that might have aided the analyses described in this
thesis. Further research with multiple cameras is needed to fully account for the multimodal
organisation of IRE sequences.
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Another limitation concerns the institutional and pedagogical contexts of the present research.
Firstly, I was able to gain access only to three classrooms at the same institution. Secondly, the
pedagogical focus of the lessons observed was mostly on form and accuracy. Further research is
needed in order to compare the pre-Evaluation practice across instructed contexts and during
different phases of the lesson, such as meaning and fluency contexts, including peer-to-peer and
group activities. Moreover, it would be interesting to compare changes in teacher pre-Evaluation
practices in interactions with more advanced learners of Italian L2.
Finally, mainly due to time constraints of the project, the data collection only covered eight
weeks of teaching. Therefore, this study could only describe the pre-Evaluation practice in its
interactional unfolding, but could not document any changes in its treatment by the interactants.
Additional longitudinal CA inspired studies would be necessary in order to explore and track
changes in participation, proving thus the developmental effectiveness of the pre-Evaluation
practice.

6.5   Final remarks
By examining the unfolding of sequentially and bodily organized pre-evaluative practices of IRE,
this thesis hopes to make its contribution to classroom interaction research. As stated elsewhere
in Chapter 3, the view taken here is that classroom interaction is – in fact – social interaction
(Sert, 2015). In particular, the analyses presented in this thesis have incrementally contributed to
the body of research that conceives L2 classroom interaction, and specifically practices that are
accomplished in and through interaction – such as IRE sequences and pre-E practice – as
exquisitely interactive, inescapably temporal, situated, locally managed, negotiated, and
incrementally achieved.
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Appendix I
List of abbreviations
CA

Conversation Analysis

DIU

Designedly Incomplete Utterance

FPP

First Pair Part

Fpost

First Pair Part of a Pos-expansion

IRE

Initiation-Response-Evaluation

PPC

Point of Possible Completion

L2

Second Language

SCT

Sequence-Closing-Third

SDA

Siete d’accordo?

SLA

Second Language Acquisition

SPP

Second Pair Part

Spost

Second Pair Part of a Post-expansion

TCU

Turn Constructional Unit

TRP

Transitional Relevant Point

Y/Ni

Yes/No interrogative
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Appendix II
List of Transcript conventions adapted from Jefferson (2004)
Micropause (up to a tenth of a second)

(.)

Timed pause (>2 tenths of a second)

(0.5)

Slightly descending intonation contour

word ↓

Rising intonation contour

word?

Slightly rising intonation contour

word↑

Descending intonation contour

word.

Suspensive intonation contour

word-

High volume

WORD

Low volume

°word°

The second utterance follows the preceding one with no discernible silence

word=
=word

Overlapping utterances

[word]
[word]

Partly overlapping utterances

w[or]d
[wo]rd

Cut off/Glottal stop or self-interruption
NVC Non verbal communication, (gestures, laughters, etc.)
Visual support (Picture, drawing, colour, etc.;)
Words written on the board

word((gesticulates))
((shows pictures))
((writes on theboard))

or pointed out by the teacher
Text omitted by the transcriber

[…]

Transcriber’s uncertainty about a word

(word)
II

Transcriber’s uncertainty about a part of a word

(wo)rd

Unintelligible syllables

(

‘Smile voice’

£word£

Laughter pulse

wo(h)rd

Audible in-breathing

.hhword

Audible out-breathing

hh.word

)

List of Transcript conventions form multimodal transcriptions adapted from Mondada
(2014)
* *

Gestures and descriptions of embodied actions are delimited between

+ +

two identical symbols (one symbol per participant)

Δ Δ

and are synchronized with correspondent stretches of talk.

*--

The action described continues across subsequent lines

--->*

until the same symbol is reached.

--(08)

This can also be indicated by the line number in parentheses.

>>

The action described begins before the excerpt’s beginning.

--->>

The action described continues after the excerpt’s end.

fig

The exact moment at which a screen shot has been taken

#

is indicated with a specific sign showing its position within turn at talk

III

tN; tH;

Additional embodied action tiers (Nod; Head gesture; Pointing; Gaze), are added
when an embodied action is deployed by a participant who is not the speaker of
the turn underway.

tP; tG;

List of Glossing Abbreviations adapted from The Leipzig Glossing Rules:
1

first person

2

second person

3

third person

ADJ

adjective

ADV

adverb(ial)

ART

article

BEN

benefactive

DEF

definite

F

feminine

IMP

imperative

INF

infinitive

LOC

locative

M

masculine

NEG

negation, negative

Q

question particle/marker

PL

plural

PRS

present

SG

singular

IV

